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‘ (ABSTRACT)
‘

Public instltutions are becoming ever more dependent

L upon one another due to their complexity and speclalized

~ programs. There is a growing potential for duplicatlon

and/or overlap. It is in the context of an lncreasing —

need for coordinated action——espec1ally among Federal

agenc1es——that this dissertation ls written.

This dissertation posits a model for Federal

interagency cooperation that moves beyond traditional

lnterorganizational coordination literature and

itsexchange—basedconcepts of cooperation. Drawing from the

principles of authentic management founded in humanistic

psychology and the negotiation literature, it suggests

that such interorganizatlonal cooperation ls developed and

nurtured at the micro level. Only through contactful

engagement of the prlncipals can the lnterests of the

parties be revealed and dealt with to completlon. In

addition, this dissertation recognizes the unique

character of such engagement when it takes place in

pursuit of the public interest, as opposed to more



traditional private settings. I

'This dissertation examines this model in the context

of
au

unique Anteragency organ1zation——the Interagency

Regulatory Liaison Group (IRLG}. This IRLG was formed by

the chief executlves of the five Federal health and safety
I

regulatory agencies in 1977. It operated for four years
l

with their personal involvement and enthuslasm until its

charter expired in 1981. Involving hundreds of employees

_ from the five agencies, lt stands as a unique

~ organizational experiment in cooperative activities.

This dissertation applies the IRLG experience, as j

seen through 1n—depth interviews with the agency heads andv

staff, to the mlcro—level model. The IRLG experience

illustrated the model concepts of contactful engagement

land integrative bargalning at the ‘Federal interagecy

level. It showed the importance of the agential

perspective on the part of the chief executives as they

worked together on joint projects. It also illustrated

the essentiality of building a lingua franca-—a common

language--for discussion and resolution of

interorganizational differences. Finally, the emphasis in

the. model on maintaining both the substantlve and process

aspects on on-going interagency coordinatlon ls shown in

the IRLG.
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CHAPTER l —— PROBLEM STATEMENT

One of the most significant problems with large

social systems, is their complexity. As the number of

functions to be performed by publlc and private

institutions increases and as the population grows, there

‘
is an, inevltable tendency towards speclalization and

V
division of responsibility among the organizatlons serving

the public. Unllateral, independent action by a public or

private organization to establish, alter, or cease its
In

operations or services is vlrtually impossible.

Dependency is the norm. Checking with another entity, e

clearing with another organization, or coordinatlng among ?

several agencies has become an essential part of the

operating livellhood of most organizations.

° Headlines about day care center operators or school

teachers who are known child molestors leaves the public

wondering about the coordinatlon of local government human

services agencies. For example, dealing with child abuse

and neglect cases involves reporting systems· in the

schools or social services agencies, prosecution of cases

in the courts, patient treatment through mental health

services agencies, and, posslbly, follow—up through school

employment or business licenslng systems.

Attempts to provide employment for welfare

reciplents nis another example where the complexities of

coordinatlon are enormous. Such programs require the

l



cooperation of state and local public welfare agencies,

employment security, unemployment, and job training

agencies, food„ stamp and public health agencies, and,

possibly, housing subsidy agencies. Often, Federal

categorical grant programs targeted at specific needs tend
I

to complicate the coordination problems—by affecting the
e

financial "stakes" held by each agency.

v

In other policy arenas at the state level, bans on

drinking water from wells or eating fish contaminated with

„ pesticides raise questions as to the coordination existing

among state agricultural, health,_ and natural resource y

agencies. While enhanced agricultural production through

pesticide use is an interest in one agency, the health and

ecological effects from excessive pesticide levels is an

issue for the others. The public expects intelligent

coordinated responses to the dilemmas posed by these

circumstances.

At the Federal level, highway* construction has

embraced the environmental impact statement process to

allow consideration of options and a coordinated approach

to development, conservation, and preservation. But many

more programs require on—going cooperation. ”Federal

programs are not comprehensively rational, and

inconsistencies between, and even within, agencies

manifest themselves most directly on the operating level,

where the various organizational missions arc interwoven
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In response to natural resource problems and local needs.

For example, one federal agency has a program to install

drain ·tIlIng }n agricultural land and make marshy areas

available for cultivation. At the same time, lt

participates in a wildlife habitat program to preserve

4
wetlands for wild fowl and other game. Strains and

4
Inconsistencies between conservation, preservation, and

wise use of natural resources often were thematlc sources

of conflict between federal agencies.”1

U These brief lllustrations are meant to highlight the

essentialness of interorganizational coordination in L

complex technical societles in which speciallzed

Institutions have grown up. The charters of public

agencies are becoming increasingly specific and directive

as legislatures and the public demand specific

accountability and detailed overslght of executive branch

activities. Funding constraints also mean that the

specifics of the purposes for which the money is

appropriated are more often spelled out in detail to

assure that the public ”gets what it pays for." The

collective impact of all of these forces ls a heightened

need for understanding of and tactics for

interorganizational cooperation in the public sector.

Health and Safety Regulation

One specific context in which to examine

Interorganlzational coordinatlon is the protection of
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public health and the environment by Federal health and

safety regulatory agencles. This research operates in the

context of these agencies and the necessity for their

joint interaction to carry out their respective missions.

Federal statutes in the health and safety_arena have
V
prollferated since the 1970's. In addltion to laws on

·
occupational safety and health and consumer products, new

environmental protection mandates for clean air, safer

toxic substances and pesticldes, and the clean up of

„ abandoned waste sites have been enacted. Each law is

targeted at solvlng perceived problems. Implementing M

agencies dutlfully attacked those problems with the

required guidelines, regulations, enforcement, and waste

clean—up.

While each action is focused on solving a problem in

a specific environmental or occupational health context

(e.g. cleaner air or a healthier workplace), the

cumulative effect of those actions may be incomplete or

inefflclent because the problems are not compartmentallzed

ln the same way that the agencies or their enabllng

statutes are. For example, common industrial solvents

can, at one and the same time, become occupational work

contaminants, outdoor air pollution problems, water

pollutants, and waste disposal problems. Each type of

emission or release poses a different risk to the worker

and to the public and the environment. Reduction of these
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different emlsslons or releases carrles with It different

costs.

Thus, a plecemeal, uncoordinated regulatory approach

by Federal agencles causes, at best, an Inefflclent

allocation of societal resources for regulation _

development and compllance. At worst, there Is the

potential for a waste of resources In complying with risk

reduction regulations that have little merit In one

‘
”compartment," while more severe rlsks go unaddressed In

another. gr
These regulatory inefficiencies are a motivating

factor behind the need for better coordlnation between i

Federal executlve branch agencies. Finding mechanisms or

principles that can facllltate and enhance coordinated

action among Federal agencies would allow more rational

and effective joining of the Congresslonal mandates; such

mechanisms would reap the additional benefit or more

efficient government operations.

A New Model In a Federal Context

This research proposes to elaborate on the existing

theorles of Interorganizatlonal relations by reaching down

to the micro level of Interaction between Federal agency

heads and exploring a new model for Interagency

coordination. Unlike previous literature, this model Is

grounded In the negotiation literature and some of the

principles from humanlstlc psychology. This model
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contrasts with more traditional approaches to Interagency

cooperation, such as those based upon exhange theory or

resource dependence.

Th; newly constructed model will be examined in the

context of a specific case study of interagency

'hcooperatlon. During the Carter Administration, the chief
U

executives of five Federal health and safety regulatory

agencies created and chartered ln the Federal°Reg1ster-the

Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group (IRLG). The agencies

U were the Consumer Product Safety Commission, the

Environmental Protection Agency, the Food and Drug 7

Administration, the Food Safety and Quality Service of the

Department of Agriculture, and the Occupational Safety and

Health Administration. Its purposes were to coordinate

Federal regulatory action, facllitate information exchange

among agencies, and provide a forum for joint problem

resolution and action.

The IRLG was not simply another Interagency

commlttee. For several reasons, lt stands as a unique

research opportunity with the possibllity of special

inslghts. First, lt was the spontaneous creation of the

chief executlves of the several agencles; it began with

and was sustalned by their personal lnvolvement over a

period of four years. Second, lt was formally chartered

by them in the Federal Register with a detailed

statement of objectlves; in fact, it became an ad-hoc
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executlve branch organization without a statutory charter.

Third, as a further manifestation of its status as an

organization, lt operated on a several hundred thousand

dollar annual budget for jplpg projects.

The five agency heads held monthly breakfast

meetings to direct the work of the organization. Each

named two ”surrogates” to manage the day—to-day

interagency interactlons. The work of the IRLG was carried

out through committees composed of employees from the

several agencies. The work products of the TRLG over its

four—year life embraced projects such as a joint referral

and inspection program for industrial plants, data base E

exchange projects, a joint directory of experts, and

proposed guldelines for Federal assessment of risk from

carcinogens. While views may vary as to the success of

these joint projects, they were implemented jointly by the

several agencies, 1.e. coordinated action resulted.

Outline of This Research

Coordination itself is cited as one of the seminal

concepts in the management literature of the l930's. For

example, Urwick describes Henri Fayol's characterlzation

of it as truly an executive function to be exercised

intra-organizationally to correlate the activities of

lndlviduals. Coordlnatlon is one of the essential

”PODSCORB”2 functions in the repertolre of the public

administrator as defined by Gullck. Yet, for this early
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attention and its growing essentialness to the operation

of complex organizations, the organized research tradition .

for lnterorganlzational relations awaited the l950's to

flower. Chapter 2 outlines the several lines of research

that compose this work. Chapter 3 then constructs an

enhanced model for interagency cooperation. Following a

brief recounting of the history of the IRLG in Chapter 4,

an in-depth examination of the model (Chapter 5) is

undertaken in the context of detailed, recorded interviews

with 12 1nd1v1duals—-including six agency heads——about the

IRLG. Chapter 6 contains conclusions and observations
I

regarding improved interagency cooperation by recognizlng ä

the micro level of interaction as an Integral part of

designing such relationships effectively.

Overview of Methodology „

In order to develop an in-depth understanding of the

relationships and degree of contact that was created among

the five agency heads of the IRLG, 1n—person interviews

were conducted with seven former agency chief executlves.

Because there was early turnover in the Chairmanship of

CPSC and the FDA Commlssioner changed half·way through the

life of the IRLG, two additional chief executives were

interviewed. Although five surrogates were interviewed,

one had served as a surrogate in two different agencies,

while two had different periods of involvement at CPSC.

Figure 1 is a timeline showing the names of the agency
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heads and surrogates that were interviewed for this

research and the approxlmate duration of their involvement

with the IRLG.

Interviews were conducted ln—person (with one ex-

ception) using a open—ended conversatlonal style;

‘ however, certain topical areas, wh1ch_ focused on the

° nature of the Interaction between the princlpals, were

covered using an interview outllne. Appendix·A describes

the interview content as well as my approach to setting up

the interviews and my feelings toward those interviewed.

These autobiographlcal data permit the reader to make

informed judgments about my interests in the IRLG and,

therefore, to better evaluate the conclusions and

observations.
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FOOTNOTES

1 Joseph J. Molnar and David L. Rogers, "A Comparative
Model_ of Interorganizatlonal Confl1ct," Administrative
Science Quarterly 24 (September 1979):421

2 PODSCORB stands’ for Planning, Organizing, Directing,
Staffing, Coordinating, Reporting, and Budgetlng. The
acronym was coined by Luther Gulick, "Notes on the Theory

V of Organization," in Papers on the Science of
Administration, ed. Luther Gullck -and L. Urwick,

. (Clifton, N.J.: Augustus M. Kelley Publishing Co., 1937),
pp. 1-45.



CHAPTER 2 —- INTERAGENCY COORDINATION LITERATURE

AThls chapter reviews the literature most directly

associated with interagency cooperation and coordinatlon.

In the context of the public sector, there are three main

streams of scholarship that relate to collaborative

_ endeavors between and among agencles. —The first ls the

emplrlcally-based research——usually carried• out at the

local or sub-state level examining the interrelationshlps

between health, welfare, job training, planning, social

”
service, or education agencies. Many of the theoretlcal

'underplnnlngs and much of the terminology for current

lnterorganlzational theory arose from this early work.

The citations in some of this work lndicate on-going

research sponsorshlp by health agencies of the Department

of Health and Human Services and a concern for the lack of

integrated health services by the consumer.

The second closely related literature stream is

composed of theoretical works or articles which summarize

and attempt to organize the research in the field. These

authors deal with such issues as the levels of analysis,

the factors that impact, and the preconditions that

afféct, interorganlzatlonal cooperation. It ls often

noted in this literature that the bias of the researchers

is toward the necessity for and the factors that wlll

assure successful lnteragency cooperation.

The final literature stream ls drawn from the-

12
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public administration practltioners° works. As early as

the 1940's, with the formation of a more extensive

Executive branch, concerns arose about the coordinatlon of

efforts between and among the Federal departments. This

literature treats the more practical issues of interagency

committees and cooperation. ·
~I

The empirical, theoretical, and pragmatlc work in

the area of interagency cooperation prlnclpally approaches

the issue of such coordination using an exhange

~ perspective. Whether expressed in terms of a calculated

cost—beneflt view, a trading of resources for other valued -

concessions, or a more personal frlendship, most of the

research on the source and causation of interagency

cooperation utllizes the spirit of trading or bargainlng

as a starting point. The literature also treats a number

of levels of analysis--the organization and its

relationship to the larger society, the organization as a

focal point in a set of relatlonships with other

organizations, the network of transactions between a

specific set of organizatlons, or the organization as an

”actor” ratlonally examlning alternatives in its

relationships.

A persistent bias of omission in examining

interagency cooperation in the context of exchange at

these several levels is a lack of consideration of the

micro-level of interpersonal dynamics. The literature
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characterizes lnterorganlzatlonal relation- ships as

formalized, mechanistic interconnections with considerable

attention to tabulating the numbers of, directlons of, and

intensity of interactions between organizations, but no

treatment of the micro—level contact that may or may not

be made between agency members or administrators. There
U

are passing references to professional norms and tles as

well as friendships resulting from employment 1n· or

professional contact with other agencies. However, there

Ü is no detailed recognition of the role that in-depth

personal engagement may or may not have on interagency N

cooperation.

Empirlcal Research

There are two seminal works in interorganizational

coordinatlon which vlrtually every author cites in

discussing the field. Based on an empirical study of 22

voluntary and governmental health—related agencies, Levine

and White posited exchange as a conceptual framework that

was built upon the definition used by George Homans in

small groups. Their version, however, was broader than

the individualistlc, economic calculus of that time.

”Organizational exchange is any voluntary activity between

two organizations which has consequences, actual or

anticipated, for the realization of their respective goals ß

or objectives.”1 Although they discuss exchange in

longer time frames and with unequally empowered
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organlzations, organizations are still treated as actors.

They introduce the necessity of interorganizational ·

cooperation due to resource, labor, or client scarcity,

and define the degree of lnterdependence between such

organlzations as a function of (l) access outside of the

health-related system to elements necessary for its

. maintenance, (2) organlzatlonal objectives and functions

which it supplies, and (3) degree of domain consensus

among the organizations. This latter term, which zefezs

to the consistency of deflnltions of the organlzational

goals and the functions to be provided among the

participating organizations, is defined as cruclal to the 3

conduct of a productive exchange—based relationship. It
N

is carrled on in the subsequent emplrical literature.

Finally, Levine and White go on to develop the dimensions

of exchange in terms of the parties involved, kinds and
N

quantities of entities traded (i.e. resources, clients),

nature of the agreement underlying the cooperation, and

direction of exchange.

The second widely cited work is Litwak and Hylton's

treatment of the role of coordinating agencies at the

local level. Grounded in their work with community

chest—type agencies, they develop and evaluate three

factors which they argue constitute a matrix of the klnds

of mechanlsms for coordination. Based on the assumption

that there is eventually conflict between agencies because
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they all seek autonomy, the three factors are partlal

lnterdependence, awareness of lnterdependence, and

transactions capable of being defined ln standardized

units of action (1.e. funds, prices of goods, cost of

living indicies). They also comprehend the study of

[
interorganizatlonal relations in the context of

'
unstructured authorlty and liken it to the —study of

international relations——at one extreme of thé spectrum.

Based on studies of community planning organizations

U ln Boston and two other cities, Warren develops a

structural description of the four types of relationships g

among such community decision organizatlons (CDO°s). They

are: unitary, federative, coalitional, and social choice.

Focusing on the unitary and federative contexts, he sees

their function as working out (posslbly by satisficing)

the confllctlng values held by the various interest groups

and agencies represented in these contexts.

In another widely clted work, Aiken and Hage develop

and test five hypotheses as to the joint behavior of

agencies based on data from 16 health and welfare agencies

dealing with rehabilitation programs. Again, anchoring

theß need for lnterorganizational cooperation in resource
I

scarcity, they identify several factors-—from both the

environment and the lnternal operations of the

organizations·-as affecting successful joint programs.

They use joint programs as the indlcator for
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organlzational lnterdependence. Alken and Hage argue that

the more complex agencies (those with a higher degree of

professionaliswq, those with active internal

communications linkages, and those that are more

innovative tend to be involved in joint programs. They

were unable to correlate the degree of·formalization or
~

greater decentrallzation in organlzations with the level

of joint programs with other agencies.
e ‘

_ In a 1974 study based on interviews with 116 top

„ admlnistrators of community development agencles, David

Rogers developed and tested a multiple indicator, scalar J

measure of the intensity of interorganizational re1ations.»

Intensity refers to the type and amount of resource

investment between agencies. The six variables which were

measured as indicators of level of intensity were:

director acquaintance, director Interaction, information

exchange, resource exchange, overlapplng boards of

directors, and written agreements. He found the variables

to be a cumulative intensity scale with director

acquaintanceship at the low end of the intensity spectrum

building to written agreements at the high end. When

these variables were positied as explanatory of the number

of joint programs conducted by the agencies (a measure

suggested by Aiken and Hage), the ·correlation was

.55--suggesting other variables are important as well. Of

relevance to the present research is their selection of
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parameters related to the dlrectors or chief executives of

the agencies. He measured the quantitative parameters

of acquaintance or lack of acquaintance and number of

meetings with other directors, however.

Paulson explored a different aspect of the Aiken and

Hage's parameter of joint programs by attemptlng to

hypotheslze the reasons for interorganlzatlonal

cooperation as being grounded in the structural and

performance characterlstlcs of the agency. This vlew is

ln contrast to other work focuslng on the

lnterorganizational field (Warren) and the organizational

set (Evans), which focuses on the agency, as drlving the Z

interrelationship.

He modestly correlated a higher degree of attalnment

of each of six parameters with a higher number of joint

programs. That is, higher degrees of complexity,

innovation, centrality, formallzation, and internal

communications correlated with larger numbers of joint

programs. He suggested the need to consider systems

characterlstics (outside the organization) to further

account.for the joint program efforts.

In a study based on interviews with 20 local health

and social service agencies supplying services to the

elderly,· Aram and Stratton explore two concepts that are

related to the present research. First, they speak of the

convergence of Interests of the several agencies and their
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understanding of the needs of the elderly at a specific

site. Second, they suggest four factors which were V

important in developing these joint agency

meetings——lndividual leadership, agency leadership,

meeting behavior (attendance and contribution by leaders

at meetings) and near—term perceived goals. While

acknowledging the work of exchange theorlsts, they are

unable to tie this interagency cooperation to that

concept. Instead, they conclude, "The observations

~ concerning 'convergence of interests' and key persons whoV

perceive their agency goals as immedlate, recent, and ~

numerous suggest that the effort at cooperation met the
1

interests or needs of relevant persons. It ls not possible

to say that the origin and progress of the planning?

activity was a result of these factors. However, it is

reasonable to understand the process in terms of

activities which are consistent with or instrumental in

satisfying individual and agency requirements."2 (emphasis

mine) These observations are a precursor to the present

research which explores these Interests or needs of

relevant persons.

J Analyzing interorganizational relations from a

different level and Vperspective, Benson crltlqued

lnterorganizational theory as characterized by confusion

and overlap and insufficiently concerned with the macro

structures of society. In his article, "The
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Interorganlzatlonal Network as a Political Economy,” he

takes a ”systems resource" view of lnterorganlzational

cooperation. He posits the dependence of these

relatlonships 'on the control of and flow of money and

power among the agencies. He offers the network of

‘ organlzatlons as the basic unit of analysis and

I
investigation as contrasted with Evan's organization set

A
(to be discussed later). Taking this political economy

view of lnterorganlzatlonal relationships, he uses four

previously defined components of such cooperation:

„ domain consensus, ideological consensus, positive N

evaluation of others, and work coordlnatlon. These

components of lnterorganizatlonal relations are in

equlllbrlum, but each ls dellmited in its varlablllty by

the resources resulting from political economic forces.

He devotes considerable attention to the environment of

the network of agencies and to the four klnds of

strategies that cause social change ln networks:

{ cooperatlve, dlsruptlve, manlpulatlve, and authoritative.

Again, he vlsuallzes these stategles from a more global

viewpoint of overall impact on the network of agencies.

For example, a dlsruptive strategy which impacts the
~

resources of a target agency can be caused by invasion of

its domain ln order to force change. Benson's research _

establishes a higher level of analysls-—the

lnterorganizational level——as opposed to the organization-
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environment or organization set.

Davidson introduces a framework or regimen to allow

planners to determine if a coordinated approach among

social service agencies is feasible. He bases this

ordered analysis upon a review of the relationship

established between six local agencies and one county
u

social service agency in providing services for the

elderly. He posits a continuum of increasing possible

interorganizatlonal cooperation: communication, cooper-

„ ation, coordination or confederation, federation, and

merger. He also argues that organizations can progress

through these stages and begin at the lowest level anew in

a broader·field of organizations.

He divides his planning framework into three stages:

Stage l, the environment; Stage 2, organizational

characteristics; and Stage 3, interorganizational process

factors. A number of the factors at each stage comprehend

the thrusts of previous literature. Stage 1 requires an

analysis of the economy, political pressures, legislation,

availability of funds, and demographic trends. Stage 2

includes an assessment of resources, domain, and

interdependence. Stage 3 includes a review of the

structure of the interorganizational group, the history of

the interorganizational Vgroup, the role conflict of the

interorganizationall group, the behavior of individuals in

groups, and leadership. Of note in the discussion of
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behavior 1s the characterization of both problem solving

and bargainlng sltuatlons in which the group member must

partlcipate; in his view, both are governed byl the

rational economic man, although he acknowledges the

importance of interpersonal relations.
A

Related to this model, which was built on experience
t

with local service agencies, ls Hooyeman's case study of

_ three sheltered workshops in Minnnesota. In this article,

q she reviews her efforts as a consultant for these agencies

E and identifies the four generic variables that must be

attended to in order to coordinate across agencies. They

were: existing relationships (1.e. facllitatlve or

competitive interdependence and domain consensus or

dlssensus), awareness of partial interdependence, resource

asymmetry, and type of tasks to be coordlnated (1.e.

complex vs. support services).

Aldrlch's 1976 empirical study of 19 local

employment service offices and a sample of the over 2900

social service agencles to which they relate was designed

to explore the validity of a resource dependence model for

interorganizatlonal relations. He cites the valldity of

authorlty and intervening organizatlons as Eorces which

increase the level of interorganizational coordinatlon.

He also saw support for the resource dependence model's

prediction that a desire for routlnized transactions grows

with higher resource flows between organlzations.
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Although the resource dependence model places values and

sentiments ln a secondary role, "I have found evidence

that
-the

sentlment of "percelved cooperat1on" has an

impact on the course of subsequent interorganlzational

transactlons... Theorlsts must look for ways of

lntegrating values and sentiments into the resource
A

dependence model."3 This alluslon to the affectlve

dimension of cooperation is one of few in the literature.

Schmidt and Kochan build on Aldrlch's work by

„ attemptlng to lntegrate the resource dependence model for

interorganlzatlonal relations with theexchange-basedapproach

of Alken and Hage——one in which resource

shortages promote cooperation. In a study of 23 local

employment service offlces, Schmidt and Kochan test

hypotheses that explore the validlty of both models.

Their focus on the resource dependency situation (1.e. in

which one agency is dependent on the others) showed the

frequency of lnteractlon being higher when the agency

seeing low benefits from cooperation views the other

organizatlons as (1) having compatible goals with its own,

(2) being important for its own functloning, and (3)

having greater influence over its organization.

Interaction was not higher when such an agency saw other

agencies using confllct—or1ented tactlcs for influence.

The authors conclude that the exchange and power

dependency models are important for explaining
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lnterorganizational relations.

Hall et al. use the context of data from local

youth servlces_ agencies in 12 cities to explore the

usefulness of the exchange model in explaining interagency

coordination in three different sltuations. The three

different bases for coordinated activity were voluntary,

mandated, and voluntary, but standardlzed through formal

agreement. They found the exchange model valid as a

perspective in explalnlng voluntary cooperatlve

relationships, but not sufficiently explanatory for the

other two types. They made two major assumptlons which

seem noteworthy; one is that* lnterorganizational ;

relationshlps are not slngular in nature——that is, more

_ than one of these types of relations can be carrled on at

once between the same organlzations. The second

assumption concerns the evolutionary nature of
V

relationships, l.e. one kind of relationship can serve as

a basis for another.

A study of 67 manpower agencies by Whetten and Leung

posed four hypotheses relatlng the establlshment of

interorganlzational linkages to the instrumental value to

the focal organ1zat1on's effectiveness. They found strong

support for the likelihood that organizations with small

budgets and/or broad ranges of services will relate to

organizations with high instrumental value ford them.

Other variables which they explored-—sma1l organization
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sets, staff members' professional acqualntance, frequency

of internal communications, and centralized authority

structures——were more modestly supported as variables

explaining the relationship to organizations.

Boje and Whetton lnvestigated 17 manpower referral

networks in a study to test eleven propositions related to

the attributlon of influence in the networks associated

with different variables. These propositions relate to

three broad parameters of lnterorganizational relations:

(1) the centrality of the organization in the network

(1.e. more client referral, greater Ijoint program

activity, and more strategic *communications), (2)i

organizational strategies (e.g. cross placementI of

administrators on boards of directors, services for less

difficult clients), and (3) contextual constraints (e.g.

local administration, geographic proximlty, lncreased

size, interpersonal tles). Although the path analysis

methdology employed could not show the relative

contribution of the various factors to attribution of

influence, some of the factors correlated significantly

with referral centrality and attributed influence. One of

the authors' major conclusions was the value of embracing

organlzational strategies and environmental constraints in

future models of interorganizational relations
I

An empirlcally—based article by Galaskiewicz and

Shatin deals with the impact of leadership on the
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networking among neighborhood human service organizations.

Using data from 181 such public and non-profit agencles in

Chicago, the authors turn to the extraorganizatlonal

loyaltles and personal networks among agency executlves as

variables of interest as opposed to classic resource

exchange. They also examlne differences by comparing

turbulent and less turbulent neighborhoods. Because of

the small number (four) of networks studled involvlng

these agencies, the authors suggest that more rigorous

research designs are needed. However, they found that

similar raclal and educational backgrounds of leaders

correlated with greater interorganlzational cooperation in ä

more turbulent neighborhoods. This research is

signlficant in that lt raises the issue of individual

leaders and their potential impact on interorganizational

relations.

O'Toole and Hontjoy take an implementation

perspective on interagency cooperation and explore

mandated coordlnation as expressed in a survey of 20 out

of 191 General Accounting Office reports on Federal

agencies. They develop a model for interagency

implementation based in part on J.D. Thompson's three part

typology of lntraorganizational stucture——pooled,

sequentlal, and reciprocal lnterdependence. They poslt the

lack of resources, especially at the start—up stage of

cooperation, as a predlctor of failed lnteragency efforts.
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They dlfferentiate between pooled (and competltlve

sequential) and sequential (and reciprocal)

lnterdependence, as lncreaslng and decreasing the

likelihood of action, respectively.

A 1987 article by Weiss completes the review of
I

emplrically based literature with a case study of nine
l

educational service agencies in five states. She

organizes the data on cooperation among school districts

into six factors with concerns for exchange domlnating

„ three of them (financial resource trading, gratificatlon

of norms, and political consequences). The other three „

factors were problem solving, uncertainty reduction, and

legal mandates.

She then develops a process model for cooperation

among public agencies which ls constructed around three

necessary preconditions. They include percelved problem

shared across agencles, resource availability to handle

problem cooperatively, and institutional capacity to mount

cooperation; she argues that these precondltions must be

coupled with external forces exerting demands on

agency performance. One of her concluslons concerns the

lnadequacy of cost/benefit—type calculations to try to

understand cooperative agency behavior; efficiency alone

cannot fully explain such activities.

Theoretical Constructs and Summarles

The second major literature stream consists of work
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by the conceptual scholars who use the empirical

literature to develop or elaborate upon models or to

synthesize generalizations from the field of

interorganizational relations. Guetzkow defined three

ways in which organizations relate
to,

one

' another——interpenetration of groups, specialized roles to

'
handle interaction across boundaries, and interactions

through supraorganizational processes. These latter

arrangements range from joint committees and trade

Ü associations to joint regulation by commissions. He

recognizes both competitive and facilitative relationships H

in which coordination can be accomplished operationally in

three ways: tacit coordination through domain consensus,

domination by one organization, and the proliferation of

new organizational entities. He recognizes Levine and

White's exchanqe—based model in which each organization

assists the other towards its goals in the course of

output exchanges.

Lindblom's 1965 typology of the four kinds of

cooperation in a democratic society gives broad bounds to

the mechanism for coordination. The two poles of the

spectrum are central coordination and mutual adjustment or

negotiation. In between these, he posits coordination

through agreed—upon Vrules and the cooperative

investigation of mutual problems. This latter category

typifies much of the emplrical work cited above.
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Evan's principal contribution to lnterorganlzatlonal

research was deflnlng the concept of ”organlzatlon set" as

the focal organization and the lnteractlons lt has wlth

other organlzatlons ln its network. He then deflnes seven

dlmenslons of such sets, such as size, concentratlon of

lnput resources, overlap ln membership, overlap ln goals

and values, and boundary personnel, as frultful parameters

for future emplrlcal research. He also suggests possible

research hypotheses related to these parameters focused on

predlcting the behavior of the focal organization. For

example, he argues that cooperatlve action ls more llkely

wlth complementary functions *between the focal é

organization and lts set, while slmllarlty of function

leads to competltive behavior. Hls focus ln this paper ls

very broad, coverlng economic, rellglous, political, and

educational organlzatlons and their respective

lnterrelatlonshlps.

Lltwak and Rothman syntheslzed research to date ln

1970 to move towards a theory of coordlnatlon between

organlzatlons. They begin by dlfferentlatlng between

lntra— and lnter- organlzatlonal contexts ln terms of the

lack of centrallzed declsionmaklng and the mechanisms

which malntaln distance between organlzations typlcally

found ln lnterorganlzatlonal studies. Thelr expllclt

model for lnterorganlzatlonal analysis ln thls work ls the

confederatlon.
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Of particular interest is a description of the types

of linkages and conditions under which formal and informal

interorganizational relations are effective. They suggest

a continuum of such relationships ranging from rules and

procedures (such as those governing interlibrary loans) to

’
coordinating organizations, like community chests, to

”
lnformal contact among primary groups in different

organizations. They introduce several factors which, when

viewed collectively, help define the precise nature of the
.‘\

lnterorganizatlonal llnkage. The factors include

awareness of interdependence, standardization, number of _

organizations, conslstency between internal structure and
1

the linkage it permits, and organizational resources.

Finally, they hypotheslze detailed mechanisms for

coordination in the context of three independent

parameters: degree of formality, whether the linkage is

competitive or facilitative, and the degree of autonomy of

· the organization. For example, in cases of a large number

of organizations, with high organizational awareness and

high standardlzation, the degree of formallty that results

is rule-based interaction. In the exact opposite

situation, with a small number of organizations, low

awareness, and low standardization, personal friendships

constitute the interorganizational linkage and the degree

of formality
is‘

low. Finally, they suggest that

organizations that are sequentially linked in their
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activities (versus those with pooled or homogeneous

activities) will differ in their views of interdependence.

‘Focus1ng ion cooperation for mutual ends, Marrett

synthesizes the empirical research in interorganizational

relations as of 1971 into five main interest areas:

lnterorganizational properties (including variables like
V

innovation, nature of laws and rules, complexlty),

comparative properties (including similarities in goals,

structures), relational properties (including formality,

Ü intensity, symmetry), formal contextual properties (such

as size of set, history of interlocklng relations) and U

non—organizational properties (such as demographic

structure, community support). In reviewing these

research traditions, the author selects the dimenslons of

degree of formalization, lntensity, reclproclty, and

standardizatlon as informing the future investigation of

two distinct lnterorganizational models. The first,

characterized by a low degree of attainment of each of

the four parameters, is the most typlcal in the social

welfare interagency milieu. The second, in which each

parameter is at the heightened end of its scale, occurs

much less frequently, according to Marrett, and deserves

iincreased research attention.

A major work which operationalizes the nature of the

collaboration by local health organizations ls Lehman's

Coordinating Health Care: Explorations in Interorgan—
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lzational Relations. He fully embraces the concept of the

economic self—interest of the organlzational units and

defines three broad patterns of control in

interorganlzational relations--laterally linked, mediated,

and guided interorganizatlonal relations. He develops and

elaborates upon these three major patterns for interagency

interaction in the health arena. He describes the feudal

configuration, the mediated organization, and the empire

(or corporate) model-—the latter recognizlng member

elitism (or system elitlsm). He concludes that in the _

health area, "The problem, in other words, is to find a

way of organlzing the plurallty of health care units in Z

such a way as to avoid the drlft toward social entropy

springing from feudalism, as well as to steer clear of the

disruptlve effects of skewed power that stems from

empires. What we need, to put it succinctly, are empires

without imperialism. Empires are valuable because

systemic power becomes crystalized in one or a few units,

while the pitfalls of overbureaucratlzation are minimized.

What is required are mechanlsms of checks—and—balances

that ‘set limits on the power of the imperial center and

open it up to the input of demands from other units."4

White reviews the nature of intra— and inter-

organlzational studies and analyzes whether separate

conceptualizations are needed. His conclusion is that

many of the same analytic dlmensions are relevant to both
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kinds of investigations. He uses declsionmaking on the

allocation of resources as the organizing concept for both

fields‘ and suggests three broad analytic dimensions. The

first is characteristics of the organization itself, which

includes exogenous factors, structural dimensions,

decisionmaker constraints and the motive or inferred
·

dynamic (1.e. exchange, reciprocity, altruism). The

second dimension is the relationship to ·the resource

A controlling environment which includes knowledge about the

. environment, evaluation of it, and existing agreements

with other decisionmakers. The final dimension for „

analysis relates to decisionmaking on resource allocation

and the participation in it as well as the rules by which

it is conducted.

While attesting to the validity of these dimensions

for analysis, White classifies the interorganizational

relations literature into four categories based on the

relational states of the organizations. These are

cooperation (which includes both networks and coordinating

councils), competition, avoidance, and conflict.

Referring to the literature on coordinating councils, he

mentions primarily political tradeoffs. But in reviewlng

the literature on conflict, he makes an interesting

observation about public sector cooperation ·which is

relevant to the present research. ”In general the bulk of

the writers on conflict refer rather explicitly to
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dec1sion—mak1ng with respect to the allocation of

resources. In the iggggprganizational literature, the

decision-making process tends to be singled out as

conflict only, when an impasse is reached and rancorous

conflict results. In the gggggprganizational literature,

however, even peaceful bargaining and_ the settling of
”

disagreements over allocations, are often referred to as

conflict. Therefore, perhaps bargaining or trading off

cooperation in the nonprofit interorganizational setting

V
has been largely interpreted as cooperation, and in the

profit-making intraorganizational setting as conflict.”5 G

Van De Ven, Emmett, and Koenig critique the state of

interorganizational analysis and define a new, broader

framework for such analysis using the concept of the

interorganizational collectlvlty (IC). They suggest that

the existing research examines interorganizational

relations either from the perspective of the organization

as a unit of analysis in a constrained environment or as a

collectivity of _interact1ng organizations-—a network of

relationships. Drawing on Parsons conception of a social

system, they argue that the IC needs to be analyzed at

three levels: Level I deals with the primary

organizational units and the functions of adaptation and

pattern maintenance, Level II deals with coordination,

control, and procurement or the integration function, and

Level III embraces goal attainment and external
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legitlmation which deals with attalnlng objectives,

decisionmaking process, and characteristics of the

declslonmaker. , This conceptual scheme parallels Parsons'

technical, managerial, and lnstitutlonal perspectives,

respectively, for social organizations.

Schemerhorn's 1975 synthesis of the literature on

interorganizatlonal cooperation (IOC) recognized three

factors which motivate such engagements: resource

_ scarcity, cooperation itself taking on positive value, and

-
when powerful extra—organ1zat1onal forces demand lt. He

posited several factors which posltively relate to the -

likellhood of IOC. They Include boundary permeability,

common operating goals between organizatlons,

organizational norms or environmental support for IOC, and

physical opportunity. His special insight as it relates

to the present research is the recognltion of the role of

the individual as an important mediator in causing IOC.

”The
challenge to be met by theory-builders in utilizing

this frame of reference is to speclfically conceptuallze

interorganlzational cooperation as the outcome of a

process in which organizational decision-makers decide on

cooperation as a preferred action strategy, and then

ultimately achieve implementation of this strategy in

organizatlonal behav1or."6

van De ven poses a theory of why and how

organlzations create and malntain interorganlzational
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relatlonshlps. Beginning with the definition of

interorganizational relationship involving resource

transactions }taken from the local human services

context), he uses the social action system dimensions to

analyze such relationships. The framework embraces the
U

concept of self—interest and the attainment of goals by
U

the lnterorganlzatlonal cooperative, which are

unattalnable by the individual organizations. To attain

o these goals, the joint arrangement assumes structural

U attributes of formallzatlon, centralization of

decisionmaklng, and complexity. Process attributes of the H

joint efforts include resource and information flows.
U

He cites two primary reasons for the creation of

interorganizational relationships--resource dependence or

commitment to a problem or opportunity. Both of these

reasons have applicability to the principal models behind

interorganizational relations--resource dependence or

systems change. He asserts that the maintenance, growth,

and dissolution of lnterorganlzational relationships is a

function of resource flows. He defines a life cycle of

resource needs, interagency communications and consensus,

resource trading, and structural adaptation and

maintenance. Dissolution is related to the attainment of

self—interest objectives.

Aldrich and UWhetton approach interorganizational

relations from the perspective of network analysis. They
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state that the researcher—constructed paradigm of

relatlonships (the network) offers more ability to

theorlze about! important attributes of connectedness,

reachability, density, and centrallty of organlzations

than do the organization set (focal organization) or

action set (all the organizatlons -act1ng with an
n

organization) approaches. They define network stablllty

as an important past and future characteristic· of

_ lnterorganlzational relations. They examlne previous

„ literature which relates the structural characteristlcs of

redundancy and dependence relations as important forces _

for network stabillty.

Whetton's synthesis of the field of

lnterorganizational relations cites the research

tradltions in public administration, marketing, economics,

and soclology. He asserts that the first two tend to

explore dyadlc relationships and improvement in

coordinatlon, while the other two tend to focus on larger

networks. The economic/business-oriented research tends

to be concerned with inappropriate collaboration. He

reviews the just-mentioned forms of coordination--dyadlc,

organization sets, actions sets, and networks-—and groups

the structural forms into three categories. They are

mutual adjustment, alllance, and corporate forms of

lnterorganizationall relations. He defines the five

conditions (flowlng from the literature) that must be met
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to achieve voluntary coordlnation—-positive attitude

towards coordination, recognized need for coordination,

awareness of, potential partners, assessment of

compatlbility and desirability, and capacity for

maintaining the coordination process. When coordination

' is mandated, two of the factors-—recQgnized need and
‘

assessment of compatib1lity—-are not necessary

preconditions for the relationship. Hé reviews a

practical model for creating coordlnation by Klonglan et

U al. (to be discussed later) and focuses on four

dysfunctions resulting from interorganizational g

coordination-—impact on adaptive Vpotential, program.

innovation, service quality, and costs.

Provan comprehensively reviews the federation as an

interorganizational linkage in his 1983 article. In his

view, federations are formed when a large number of

organizations are involved, which have a large discrepancy

between their expertise and goals and that of the

the federation management, and there exists considerable

external pressure for creation. He defines three basic

types of federations--participative, independent, and

mandated——as falling between types of coordlnation at the

two ends of the spectrum—-coalitions and owned systems.

Examples of the three 'types of federations are some

mu1t1—hospital systems, the United Way, and professional

sports leagues, respectively. He offers several
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Vhypotheses as to the relationship of strategic decisions

to the fact of network affillatlon and the level of

sophlsticatlon of the federation management organization.

A final 'theoretlcal synthesis by Schopler in 1987

develops a typology of groups based on their

origin--mandated or voluntary——and thelr external task

4
structure. Arguing from the literature, she suggests that

these two parameters are important predlctors. of

— efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability ln

‘_ lnterorganlzational groups. She develops and evaluates

six hypotheses relatlng to group formation, operational I

problems, effectlveness of outcomes, external perceptlon
“

of effectiveness, and accountabllity to external

constituencies using citations from open systems, exchange

theory, and small group literature.

Practitioner Literature

The final literature stream related to interagency

cooperation comes from the commentary and work of public

administrators and researchers of operational

interorganlzational arrangements. John Pearson begins by

emphaslzing the executive or institutional level

responsibility for interagency coordlnation.

Far from being a natural by—product
lmpllclt in the law and generating itself from
administration, cooperation by public agencies
can easily remain more of an objective than a
fact. The responsibilities of the administrator
in his own field may occupy every available
moment of his time. He may also be reluctant to
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exceed those responsibilities or to give any
appearance of setting himself up as a negotiator
in matters over which another agency has
authority and prestige at least equal to his own.
A‘no man's.land is thus found to lie between many
public agencies even though their work may be
vitally related; everybody's business is nobody's
business...The main reason why at least a measure
of success may be expected is that scarcely any

. public agency would enunciate a policy of
non—cooperation. By its deeds and~attitudes an

— agency or government unit might appear to be
indifferent to any team effort, but its formal
position would necessarily be that it,welcomed
any chance to cooperate with all and sundry.‘
Thus, given reasonable grounds and a demonstrable
mutual need, the administrator who seeks
cooperation runs a good chance of getting what he

„ wants.7

Speaking in the context of Federal agency field.

coordination, Fesler notes the operational importance of

coterminus field districts and even co—location in the same

physical building. He highlights operating program

knowledge and personal acquaintanceship as major

facilitators for interagency cooperation:

· The soil for inter-agency coordination must
be prepared by promotion of familiarity by each
agency with related agencies' program and
operations and by promotion of personal
acquaintanceship and informality among officials
of related agencies...And two-way cooperation can
flourish only among officials who are familiar
with one another's activities and problems and
can deal with one another on a personal and
informal basis, instead of as embodlments of the

„ majesty of their respective agencies. Put in
different words, I am saying that two-way
cooperation (and, by implication, triangular
coordination) is conditioned by that central
problem of public administration——effective
communicat1on.8

He also points out that the coordination of field

activities among agencies necessltates headquarters
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coordination efforts even more than on-location

cooperation.
l
Although ,empirlcal1y grounded, Guetzkow's 1950 study

of lnteragency commlttees is as notable for what it did not

find as for what lt did. While concludlng that frequency

and length of meetings, preclseness of agenda, and the type
~

of secretarlat service were associated with committee

effectlveness, he concluded that 55 to 60 per cent of the

_ effectlveness is attributable to other factors.
”It

« probably ls necessary to go beyond the formal

characteristlcs of committees to observatlonal studies of

committees ln _operation to locate factors which are more

clearly related to their effectiveness.”9

A major work in the health services area is the

ln—depth case study by Mott of the New York state

Interdepartmental Health and Hospital Council. Operating
I

over a number of years through several administrations,

this councll was viewed as an important voluntary mechanlsm

for coordlnatlon by the partlcipants, who were often the

agency heads. Mott views the purpose of the council as

fourfold: a mechanlsm to explore areas of mutual lnterests,

a way to deal with the external environment (especially

interest groups) and to manipulate lt, a method to monitor

other agenc1es' bureaucratlc behavior, and an aid ln

helplng each agency head control his staff. This latter

point deals partlcularly with the lsolatlon of the agency
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head and the ability to get insights from other agency

heads. He suggests two alternatives to the coordinating

council if better cooperation is desired: managed

competition (through policy option papers circulated to

other agencies) or a reformed council with the governor

' chairing to assure decisions. Mott grounds his work in the

·
basic exchange notion of mutuality of benefit for

participation.
‘

„

Emmerich deals with coordination in the sense of

U bureaucratic power and defines it as another form of

consent. Since bargaining must take place to facilitate

coordination, the other actor°s consent must be obtained.

”Te1ling another person to coordinate, therefore, does not

tell him what to do. He does not know whether to coerce or

bargain, to exert power or secure consent. Here we have

one aspect of an apparently desirable tralt of

antibureaucratic administration that covers up the very

problems—-conflict versus cooperation, coercion versus

consent--its invocation is supposed to resolve.10

He further observes the complexities involved in the

coordination process and the necessity to understand the

issue:

_ Even when participants appear to agree with
the substantive merlts of a proposal, they can
still oppose it or, at least, not do very much to
help carry it out. One can believe that a
program has merit but still think that others are
more desirable...One can agree with the program
but believe that the wrong people are controlling
the decislons or that faulty procedures have been
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followed. The regional organization may think
that it should make critical decislons, though
these might be no different from those made by
its local or national affiliate. Guardians of
the larger organ1zat1ons's integrity may believe
that it 'wlll suffer if its existing procedures
are violated. Full of agreement, bursting with
goodwlll, they may yet not take the actions
required to expedlte the program. Still other
participants might agree on the program if they
were interested ln lt, but they are not; for them

. the issue has to do with their programs and not
with what the initlators think ls at stake.
Obtaining agreement, therefore, means first
securing a meeting of the mlnds that the lssue is-
what the main proponents say it is.1l (emphasis
mine)

U Pressman and Wildavsky define coordination in

confllctual terms: y
The word ”coord1nation” has a deceptively

simple appearance. Policies should be mutua1ly°‘
supportive rather than contradictory. People
should not work at cross-purposes. The
participants in any particular activity should
contribute to a common purpose at the right time
and the right amount to achieve coordination. A
should facllitate B in order to achieve C. From
this intuitive sense of coordinatlon, however,
two important and posslbly contadictory meanlngs
emerge. Participants in a common enterprise may
act in a contradictory fashion because of
ignorance; when informed of their place in the
scheme of things, they may be expected to behave
obediently. If we relax the assumption that a
common purpose ls involved, however, and admit
the posslbility (indeed, the likelihood of
confllct over goals, then coordinatlon becomes
another term for coerclon.12

_ A practitloner-oriented planning guide to creating

coordination produced by Mulford and Klonglan focused

primarlly on the context of local level agency cooperation.

It typifies cooperatlve agency mechanisms as voluntary,

voluntary with formal agreements, and mandatory. It
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dlscusses the elements of coordlnatlon as resources,

programs, clients, and information (after Alken and Hage).

Facllltators for cooperation are llsted as: domain

consensus, comparable objectives, fundlng, small number of

agencles, lnterdependence, standardized actlvltles, crises,

‘ lnformal tles, common clients, and service fallures. In
‘

thelr ten step guide to creating lnteragency cooperation,

they list the three generic structures for _such

coordlnatlon: authorlty, neqotlatlon (e.g. coordlnatlng
VH

councll), and influence (e.g. lnformal commlttee).

Seldman devotes a chapter ln Politics, Position, and.

gggg; to the issue of coordlnatlon among Federal agencles,

which he llkens to the search for the philosopher's stone.

Hls principal thrust is that coordinatlon of implementation

ls never possible ln the absence of agreement on prlorltles

and goals. He cites numerous examples of failed

cooperation due to attempts to delegate the prlorlty

setting decision to the coordlnatlng entity. He argues

that lnteragency commlttees suffer from a number of

problems as does the concept of a lead agency convenor

among a jolnt agency effort. Speclflc problem-oriented

commlttees, such as one deallng with recovery from an

Alaskan earthquake, and agency convenors on

technlcally-oriented issues (l.e. those not lnvolvlng

policy cholces) have been effective, he asserts.

An unpubllshed study of Federal integration and
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coordlnation efforts by the Environmental Protection Agency

surveyed over 1200 interagency agreements lnvolvlng over 75

· agencies. Drawing on a subset of 20 of case studies in the

health and safety regulatory area, the study lists six

factors which tend to facilitate successful interagency
A
cooperation: interest of the agency- heads, national

vislbillty or interest of outside parties, individual

dedlcation and interest, agency commitment to integration,

_ specificlty of purpose, and lack of serious jurisdlctional

„ conflict. Five factors impeding cooperation were: lack of

adequate resources, monitoring, control of the effort, lack-

of substantive focus and imcompatible schedules.

A final practitioner‘s reference comes from The

Presidential Appointee's Handbook and its advice to the new

political executive:

New executives often underestimate the
importance of personal relationships in
government. They are rarely provided with the
authorlty necessary to accomplish important
objectives on their own, no matter how wise their
ideas or ample their efforts. Hence they have to
work with and rely upon others. The early days
of their appointments are crucially important in
this, for they are a time when working
relationships are established and reputations
emerge...

Central to effective consultation is a
„ sense of other people's agendas. Experience

teaches appointees to try to see issues as others
see them. Self-interest ls one of the great
driving forces of government, and understanding
someone else's self-interest is an important step
in talloring ·an initiative that will win that
person's support. Policy debates are rarely won
by presenting a single vision of the public
interest and then trying to force doubters and
dlssenters to capitulate to it. Much more often
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policy emerges from a delicate and often
prolonged process of negotiation ln which a
shared vision of the public interest is forged
efrom a variety of individual self-interests.13

Conclusions

This chapter has reviewed the empirical research, the

theoretical work which has synthesized the on—going
u

research, and the practitioner literature related to

interagency coordination. These three llnés of research

are interrelated in that the vast majority of them are

U based on the concept of exchange as both a touchstone and a

foundation. However, the multiple definitions and the_

richness of the empirical research illustrate the diversity

of levels, conditions, formats, and timing through which

the concept of exchange can be interpreted. In addition,

a number of authors point to the need to supplement the

more rationalistic, bargaining perspective on

interorganization cooperation with other explanatory

dlmensions that explore the causation and maintenance of

interagency relationships. While some authors refer to the

personal characteristics of agency administrators, such as

leadership, awareness of peers, and demographic attributes,

the* micro level of interpersonal connections is largely

ignored. It is the purpose of the present research to

extend and elaborate on that dimension of the principal

participants in .interorganizational cooperation and,

thereby, more fully represent the richness and vitallty of
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such cooperation. In addition, such cooperation conducted

in the public sector requires recognition of the importance

of the principal participants' stakeholding in the

legitimacy of the mission of the agency. The model

developed ln Chapter 3 embraces these principles.
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CHAPTER 3 - A MODEL FOR INTERORGANIZATIONAL COOPERATION

This chapter describes a model for lnteraqency

cooperation that extends beyond existing

lnterorganlzational coordlnatlon literature in that it

embraces (1) applied principles from the tradition of

humanlstic psychology concerned with authentic

relationshlps, and (2) the concepts and practical tactlcs

found in the literature of principled negotiatlon. Rogers

and Whetton define a four—level taxonomy for the

lnterorganizatlonal research literature that identlfies

the supra-interorganlzational 1eve1(€.g. the network), the Z

relationshlps within the network, the nature of the dyadlc

llnkages between the units, and the ”character1st1cs of

the micro, interpersonal, l1nkages"1. This latter category

refers to the inter—personal communication, role conflict,

and boundary spannlng literature. What has not been

recognized in the emplrical or normative literature ls a

further extension of this fourth level to recognize the

richness of the micro level of lnterpersonal Interaction

der1ved_ from the principles of contact and engagement.

This is what ls added in the model set out here.

In organizatlons, the concepts and dynamics of

organization development at the micro level are often

viewed as limited to ”touchy-feely" exercises because the

organization development consulting practice apparently

. 49
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cannot deal with two major aspects of Interorganizational

relations. First, the context of control Is not as

absolute, In the world of real organizational entities and

relations. That Is, the ability of a single actor (such as

a change agent or facilitator) to Isolate and work with
I

the affected parties, to manage the number and Intenslty
U

of Interactions between Individuals, and to control the

physical environment does not easily translate Into the

_ day—to—day world of Interorganizational life. A second

N dlfficulty Is in translating the affective nature of the

principles of humanistic psychology into the often .

rationalized world of organlzational relationships.

Witness the lack of literature from the organizational

development world focused on building relationships

between organizational units as opposed to between

individuals. Notwithstandlng these two dlfferences, the

organizational development principles can be brought to

Interorganlzational contexts when the participants

themselves are aware of them and choose to apply them.

So, this model addresses the linkage between the cognitive

world of Interorganizatlonal relations and the affective

characteristics of authentic relationships to form a

richer view of Interorganizational cooperation In an

operating context.

The model deals at the margins of two worldg——that

of Institutional relationships and of personal contact.
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Thus, the major actor in the model is obvlously ggg the

organization nor is lt the traditional individual robed in

the mantles of ratlonallty or power broker or bureaucrat

(in the Weberian sense)——to name a few. The individual

actor (who will be discussed more specifically later) is

framed as a human being responding to-and acting in an

environment which happens to be that found around a person

titled "senior manager" at an executive branch agency.

The traditional organizatlonal behavior concepts of

„ roles, norms, and the impact of organizational structure

are not assumed within this concept of "programmanager."The

second research tradition that lnforms not only

the framework for this model, but also many of its

speciflcs, comes from the negotiation literature. The

. varled connotatlons of the term "negot1ation" derive from

the diverse settings within which it has been used and

researched: labor relations, legal settlements, market

trading, international diplomacy, family counseling,

environmental mediation, to name only some.

Strauss notes that negotlation theory suffers from

a narrow toplcality of application, a focus on predlctlon

of .outc0mes (versus operating principles), and a lack of

linkage wlth the larger setting or social conditions(i.e.

outside the specific negotiatlng context). He goes on to

offer a very useful perspective on the scope of the

concept of negotiation.
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First, he notes that the fundamentally broad

dictionary definition of the term--”'to treat for, obtaln,

or arrange by bargain or conference, or agreement' and 'to

deal or bargaln wlth another or others...to confer with

another so as to arrlve at the settlement of some

matter'”3——helps very little in speclfying its meanlng. In

fact, he argues that researchers have unduly narrowed the

appllcablllty of a term that has broad appllcablllty to

many social and organizatlonal contexts. A second

contribution that he makes is deflning four broad modes of

action lnvolving two or more entlties. These

modes-—persuasion, appeal to a higher authorlty, coerclon, E

and negot1ation—#are a very helpful typology for elevatlng

the term "negotiat1on" to application to social and

organizational contexts other than the making of "deals”,

arranglng contracts, etc. It is this broader context

which is a backdrop for the model for cooperation poslted

in this research.

This model also honors Strauss' imperative

to have an operatlonal focus, not just an outcome

perspective, as well as to provide a link to the larger

setting. A partlcularly relevant observatlon by Strauss

concerns an emplrical study of lnterorganizational

relations which he cltes that would have beneflted

greatly from a theoretical framework grounded in

negotlatlon. He laments: "The llnterorganlzatlonall
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analysis does not deal directly with negotlatlons, but

negotiation processes lie at the heart of the phenomena

studIed.”4Zartman

parallels Strauss' broader framing of the

concept of negotlatlon, but from the viewpolnt of a
D

political sclentlst. He argues that in the context of
°

joint decislonmaklng, there are llmlted cholces—ecoalltlon

activity, which is a zero—sum game based·upon voting;

adjudlcation, which ls the decision by a higher authorlty;

N and negotlation, which is a positive sum game—·the only

one with the prospect of two "winners."5 ,

Thus, from the vlewpolnt of joint decislonmaking

between organizatlons, a model_ grounded in negotiation

addresses one of the ways in which collectlve work can be

accompllshed. Thls conceptual base, conjolned with the

earlier concepts from micro-level interaction, offers the

framework for a model that is not only specific and

applied, but also likely to allow interorganlzational work

that endures and ls of substance. Robert Dahl notes that

democratic majority rule, which occurs in

coalltlons, does not deal with the posslbly intense

feellngs of fthe mlnorlty (or the affectlve dimension

generally). He observes,"...we cannot hope to establish

any potential rules
to,

deal with problems of sensate

lntensity, ethically deslrable as such rules posslbly

might be.”6 So also with the loser in a situation whose
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loss results from coercion or persuasion. Further work or

relationships cannot be carried on easily with a residue

of diss1dence._ More than a simple resolution or decision

is required for continued action--it ls necessary to deal

with and resolve the affective dimension of issues.

A final conceptual concern in developing a model for

lnteragency cooperation is being expliclt about the

definition of cooperation (especially versus

coordination). Coordination is defined as both an act of

or a state involving "...harmonlous ladjustment or

lnteraction".7 Cooperation is the act of ”...work[ingl

together for a common purpose"8(emphasis mine). Thus, the ?

model defined here assumes as a minimum condition that

what ls desired is joint activity together between

organizations. It further embraces the notion, implicit

in the definition of cooperation, that joint interaction

may well connote some common purpose. Not that

commonality of purpose is a presumption, but the term

recognizes the potential for jointly agreed upon ·

objectives between the representatives of organizations.

The Setting

This model is designed to address the matter of

Federal interagency cooperation. Thus, its focus is

executlve branch agencies that have a statute or mission

enunclated in law. It applies at the state level if the

clrcumstances parallel those at the Federal level. That
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ls, in addition to the statutory mandate,

the state executive agency should be truly constrained

only by its legislative, judicial, budgetary, and interest

group lnfluences—-not be merely a Federal agent. Thus,

for the model to apply, the chief executive officer of the

state agency must be its chief operating offlcer, not the

”reg1onal office” manager of a Federal program. Although

the convention throughout the remainder of this paper will

be to refer to the Federal program manager, the term

embraces the state official outlined above.

The model developed here ls one of unique relevance

to the conduct of joint co¤pez$c1on'am¤ng lnstltutions of Z

governance. This model is not just about tactics for

lmproved and contactful negotiation among ggg of soc1ety's

numerous private, public, and thlrd—sector organizatlons. .

It ls a model for the enhanced dlalogue and cooperation

that .is carried out by executive branch agents of the

public interest. These Federal managers see their work

not only as the heads of efficient bureaucracies and

competent public lnstitutions (in the best senses of these

terms), but also with an ”agentlal perspective.”9 This

view ls defined by Walmsley as one which operates to

carry out the legitimate public interest as defined by

Congress ln_a policy subsystem community that goes beyond

the mere juggling of powerful interests to reach decisions

and lmplement the agency's statutory mandate. The
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agential perspective rests on a Constitutlonal foundatlon

of responsibility to the Congress, the courts, the

President, and the public--not solely the management

”employee” of the President. This perspective means not

only reading and understanding a statutory obllgatlon, but

exercising vision and leadership in searching out the

public interest from those with affected lnterests and

those whose interests are unrepresented as well as those

stakeholders yet unborn.

Thus, the scope of this model covers all matters of

governance--policy and operatlonal-—that can come before

Federal agencies. That is, ·1ts *deslgn ls as equally 1

I
appllcable to ·the development of collaborative policy

initiatives as it is to furthering joint operations at the

service delivery level. But all of these activities are

conducted in the context of these agencies' mlssions to

act in the public interest, which serves to both inform

and energize the nature of the interagency cooperation.

The primary focus for this model is on the on—going

engagement between agencies for the conduct of joint

business. While its concepts are not inappllcable to the I

one-time engagement between agencies for traditional

market bargaining transactlons (e.g. agreements to conduct

laboratory work on a relmbursable basis), the level of

energy and effort needed to set up and sustaln such an

interagency arrangement may not be worthwhlle for one—tlme
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engagements.

Seidman establishes the need for interagency

coordlnation by citing the duplication and overlap of

ambiguous statutes and/or the compartmentalized nature of

mandates and agencies. While duplication and overlap

carry their own inherent negative ·connotat1ons ln
'

government that demand action on the grounds of

efflclency, compartmentallztlon is percelved sllghtly less

T negatlvely. Nonetheless, the fragmented implementation

~ lmplicit in compartmentalizatlon lmplles no less waste or

uninformed declsionmaklng. This model ls targeted on V

making arrangements between Federal agencies more

productlve so as to elimlnate these negative outcomes of

Federal activity. Even worse, compartmentalizatlon may

mean a lack of awareness of information that leads to

inaction, when activity is statutorlly warranted or

demanded by adverse environmental clrcumstances.

The Model

Figure 1 outllnes the model of lnteragencyl

cooperation. The model ls labeled Contactful

Collaboration to reflect its touchstone principles in the

micro-level, lnterpersonal literature and the tradltions

of prlnclpled negotiation.

The model recognizes an on·going dichotomy between

the substance and the process of cooperation. The

substance of the negotiatlon ls the actual technical
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subject matter being dealt with; it is the issues to be

jointly decided, the technical information being shared,

the regu1ation„ to be written, etc. Seidman notes the

likely success of interorganlzational commlttees that have

a substantive, specific mission as opposed to a general

Instruction to coordlnate.l0 This model comprehends the

necesslty to be convenlng about specific matters as a

preconditlon to operations. The process of cooperation ls

based in interpersonal contact among the particlpants that

—— is achieved by using the tenets of prlncipled negotlatlon

developed by Fisher and Ury, that will be elaborated upon

later. .

In addition to the dichotomous nature of the

on—going cooperation, Figure l portrays it as dynamic

(and possibly changing) over time. That ls, the preclse _

substantlve work over time may change (e.g. projects are

completed, and new projects are begun) as may the stages

or cycles of negotiated involvement (1.e., problem

definition, options development, closure in Fisher and

Ury's version of principled negot1at1on).11

The model is not only dynamic in time, but it

comprehends ”11fe-stages" ln the development and sustained

operation of effective interagency cooperation. As shown

in Figure l, there are Preconditions which affect the

applicability of the model and Preparations to be

undertaken by at least one of the partlcipants. In
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addition, there is a cruclal conceptlon stage which

launches the cooperative venture on the proper path with

elther· active !partlclpatlon or adequate advocacy by the

appropriate organizational participant. Finally, there is

the operation or sustenance of the cooperatlve mechanism.

Table 2 lists in abbreviated form the principal
r

characteristics of these several aspects of the model

which are outlined below.
I ‘

~

‘
Preconditions

Ü
As noted earlier, this model of interagency

cooperation ls designed primarlly for application when T

there is a perception of duplication and overlap of

activities of the executive agency with others and/or

there is a need to know about the plans, programs, or

activities of another agency. Such a need often arises

from public, press, or Congressional/legislative

initlatives or contacts that describe areas of converging

or diverging activity by agencles with apparent

lnefflclent, wasteful, illogical, or harmful results. The

legltlmacy, public awareness, strength, and lmperatlve

nature of these initiatives or contacts determines the

degree of interest in cooperation by agencies.

The most legltimate type of cooperative initiative

is a statute directing that two agencies jointly work on a

given problem. O'Toole and Montjoy suggest that this ls

one of the essential preconditions to effective
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lnteragency cooperation.l2 Statutes can also be less

prescriptive in directing consultatlon by one agency with

another. Less, formal, but often as potent preconditions

arise from complalnts by regulated industry to entlties

such as the Office of Management and Budget or

Congressional committees that oversee·executive agency
I

activities. Immediate need to cooperate can result from

press investlgations of embarrassing overlaps or exposes

V of wasteful program implementation of statutes. In the

-— health and safety regulatory area, two lntervlewees for

this research cited the same example of conflicting r

regulatory requirements. In this case, regulations

mandat1ng· skid-proof floor gratlng in meat processing

plants (to provide for worker safety) were in conflict

with sanitation requirements from the agriculture I

regulatory agency.

Thus, a state of apparent homeostasis for an agency

in implementing its activities, either because of a lack

of percelved problems or ignorance of them, is a gg; a

precondltion for cooperation. An apparent convergence of

activities with another agency or divergent, lnefficient

implementation of a mission provides a necessary, but
I

often not sufficient, condition for cooperation to take
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TABLE 1

OUTLINE OF MODEL FOR CONTACTFUL COLLABORATION

PRECONDITIONS

1. Convergent or divergent activities between two or
more agencles often arlsing from dupllcatlve or
overlapping mandates/activities or fragmented
implementation in compartmentallzed settings.

2. Legitimacy of the mandate for cooperation
3. Not a one-time transaction-—a continuing

engagement
4. Lack of available common authorlty
5. Nature and extent of affected publlcs

PREPARATIONS

Identify: ' ä
1. interested agencles
2. partlcipant from the agency
3. ”1nterests” to be negotiated——both agency

and personal
4. "interests" of other agency participants
5. Establlsh a lingua franca

CONCEPTION

1. Program manager ”contact"
2. Determine mechanism; create appropriate

adminstrative processes to support contactful collaboration
3. Program manager activate the mechanlsm

OPERATION

1. Conduct princlpled negotiation or integrative
bargalning

2. Support duality of the model bargainlng
3. Attend to administrative processes
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place.

.A second precondition for interagency cooperation

has to do with the legitimacy of the mandate. As noted

above, a variety of mandates are feasible and their

context can set a tone for the cooperative engagement. A

· statutory mandate for timely consultatlon by agencies over

the course of two years while developlng,a regulatlon

places a different context around contactful collaboration

l
than does responding to lnslstent reporters or an angry

V
Congressional committee. There is a difference in

approach toward the possible cooperation between agencies I

when the idea for collaboration emanates from one agency's

A needs rather than a statutory direction. Thus, the

legitimacy of the mandate can be more or less facilitative

of setting up an ongoing cooperation process.

A third precondition for the application of this

model ls the likelihood of continuing engagement. While a

one—time problem between agencies could well benefit from

the preparatory work outlined below, this model is

designed to meet the needs for on-going cooperation that

are typlfied ln the negotiatlon literature as repeated,

serlal, sequential, or llnked.l3 These are four

classificatlons of negotlatlon organlzed by the frequency

and timing of the interactlon between the parties.

A fourth preconditlon ls the lack of available

authority for the making of decislons or the resolution
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of problems. In terms of Strauss' or zartman's more

global characterizations of the generic types of

negotiations, , appeal to a higher authorlty or

adjudication, respectively, are not available or are not

feasible. An example of the latter case is the fact that

Federal executive branch appointees hold some allegiance
j

to their appointinq President and his Executive Office.

Yet, theyv are not available on a routine basis to decide

or settle issues of joint interest between agencies.

„ A final precondition is the nature and extent of

the affected publics. In terms of the negotiation „

literature, Lewicki and Litterer and others devote

extensive attention to the effect of the audience of the

negotiation. Whether there are external publics who

· affect each participant in addition to the internal (to

the organization) publics is important. If the same

publics are affected by more than one agency, this can

have a bearing on the tone of cooperation. This

preconditlon is not offered in the context of a condition

for cooperation, but a context that must be recognized and

taken into account.

Preparations

The preparations· required for contactful

collaboration are extensive and involve both cognitive as

well as affective dimensions. First, all the interested

agencies must be identified. Nlrenberg notes that knowing
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all of the affected parties ln a negotlatlon situation ls

essential. The evolution of contactful relatlonships with

the other collaborators ls dlfflcult to reconstruct when

others joln the on—golng cooperatlve venture mld—stream.

In addition, small group researchers polnt to the changed

dynamlcs of lntroduclng additional ·members— into a
·

relationship. Thus, time spent on making sure the right

agencles are represented from the beglnnlng of a

cooperatlve venture is saved many tlmes over in

~ comparison to ”catch-up" work that needs to be done with a

late arrlvlng, but essential, actor. u

The second important set of preparatory activities

ls the ldentlflcatlon of the agency's representatlve or

partlclpant ln the cooperatlve venture. Many times thls

ls not an after-the-fact process; lt ls lndeed the agency

official who ls experlencing or feeling the consequences

of the precondltlons outllned above who is the

_ particlpant-to-be in the lnteragency cooperation. The

model demands that the partlclpant ln the Conceptlon stage

(see further deflnltlon below) of the collaboratlon, if

not the on-going operation, be a national program manager

at lthe Federal level. This ls the offlclal who responds

to Congress, the public, the Department head, and others

as the responsible program implementation official for a

given statute. With thls level of responslblllty, he/she

possesses the appropriate "agentry” and perspective to
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negotlate for his/her agency and to understand its

Interests. Although the level of on-going operations for

interagency copperation may not require the constant

personal participation of this official, his/her

cognizance and affective involvement with a similarly

situated officlal(s) in the other agency Ls essential.
·

The third and most conceptually difficult element of

the Preparatory stage ls the identification · of

1nterests——both personal and agency——for the cooperatlve

,„ engagement. This activity stems directly from the theory

of ”negotiat1on on the merits" (or ”principled

negotlat1on”) as outlined by Fisher and Ury. They

describe interests as desires, concerns, needs, and fears.

”The
most powerful Interests are basic human

needs..security, economic well—be1ng, sense of belonging,

recognitlon, control over one's life..."l4 Interests

carry the affective and emotional dimensions of human

engagements. Nlrenberg also emphaslzes in an even more

pragmatic way the_ necessity to recognize human

needs--regardless of which psychologlcal school one

embraces. He speaks about the importance of listening to

oneself—-the inner voice-—as well as the cognitlve aspects

of the surroundlng situation.

Desplte the appealing logic of this approach, the

point of departure for many lnterpersonal negotiations is

from posltlons rather than Interests. Accordlng to Fisher
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and Ury, positions are things decided on versus those that

express needs. Positions are the result of overly

cognltive resppnses, responses that have insufficient

engagement of the affective dimension of the person.

Positions are points of view to be defended, while needs

are to be met. Personalized statements beginning with
”I

need ...” are the most direct expression of needs.

What is conceptually novel for this model' is

translatlng these prescriptions into program manager and

„ agency terms for the practitioners. Herman and Korenich

offer some helpful procedural advice: „

In general, the most frequent obstacle to
_ recognizing our needs is our cognitive or

mind—model of how we believe we should feel,
think, and be. We have in modern life placed so
much emphasis on what is logical and rational
that we have become preoccupied with "figuring
out the right answer" in our heads rather than
seeing, hearing, and feeling what ls really
going on inside and around us, and responding to
it according to its demand and according to what
we have to do to meet our needs.

If you can learn to take a step or two
down the ladder of abstraction and generalities
to the more specific and concrete conditions of
your environment, you may develop a greater
sense of power and potential for what you can do
to make your life space more potentially
satisfying.l5 (emphasis mine)

For the Federal program manager—participant

specified above, the articulatlon of personal interests

may well be interwoven· with the agency and statutory

mandate which constitutes his/her immediate world. The

identification of agency interests may well reflect the

personal needs of the participant, while the articulatlon
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of the personal lnterests can be colored by his/her

perception of the agency's fiscal, status, or legitimacy

needs] ,

Here again the nature of the Federal program

offlclal's "agentlal perspective" becomes relevant. No
V

amount of statutory prose or investigative reporting will
A

facllltate program action--let alone lnteragency

cooperative activlty——in the absence of the leadership and

vision connoted by the concept. Seeing the necesslty to

, write fair regulatlons protectlve of public health and the

environment (as in the case of the Administrator of EPA) „

and, to do so with a broad sense of the interests of

present and future publlcs, is a prerequislte to

perceivlng the fruitfulness of doing so cooperatively and

jolntly with other agencles. Only lf the partlclpants

have engaged their Constitutional duties seriously will
x

they be able and willlng to be engaged by thelr peers

about specific needs and interests in their policy realm.

Whether the source of the mandate for lnteragency

cooperation ls statutory or hortatory, it is possible to

give some examples of personal and agency need statements

to Afurther elaborate this concept. Table 2 lists two

lllustrative precondltions taken from the context of

Federal health and safety regulatory agencies. They are

each followed by contrastlng "p0sit1on" and "need

statements" expressed in the words of the national program
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TABLE 2

ILLUSTRATIVE PRECONDITIONS, POSITION, AND NEED STATEMENTS

1. Statutory mandate for consultatlon—-The
Administrator of EPA ls to develop a set of regulatlons
that govern the generation, transportatlon, storage,

. treatment, and dlsposal (from "cradle-to-grave”) of
lndustrlal hazardous waste wlthln -18 months. The

· Administrator of EPA is dlrected to consult wlth the
Secretary of Transportation on the development of the
transportatlon regulatlons for hazardous. waste. The
Secretary of Transportation regulates the labellng,
packaglng, placardlng, and transportatlon of all hazardous

_ materials.

Potential "posltlons” for EPA partlclpant:
I(my agency) must develop these regulatlons wlthln .

18 months; we'll let DOT comment on our proposed «
regulatlons.

I'll keep them informed; we'll send a letter wlth
our working draft of the regulatlons for their comment.

I haven't got time to wait for them to learn all
about the hazardous waste business.

Potential statements of "lnterests” for EPA
partlclpant:

We°re(I'm) under pressure here to meet the
Congresslonal deadllne. This regulatlon ls only one piece
of the regulatory "set”—-and not a primary one, at that.
I need to have lt fit neatly wlth the other pleces of
waste management regulatlons; I can't afford the time to
educate another agency ln the lntrlcacles of these other
regulatlons. Frankly, I find their regulatlons confuslng.

We're(I'm) a little worrled that these
transportatlon regulatlons might be redundant wlth DOT's.
It would be unprofesslonal for me not to check wlth them
to see lf our first draft ls lnconslstent wlth their
regulatlons from an implementation vlewpolnt. I don't
want to be crltlclzed for looklng stupid either before or
during the public comment period.

We're (I'm) not really interested ln learning all
the DOT requirements. As far as I know the generators of
hazardous waste haul most of the waste; they're the
regulated community I need to reach an accomodation wlth.
Transportation companies are not an interest group that
I'm hearlng from; I can't please everybody.
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TABLE 2 (CONT.)

_Potential ”pos1tions“ for DOT participant:
Our mission is regulate all hazardous materials in

transportatlon--lt makes no difference lf it's waste or
valuable product. We'll write these regulations to fit
our current regulatory framework--1t's what the
transportation community has learned and 1t's enforceable.

, Transportation regulations is our expertise; what
does EPA know about them? -

- We're a very small office and don't have the
horsepower to work on these regulatlons right now.

Potential statements of "interests” by ·DOT
particlpantz

Why in the world did Congress ask EPA to regulate
transportatlon? It's our (my) job-—our area of expertise.

„ We've (I've) got plenty of regulatory business on my plate
as it ls; I don't need this work. I'm not feeling any
pressures from the regulated transportation community to -
work on this problem. Our (my) Congressional oversight
committee and staff have made no inqulrles about this
issue, so I feel It's a very low priority.

We —(I've) been regulating the transportation of
hazardous materials for a number of years. I'm a
transportation expert, and we (I) have designed a
regulatory framework that fully recognlzes the economics
and technology of dangerous materials regulatlon. I'm not
interested in tweaklng a well-running machine to
accomodate a marginally important issue--from a
transportation viewpolnt. Frankly, I find the EPA issue
confusing.

We (I) don't want to spend our (my) resources on
regulations that aren't even in my statute. I am
accountable for the regulations and the budget that
supports them; I need to focus on my job. I think these
guys are real novices in the hazardous materials
regulation arena. Do they know what they're doing?

_
2. Statutory mandate with dupllcation—-The statute

authorlzing the clean—up of abandoned industrial waste
sites--the Superfund law--requires the Administrator of
EPA to consider the health rlsks by conducting a risk
assessment at every site planned for clean-up using the
Trust Fund. The statute dlrects that the Administrator of

the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registries
(ATSDR) conduct a health assessment at every Superfund
site. The statutory definitions of risk assessment and
health assessment are in many respects identlcal.
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TABLE 2 (CONT.)

.Potential "positions" for EPA partlcipant:
Our mission ls to clean up waste sites and we have a

statutory mandate to have 175 under construction within 36
months. This risk assessment requirement needs to flt
into our forced march schedule and not cause any delays.
EPA through lts contractors can routlnlze these

V assessments using the Agency's risk assessment guidelines.
We need to fold these assessments tnto our normal

· operations.
‘

Potential statements of ”interests” for EPA
partlcipantz

Our (my) job is to meet the deadllne of having
shovels in the ground at 175 places by October, 1989.

~ While public health protection ls a prime concern, I feel
most of our englneered clean—ups will more than protect to
background levels. The risk assessment, except in afewhot

spots, will be "lc1ng” to verify the adequacy of the
solution that otherwise meets existing standards.

We have a vested public interest in following EPA
risk assessment guidelines because they were developed
after much internal agency debate and announced to the
public as the basis for EPA's regulatory decisions
across-the—board. We (I) need to make sure that these
assessments comport with EPA°s practices or our program
(I) will be accused of underminlng the investment we have
all made. I think these HHS assessments are too loose——too
seat-of-the—pants--and, as a result, they'll be
indefenslble.

Potential ”pos1tions” of ATSDR partlcipantz
As part of the Federal health establishment in HHS,

our mission is to protect public health. Our health
assessments are complex, evolutionary documents--the work

" of public health practitioners interacting with citizens
at sites.

Our Congressional mandate is to prepare health
assessments for each site. As we have limited resources,
we'll be as responsive as the individual site situations
allow.
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TABLE 2 (CONT.)

Potential statements of "interests” for ATSDR
participantz

We're (I°m) unclear as to why Congress would task
EPA to conduct a task, i.e. risk assessments, for which
the expertise lies in our Department. I really don't need

„ EPA to conduct the normal business of assessing health
risks——1t's our "bread and butter". Admittedly, we have

« little experience with such assessments at waste sites,
but over time the public health fraternity can develop
such a capability--we have before. Out _professiona1
judgement is an important key to good health assessments.

What Congressional staff tell me they want us to do
is to make sure EPA is not throwing away money on

A
inadequate solutions at sites. Our health assessments

„ will be done as the necessary data becomes available——1f
it isn't available, then it will be a partial assessment.
we (I) have a professional responsibility to the physician
and broader health communities as well as to the citizens
at sites not to make premature statements nor to hold back
on assessments of data that make the site appear ofconcern. _ 4
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manager or hls/her counterpart in each agency that ls to

be engaged in contactful cooperation.

‘The ”pps1t1on statements" and correspondlng

”interest” statements are intended to provide a

translation of the general concepts furthered by Fisher

and Ury, Nlrenberg, and Herman and Korenlch into the

context of the participant ln public agency activities.

They are reflective of specific cognltive concerns of such

Federal managers as well as exempllfylng the posslbillties

„ to express affective and emotional dlmensions of

lmplementlng the publlc's business.

These statements are derlved from the duplication

and overlap preconditlons. Such interest statements are

necessary, and probably even more crucial, in cases of

fragmented activities with no statutory pressures for

coordlnation. Conditions of ignorance of another agency's

activities or honest confusion about the facts benefit

even more from specific, personallzed, affective

statements of needs. This is because there ls no

statutory text prescribing cooperation (with its implied

legitimacy) to which all parties may refer.

, ”Need" statements by participants under the

precondltion of compartmentallzatlon or fragmentation

might fall under the following typology: (1) data to help

ldentlfy or judge the importance of problems, (2)

scientific or technical expertise to give perspective to
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one°s own scientific or technical evaluations, (3) policy

perspectives on affected groups not prevlously

encountered, and (4) definition of extent of jurisdiction

of another agency's program.

Thus, the detail and speclficity of the
V
identification of lnterests by potential agency

participants in an lnteragency cooperative venture can

embrace a variety of subject areas and personal concerns.

A Needs such as those for information to better define a
I

„ problem, understanding of jurlsdlctional boundaries

between agencies, the specific denotations of regulatory .

deflnitlons, standards, and guidelines, and understanding

of agency actions (or lack thereof) must be cougled ggg;

statements about personal clrcumstances. whether such

feeling statements describe disinterest in another's

dllemma, personal pressures to produce, sympathy,

confusion about the situation, or imperial arrogance, they

are much better at grounding the upcomlng cooperatlve

relationship than over—generallzed position-taking.

Seldman lends the practitioner's endorsement to

these concepts by polntlng to the success of interagency

commlttees with a speciflcity of purpose. "[Interagencyl

Committees can perform effectlvely when they are assigned

appropriate tasks which, are within their competence...

Prob1em—oriented [lnteragencyl working commlttees have

been extremely useful."16 Also, Sledman cltes Charles L.
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Schultze when he was Budget Director, "'coordlnation ls °

best done when it is done with respect to specific

ldentlfiable problems on a case—by-case bas1s.°”l7

The fourth element in the Preparatory stage for

contactful collaboration between agencles follows

loglcally from the third factor, 1.e. identification of
~

the "interests”——both personal and agency--of the other

ldentified partlcipants. Here both cognitive research and

affective speculatlon play a role.

~ What is required is some considered reflection about

the other agency partlclpants' corporate world views and, a

tif possible, _ inslght into their personal contexts,

parallellng what was suggested above. Obvlously, nelther

effort is a calculated balance sheet-type exercise;

reflectlon about the other particlpants' affective

dimenslons will be much more sketchy until they are

actually encountered. Nonetheless, one partlcularly

valuable bit of research ls to determine whether or not

the other agencies or partlclpants had been previously

encountered or engaged in activities with one's own agency

or with each other. This history of lnvolvement, lf any,

will surely be the source of inslght about both substance

and process concerns remalnlng in one's own agency and, .

perhaps, llngering with the others.

The statements of ”interests” and ”posltlons” in

Table 2 are reflective of the personal statements of the
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agency participants themselves. The secondary ”statements”

from the other agency participants exempllfy their

”pos1t1ons" and "lnterests". The more that one

partlclpant can reflect on the others' perspectives, the

easier the initial encounters may be. On the other hand,

this reflection should not lnhlbit the honest, contactful

engagement of the other persons at the next stage.

The final step in the Preparatory stage is

to develop a common language for lnterorganizatlonal

coordlnatlon. What ls meant here is not whether English

will be spoken at the meetings with others, but at a more

structural level, whether the partlclpants will be‘i

utllizing signs and symbols carried by the language in the

same way. While only a prelimlnary assessment based upon

statutes, legislative history, press reports, reporters

calls, Congresslonal letters, etc. can be made before a

face-to—face meeting, work should begin as early as

possible to establish a lingua franca among the

partlcipants. A lingua franca is "any hybrid language

used as a medium of communication between peoples of

different languages."18(emphasis mine). The issue is

A whether or not the use of supposedly specific English

language terms, in fact, have identical meanings for the

particlpants.

Kuhn discusses this problem in the development of

scientific theory among opposlng viewpoints. "Two men who
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percelve the same situation differently but nevertheless

employ the same vocabulary in its discussion must be using

words dlfferently...Taking the differences between their

own lntra- and inter—group discourse as itself a subject

for study, they can first attempt to discover the terms

and locutions that, used unproblematlcally within each
l

community, are nevertheless the foci for trouble for

inter—group d1scussion.”l9

Pondy elaborates upon this problem:

One source of not—shar1ng la language] is
having a different lexicon or vocabulary, that
is, different words appear in two different
languages. This is the less troublesome type of
not—sharing (or language mismatch) because it 1
carries lts own signal of mlsmatch; lt generates
the question, ”What does that mean?" A second
and more serious type of language—mlsmatch ls
when the lexicons are identical but the

. ”semant1cons” differ, that is, when the meanings
attached to the words are different. In this
case the signal of mlsmatch is impliclt in the
way the words are used, and thus much more
difficult to detect than lexical mlsmatches.
The meaning of a word is the set of ways in
which lt is used.20

To illustrate these concepts in the arena of social

services, several agencies dealing with a handicapped

person could use the term ”client” in different ways. To

the rehabilitation agency, the person presents an

opportunity to help with growth and development, while, at

the hospital, the person may be a patient with special

transportation needs. At the welfare department, he/she

may represent a special workload due to monitoring

requirements. In the arena of health and safety
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regulation, there ls a lingua franca called ”chem1cal

rlsks” that encompasses a wide vocabulary of commonly used

terms· and parameters. Such terms as hazard assessment,

exposure assessment, rlsk assessment, and risk management

are part of this language used by those who speak

”chem1cal rlsks". However, at a deeper structural level,
7

much discussion has, and ls, necessary to fashion mutually

understood semantlc, let alone lexical, meanlngs for these

terms in different agencles. For example, at the

„ Environmental Protection Agency, the term risk assessment T

is automatically assumed to include a guantitative -

evaluation of the risk, while it ls the policy of the

Department of Health and Human Services that chemical risk

assessments are gualltatlve ln nature. These dlfferences

in the available lingua franca had to be discovered

through conversatlon and discussion.

Another example of a lingua franca from the

negotlatlon perspective is from the labor relations realm

ln which what ls being dlscussed are "wages, hours, and

beneflts”. Within that context there are a large number

of ways to define the specific words and concepts to be

dlsqussed, but the boundarles of the discourse are set.

In this Preparatory stage, a judgment ls needed as

to whether common terms are available in order to create a

lingua franca which will allow scoplng out the nature of

the Conception stage. If there are, discussions will
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center on developing the shared meanlngs of pre-existing

terminology. If terms are not shared, time will first

have fc be spent in developing these common terms and then

developing shared meanlngs for them if the environment is

to be jolntly acted upon.

· Conception
‘

The next stage specified in the model for interagency

cooperation lnvolves the activation of the relationship.
I

The first step is personal program manager contact. This

"
prellminary engagement by the previously defined

partlclpants can occur on a one—to—one basis or as a small Q

group. The purpose ls to have meanlngful conversatlon

that attempts to (1) establish ”contact,” (2) understand

the personal world-view of the other on the issue at hand,

(3) investigate the mutuality of perceptions, especially

regarding the concepts of convergence, dlvergence, and/or

fragmentatlon, and (4) appreciate the emotlve or personal

”chemlstry" of the others. Herman and Korenlch define

both sensory and emotional awareness as essential for good

contact:

....when two people are in contact, they
. are really seeing, hearlng , and experienclng

each other, and what ls going on right here,
right now. When you are ln good contact with
another person, there are minimum lnterferences
with your senslng processes.‘

When you are not in good contact, your
senses are being interfered with--you are
worrying, thinking of something other than
what's going on here and now, making assumptlons
ln your mind about what the effects of your
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„

words will be on the other person, and so on ....
Good contactful conversation is usually

characterized by a personal quality-—the people
conversing are involved with one another and the
conversation contains excitement, presentness,
and liveliness. Signs of non-contact or poor
contact include boredom, impersonal discussion,
a droning voice, talking about others, the
distant past, or the far future, etc.21

V
They go further to explaln that intellectual

discussion and self-neutralization are two important

examples of non—contactful engagements: In ·the

interagency cooperation context, broadly framing problems

„„ as "Congresslonal creations” (with no easy recourse for

solutions) or in the manner of the "position” statements

(as in Table 2) are signs of intellectualized

non—contact. Self—neutralization refers to a situation in

which excuses or reasons are offered for the other

part1c1pant's point of view or circumstance before he/she

has a chance to speak. This can occur when too much of
l

the cognitive preparation gets in the way of being open to

the actual conversation of others.

The principal substantive outgrowth of this contact

between the agency participants is to determine ”what to

do next.* One crucial aspect of that outcome is to decide

whether or not these agency participants will be

personally involved in the operating future of this

interaqency collaboration. More will be said about this '

aspect of the cooperation later.

The second major aspect of the conception stage is
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the determlnatlon of a mechanism for cooperation. Here

much variabillty and flexibility can be expected.

Indlvldual or Jjolnt staff work on options for agency

cooperation may be needed. Deslgnated agency

representatlves may be appointed for specific subject
I
matter, a committee of agency persons other than the

·
program managers ls possible, etc. What is to be

determined is (1) the nature of the mechanism (individual

negotlatlon by the program managers, multiple individual

„ engagements on specific subject areas, single or multiple

commlttees, etc.), (2) who the partlclpants will be, and q

(3) the time horizon for the cooperation.

To the extent that the program managers are not

personally participating day-to—day after the conception

stage, the selection of the agency's deslgnees is of

extraordinary importance. (They will be referred to as

the collaborators for the remainder of this dissertation.)

Although these individuals may be either line managers or

staff asslstants to the program managers, they need to be

vested with the importance and the meaning of this

. collaboratlve task as lt is understood by the program

manager. In other words, if the principal agency

participants are not the collaborators themselves, the

nomlnees must understand the nature of the contact

developed between
·the

program managers on an on-going

basis. A second characteristic of the collaborator must
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' be the control of or access to the relevant agency

knowledge and resources to participate meaningfully In the

collaboratlon. , While It Is easlest for a line manager to

have this organlzational authority, the program manager

can "vest” his authority for the purpose of Implementing

this Interagency cooperation in a staff person.

Lewlcki and Lltterer speak of the problems of

"audIence" In the negotlation context. They define three

W kInds: fellow team members, the constituency (agency)

.. represented, and bystanders. His commentary on the second

type Is most relevant here:
I

e

Audiences influence negotiators through _
. two different routes. One way Is that

negotiators desire positive evaluations from.
those who are In a position to observe what they
have done. The other Is that audlences can (and
do) hold negotlators responsible for the
outcomes of negotiatlons. They can reward
negotlators by publicly praislng them, and
punIsh negotiators by fIrIng those who represent
them.22

The Interagency collaborators should feel a direct

tie to the preferences and deslres of the program managers

creating the cooperative venture. Thus,‘ while the

collaborators may feel some peer or even subordinate

pressures during the collaborative enterprise, It Is the

program manager "aud1ence” that needs to be most visible

(and available) to the collaborator to Insure successful

cooperation. ·
°

A final aspect of the mechanism Is the determination ·

of the duration of the cooperation. Whether done In the
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context of reportable milestones from the collaborators, a

written agreement between the program partlclpants, or a

flxed ”sunset” for the effort, available research and

negotiation practice suggest the value of tlme dimenslons

to enhance the llkelihood of results——elther the deslred

joint effort or agreement to dlsengage the collaboratlon.

Lewlckl and Litterer summarize the results of

research studies and treaty experlences with regard to the

effect of a time deadllne and the passage of time in this

way:

1. Time deadllnes lead negotlators to
soften demands. Bargalners are less llkely to
have high bargaining asplrations, to bluff, and ;
more llkely to make concesslons under high time
demands than low time demands.

2. Tlme deadlines increase the pressure to
reach agreement. Bargainers appear to move
their negotlating posltlons more rapldly under
high time pressure.

3. Under time pressure, the softening of
demands and the deslre to seek agreement are
less llkely to be perceived as weakness. Thus,
both bargalners and audlences can explaln and
justify concesslon—maklng on the basis of an
external source of pressure--the time
deadllne--rather than pressure from the opposlng
negotiator....

...tlme has a second critical role: the
more time people spend on a negotlatlon, the
more effort they invest and the less wllllng
they are to sacrlflce the agreement and walk
away empty—handed. Further, as a result of
devotlng time and energy to negotlatlons and
making slgnlflcant progress toward an agreement,
negotlators generally feel more commltted to the
final agreement. Conversely, they are also less
wllllng to abandon a negotlatlon due to minor
lmpedlments to achievlng a solutlon.23

Whlle the cltation about tlme pressures alludes to

a less integrative-type bargalnlng situations than may be
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the goal with this model, nevertheless, the value of the

deadline still remains useful in the conceptlon stage.
A
Also, the passage of time needs to be balanced with this

deadllne dimension in order to allow sufflcient engagement

by the collaborators--especially in arenas lacking an

obvious lingua franca.

The final aspect of the Conception stage of

lnteragency cooperation is the activation of the

contactful collaboration. Depending on the decislons to

partlclpate by the program managers, this activity has a

more or less convocational quality. If they do plan to

regularly engage each other elther'as lndlvlduals and/or i

with staff, the activation step ls more like the first

formal negotiation session or business meeting to deal

with the substance of the cooperation. If they only plan

to oversee the work of the collaborators, then the

convocation is very important. What is meant here is not

a traditional "laylng on of hands" or flfteen minutes of

opening remarks by the principals followed by quick

departures. While such behavior ls traditional

in government, it would signal that the program managers

had indeed concluded gg; to engage in contactful

collaboratlon.

In large and complex institutlons, establlshlng the

pivotal coordlnation mechanlsm as a group of close

assoclates to the program managers, who share the
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managers° vision for collaboration, will probably not be

sufflcient in terms of knowledge and capacity to deal with

all the issues pf interest to the several agencles. Thus,

it is necessary to form working parties across agencies or

within individual agencies to develop and discuss issues
[

to be acted on by the collaborators. Setting up as well
d

as supervising the linkages between the collaborators and

more typical agency or interagency administrative

processes requires some careful reflection as these groups

„ may not fully share in the contactful nature of the core

process. g

The activation step involves a gatherlng of the

program managers with the deslgnated collaborators to set

the tone and transmit the personal expectations of the

program managers in the presence of each other and the

other collaborators. Obviously, the program manager/

collaborator(s) _from each agency can share views and

expectations as suggested above. The value of all the

participants and collaborators conversing about and

describing a joint vision cannot be underestimated. This

is especially true lf additional work within, and support

from, the agency is needed by the collaborators to

continue their efforts. They need to appreciate the views

and needs of the other participants as well as their own

agency and program manager's intentions.

As this activation step launches the cooperative
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activities that follow, lt can and should set the

appropriate tone of formality or informality. To the

extent feaslble, the meeting context should achieve the

minimal level of formality consistent with the cooperative

venture. This approach reinforces the ability to engage

in as contactful behavior as possible. Smallness of the

group of program managers and collaborators is noted by

practitioners like Seidman and researchers like Lewicki as

being most helpful to the collaborative process; it

obviously increases "air time" for each participant.

Attention to the physical surroundings and their look of

openness as well as the possibility 6f refreshments before 3

or during the sessions-—both at this activation step and

subsequently--can also help set a tone of potential

collaborative trust.

A final item for the initial conception of the group

is the explicit statement of a timeline for action or a

timeframe for completion. As discussed earlier, the

discussion and setting of these time parameters sets an

action—oriented tone for the collaborators.

Operations

The operational stage of the model involves the

carrying out of the interagency cooperative venture in the

context of the preconditions leading to its establishment.

While the agencies' collaborators may be coming together

. under circumstances of duplication and overlap or
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compartmentalized fragmentation, the Conception stage ls

meant to at least convey what Lewickl and Litterer

descrlbe as f their state of interdependence.

”Interdependent relationships, those in which people are

mutually dependent, are complex. Each party knows that
7

they can lnfluence the other's outcomes and that their

outcomes can, in turn be lnfluenced by the

other....Behavior ln an lnterdependent relationship is

q calculated behavior--calculated on the premise that the

_„ more information one has about the other person, the

better will be the calculatlon."24 _

While the calculus image of this statement belles

the necessity to address the affective dimension of the

relationshlps, the citation captures the cruclal

connectedness of the collaborators. The authors go

further to address the two levels at which the cooperation

will take place:

Two efforts in negotiation help create
trust and feellngs of being treated fairlyz one
ls based on perception of outcomes, while the
other is based on the process. The former
attempts to change a party's estimation of the
percelved importance or value of somethlng...In
contrast, efforts based on the negotiatlng
process help to convey images of equity,

A fairness, and reclproclty in proposals and
concessions...Thls pattern of give and take is
not just a characteristic of negotlation, it is
essential to joint problem solving in an
interdependent relationship. Part1es'
satlsfaction with a negotlatlon ls as much
determlned by the process through which an
agreement is reached as with the actual outcome
obta1ned.25(emphasis mine)
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The two-level nature of the collaboratlve process
F

ls echoed by Fisher and Ury: "The game of negotlation

takes place at two levels. At one level, negotlatlon

addresses the' substance; at another, it focuses-·usually

impl1cltly—-on the procedure for dealing with the

substance...This second negotiatlon is a game about a
F

game——a 'meta—game.' Each move you make “w1th1n a

negotlatlon ls not only a move that deals with rent,

salary, or other substantive questions; lt also helps

structure the rules of the game you are playing.26

« At the same time, while the contactful collaborationw

occurs at two levels, it can fall into two broad classes

of negotiation activity. Deutsch originated the terms of

contrlent interdependence and promotlve interdependence to

capture the polar nature of conflictual strategies. These

two terms describe the adversarlal versus collaboratlve

types of interdependencles, respectively. Lewicki and

Lltterer _ among others use the terms distributive

~ bargalning and integrative bargainlng to contrast the two

basic categories of' negotlatlon. While distrlbutive

bargalning connotes the competitlve, win/lose, and

”f1xed-pie" images of confllct resolution, integrative

bargalnlng captures the collaborative, win/win essence

being sought in the operation of this model. Fisher and

Ury's terms are principled negotlation or negotiation on

the merlts.
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Regardless of the label, the contactful

collaboration inherent in this model follows the

principles suggested by Fisher and Ury and Lewlcki and

Lltterer for integrative bargalnlng. Of note are the

parallels between duplication and overlap preconditions
‘

and the potential for distributive bargalnlng and between
·

the compartmentallzed scenarlo and the potential for

integrative bargaining. The goal of the Operation mode of

y the model is to conduct prlncipled or integrative

_, negotlaticn, and because of the contactful nature of the

relatlonshlps, to convert any potential distributlve g

situation into an integrative one. Lewlcki and Littererl

are careful to note the ”m1xed—mot1ve” nature of the

bargalnlng situation, which reminds the practltioner of

the unlikelihood of a single type of bargaining situation.

° As to the conduct of the actual interagency

cooperation, Fisher and Ury's basic outline is most

adequate. Their first two normative rules--separate people

from the problem and focus on interests, not

positions--were dealt with in the Preparatory and the

Conceptlon stages of this model. As the interests become

artgculated and explicated by the collaborators, they then

turn their attention to (1) the generation of options to

meet the needs of the collaborators and (2) the

development of objective criteria to be used in evaluating

the options.
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The generation of options needs to be broad-ranging

and non—judgmental in nature. Fisher and Ury suggest four

principles to vavoid being too narrow in the construction

of options: (1) do not judge prematurely, (2) do not

”close” prematurely-—there is more than one answer, (3) do

not assume that the
"pie”

is fixed, and (4) don't ignore

solving the problem (1.e., meeting the interests) of the

gggg; participants.

To the extent that the participants are in contact

and engaged in collaboratlve behavior (or ln Fisher and

Ury's parlance, flexible firmness), they will avoid the

other less affectively and cdgnitively satlsfying Ü

behaviors outlined by Lewicki and L1tterer—-contending

(competinq), accomodating (yielding), compromislng

(splittlng the difference), or avoiding (lnaction).

"Bridg1ng" is the term used by the authors for solutions

to integrative bargaining situations that parallel the

principled negotiation solutions outlined by Fisher and

Ury. Commenting on the nature of collaboratlon process,

Lewlcki and Litterer assert, "...the best options and

bridging solutions are usually attained by virtue of hard

work and pursuit of several related processes: information

exchange, focusing on interests rather than positions, and

firm flexib1l1ty...F1rm flexibllity means that the parties

must be firm with regard to the ends they want to achieve

(i.e., lnterests), while remaining flexible on the means
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by whlch they are achieved...It is rage that negotiatogs

will find that they truly disagree on basic interests.”27

(emphasis m1ne)·

As to the second major aspect of the conduct of

principled negotiation, Fisher and Ury suggest that any

method of negotlation may be judged by three crlteria: a

wlse agreement, if agreement is possible; efficlency; and

improvement or at least no damage to the relationship

between the parties. Their definition of a ”w1se

agreement” is partlcularly helpful. It is ”... one which

meets the legltlmate interests of each side to the extent

possible, resolves confllctlng Interests fairly, is Z

durable, _and takes community interests into account.”28

To arrive at such a desired outcome, the joint development

of objective criteria by the partlcipants is essential.

Such criteria, they suggest, should not only be practical

and appear legitlmate to all of the collaborators, but

must also be viewed as independent of the will of any

individual person. Agreement on such criterla allow the

cooperatlve activities to proceed and to be protected from

lapses into distributive bargalning when options selection

might turn toward traditional power—based tactics.

The other major aspect of the operations stage of

the model is sustalnlng the duality of the model. This

activity will require the participation of the program

managers if they are not also the collaborators. Keying
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off the substantive and process aspects of the interagency

cooperative venture, the program managers need to monitor

the substant1ve•accompllshments and take ”readlngs” on the

process lnteractlons. Whether following milestones on a

time line or reviewing completed products of the

cooperatlve venture, engagement of the substantlve

material is necessary because some of the original

”1nterests” are those of the program manager. In

addition, as needs are met through collaborative means, a

decision on continuatlon or cessation ls necessary. A

check is needed as to whether the commitment of the other

program managers remalns given the progress, or lack E

thereof, to date. Similarly, program manager attention to

the nature of the Interaction ls useful. Is contact being

maintained so that results, while cognitively valid, have

affectlve value as well? To the extent possible, is

integrative bargainlng the approach versus dlstributive?

Continued reinforcement of firm flexibllity while carrylng

on negotiations based on merit is necessary. Again, the

decision to terminate the cooperative venture--even prior

to 1ts_ planned date--should be legitimately and easily

dlscussable among the program managers.

At the same time the operational aspects of the

negotiatlons and collaboration among the program managers

(or their collaborators) needs attention, so do the inner

workings of the more traditional admlnstrative processes
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that support their collaboration. The program managers do
need to monitor and enforce an ethic of joint agency
action within their agencies in order to ensure that
staff—developed concepts and programs are potentially
negotiable in the collaborative forum at their level.

' This ethic, as it operates and is, thereby, realized at
. the level of agency action, serves to reinforce and

further actualize the collaborative effort at the agency
head level. Each sphere of action reinforces and helps‘
”make real" the other, and both are necessary for”
completing the chain of policy action.

T

Summary

This chapter outlined a- model for interagency
cooperation grounded both in the principles of contactful
engagement of others and in the practical tactics of

I
.

principled negotiation. Conjoining these two sets of
concepts in the framework of interorganizational relations
provides a more personalized, pragmatic paradigm for
productive collaboration between agencies. The emphasis
on Preconditions—-especially convergent and divergent
activities——and Preparations-—notably operational examples
of interest statements and the concept of the lingua
franca——distinguish this model from related constructs in
the negotiation literature. These aspects make it

·particularly relevant to the Federal interagency setting.
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CHAPTER 4 -- THE INTERAGENCY REGULATORY LIAISON GROUP

This chapter describes the origin, operating

character, and the activities of the Interagency

Regulatory Liaison Group (IRLG) from its chartering in

1977 through its dissolution in September, 1981. It also
'4

highlights some of the distinctive features _of this

interorganizatlonal arrangement as contrasted with other

such agreements. The chapter is based primarily upon

documents and reports of the activities of the IRLG; this

~ chapter further defines and explicates the nature of the ä

development and operation of this group. As such, this ~

chapter seeks to provide an objective backdrop to the

multifaceted picture of the same story that emerges from

the interview data.

Origin and Background

~
In August, 1977, S. John Byington, Chairman,

Consumer Product Safety Commission; Donald Kennedy,

Commissioner, Food and Drug Administration, Department of

Health, Education and Welfare (now Department of Health

and Human Services);Doug1as M. Costle, Administrator,

Environmental Protection Agency; and Eula Bingham,

Assistant Secretary of Labor for the Occupational Safety
‘

and Health Administration held a joint press conference to

announce the formation of the IRLG. Its purposes were

described in an interagency agreement signed by the agency

heads published October 11 in the Federal Register. While

97
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acknowledging existing interagency cooperation between

palrs of agencies, the agreement focused on their

regulation of Atoxlc and hazardous substances and sought

"to make the most efficient use of resources, achieve

conslstent regulatory policy, and improve the protection

of public health and environment."l
‘

While recognizing the limits of the statutory

authorltles of the four agencles, the memorandum' of

agreement listed 9 areas in which consistency,

~ commonality, and compatlbility would be sought:

1. Testing protocols, crlteria for —

interpretations, quality assurance procedures,
and other_ policies relatlng to the testing of
toxic and hazardous substances;‘

2. Epidemiological practices and
procedures;

3. Approaches to the assessment of risk
presented by a toxic or hazardous substance and
to the estlmatlon of benefits associated with a
substance;

4. Methods of obtaining, analyzing,
storlng, and exchanglng information which might
be of mutual interest;

5. Research and development policies,
possibly including methods of sharing costs and
facilities;

6. Regulations and regulatory development
activities where a hazard can be most effectively
controlled by joint participation or by use of
the statutory authorities of more than one
agency, e.g. joint public hearings or rulemaklng
action;

A 7. Compliance and enforcement procedures
and policies;

8. Public communication and education
programs, and lnformational services to industry;

9. Other activities as may be applicable2

The formal agreement was the result of lnformal

contacts between the agency heads during the late spring
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and summer of 1977, which grew out of their successful

joint announcement of the regulation of aerosol

chlorofluorocarbons in April 1977.3 Two staff people were

selected by each agency head to analyze what joint agency

work had gone on in the past and what made it successful as
I
well as to develop proposals as to how the agencles might

work together in the future.4 _

On July 22, 1977, the agency heads met with their

principal staff to review this staff effort and to develop

~ the concept of the IRLG. The staff study of lnteragency _

activities over the preceding two fiscal years enumerated~

49 agreements between two or more of the agencles.5 It

cited four conclusions regarding these efforts. In .

addition to finding varylng degrees and depths of

management oversight of these agreements, "In the
‘

lnstances where the effort has the contlnulng support of

top management as well as needed resources and where a

requirement for accountability exists, the efforts work

well."6 The report, also found no one guldeline to help

determine the kind of coordination to be conducted, and

that inconsistent participation and productlvity is typlcal

of the more informal arrangements.

Regardlng possible joint initiatives, the staff

outlined seven of the eight substantlve areas (not

including epidem1ology——number 3) listed in the agreement

clted above. The staff recommended that the prlncipals
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select ggeee of these inltiatives and commit to perhaps a

90 day time frame to begin activities. ”They [agency

headsl responded to these suggestions by adding an eighth

initiative (the accelerated and intensified use of the

science of epidemiology), selectlng all seven initiatives,
4

and requiring some demonstration of progress and
_

announcement of the process within 30 days."7 This urgency

is reflected in the fact that the date on the signed

lnteragency agreement is September 26, 1977, while the

„ press conference was held in August.

Operations
In

_ The agency heads (also called "prlncipals”) decided

to formalize the group of eight staff persons (also known

as ”surrogates"-—see Chapter 5 for further discussion of

this term) by selectlng a Chairman and Vice-Chairman on a

rotating basis with a six month term. The surrogates met

on approximately a bi—weekly basis to see to the operations

of the IRLG; they met jointly with the principals once a

month in a decision—oriented meeting.

In addition, the principals took a direct interest in

the operations of the elght selected work areas. As Colin

Church explained:

As a result, eight Work Groups were created
and each agency Principal has asslgned himself or
herself to two-of these Work Groups. The members

‘

of each Work Group are selected from all four of
the agencies. The Work Groups meet once or twice
a week. They have developed on-going Work Plans
which have been published and have served as a
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basIs for public meetings. The charge given to
the Work Group Chalrpersons was "dIvIde your work
Into three categories. First, develop and do
what Is do-able now. Show some progress early.
Second, Identify the problems which need
regulatory' repair to bring the approach of the
four agencies Into some degree of consistency.
ThIrd, and last, Identify the places where
differences In the statutes prevent further
progress." The Work Groups were also cautioned
not to produce a product which merely made
recommendations. They were asked to pIlot—test
their product within the Institutions of the four
agencies and to present the product In road-test
condition. This means that the Work Groups will
have to follow the process of getting four-agency
approval for needed changes In policy from
beginning to end. Work Plans for each Work Group
have been published In the Federal Register.
Public meetings on the work plans were held In
March [19781.8

In fact, this early Involvement by the principals In being?

cognizant and involved In the elght Issue areas was carrled

further. In the only Congressional hearing explIcItly on

the IRLG and Its role In environmental research and

development Issues, each principal testified and each

discussed the activities to which he/she had been directing

his/her attention.9

In addition to the work groups In the eight areas,

”the four agency heads asked their regional leaders In the

various regional cities to find their counterparts and

develop plans to take advantage of the new spirit of

Interagency cooperation within the fIeld.”10 They also

created what later came to be called "counterpart groups”

among their, general counsels, legislative officers, and

personnel offlcers to discuss areas of coordination and
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cooperation.

The IRLG conducted all of these activities using the

employeesü of the agencies involved in a work group or task

force—type mode of operation. A full—t1me executive

assistant was hlred to assist the rotatlng Chairman of the
I

surrogates by arranging for meetings, ‘answer1ng f

correspondence, maintainlng files, and preparing brieflng

materials. Because the IRLG was not an entity itself, this

j person was a CPSC employee. EPA supplied a clerk position

» during the early years as well.

In time, the IRLG developed a budget ranglng from—

$900,000 to $1 million per year. The budget was created by

contributions from the several agencles and then allocated

to projects proposed by the work groups and approved by the

princlpals. In flscal year 1980, about $800,000 was

expended on joint projects. The fiscal year 1981 budget,

while not fully expended, indicates the level of

contribution by each agency as ranging from 15% at the low

end to 33% at the high end.

On June 15, 1979 a Supplementary Agreement to the

original IRLG agreement was published in the Federal

Register.11 This notice reaffirmed the previous agreement

in all respects and announced the addition of a fifth

agency to the IRLG. Signing on behalf of the newest

agency, the Food Safety and Quality Service of the

Department of Agriculture, was Carol Tucker Foreman,
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Assistant Secretary. She began attending meetings as a

partlcipating agency head in January, 1979.

The agency heads representing the Carter

Administration' held their last formal meeting in December,

1980. The surrogates continued to meet regularly through

September, 1981. Two meetings of the agency heads or their

4 designates from the Reagan Administration were held as

brieflngs in June and September, 1981. The IRLG charter

expired in September, 1981 and was not renewed.

Activities and Results
h

In a joint publication, Working Together, in March,”

1979 the five IRLG agencles enumerated the 25 different

statutes Awhich prescribed the broad range of public health

and environmental concerns under their jurisdictlon.

”Through the coordinated application of these laws, IRLG's

objectives are to: improve protection of public health and

safety from toxic and other hazardous materials; provide

conslstent regulatory policy; share information; minlmize

any duplication of effort; and lessen the administrative

burden on regulated Industries, the public, and the

agencies themselves,”12 the pamphlet continued. IRLG

accompllshments were grouped into three categories——those

that were a specific product, those that were establishment

of procedures for coordination on a regular basis, and
l

those that involved closer routine coordination.

The elght specific issue areas provide a useful
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framework to discuss the breadth and depth of the joint

work among the agencies. The risk assessment guideline

work lwasg among the most visible due to its use of the

Federal Register for notice and comment and the amount of

industry interest in this joint agency work. The most
A

controversial product was the 20 page publication (in the
l

Federal Register) for public comment of the "scientific

Bases for Identification of Potential Cafc1nogens~ and

Estimation of Risks"13 by the five agencies. This

N document, as is discussed in Chapter 5, was the first

bringing together of the principles of risk assessment (as,

opposed to the presumption of banning) for carcinogens on

behalf of the Federal government's health and safety

regulatory agencies. Over 75 comments were received,

mainly from industry, and this document became the basis

for another broader government initiative from President

Carter°s Regulatory Council.

In the area of chemical testing guidelines and

standards, the agencies jointly published five standards

for testing of chemica1s——four for acute effects and one.

for teratogenicity. By the closing year of the IRLG, the

agencies were at work on common testing standards for 12

additional health effects and nine environmental effects.

In addition, all five agencies adopted uniform guidelines

for Good Laboratory Practices (affecting the operation of

laboratories testing toxic substances) and the Public
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Health ServIce's guldellnes for handling carclnogens and

for protectlng human subjects in toxicity studies.

·In .the area of compllance and enforcement, the

agencies published In March, 1980 an Implementation planl4

for a joint referral and Inspection program. Thls program,
gl

which involved the development of joint training manuals

and the training of several thousand Inspectors from the

five agencies, allowed for an Inspector from one agency

who percelved a violation
Aof

another agency's rules to

~ routlnely refer that observatlon to the second agency for

follow-up. In addition, arrangements were made among ther

agencles for them to be notified of and included In efforts

to respond
to)

emergency sltuations Involvinq hazardous

substances; this system was formerly only a DOT/EPA

arrangement.

In terms of joint regulatory development, the

agencies created work groups around 27 chemlcal substances

In which two or more of the agencies were Interested.

These work groups were to explore the possibillty of

sharing research results and regulatory analyses,

conductlng such projects jolntly, sharing health and

environmental effects Information, and Insuring conslstent

and, If possible, joint regulatory actions including such

things as joint hearlngs and rulemaklngs. Beginning In

early 1979, the agencles published a consolldated listing

of multI—agency regulatory actlvity (past and future) for
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24 substances; this publication was updated semiannually.

Later, six of these substances were selected for special

coordlnated regulatory coordination due to the extensive

amount of activity by the agencies on these chemicals. In

June, 1981, a three—day industry-governement conference was
1

co—sponsored by the IRLG agencies- to examine the
I

sources, health effects, uses for, and health research

needs for a chemical family——phthalates.
•

·

A In the area of epidemiology, the work group compiled

„ a computerlzed list of all epidemiological studies underway

in the IRLG and selected other agencies. It also prepared„

guidelines jointly subscribed to by the IRLG agencies

dealing with documentation of epidemiological studies, so

that future studies released to the public meet some

minimal standards for content when published.

The joint information exchange activities dealt

largely with studies of joint data and information sharing

projects. In several cases, the studies pointed to some

existing data systems that would serve joint data needs

such as one for chronlc toxicity data. In other cases, work

was begun on building links between agency data files by

developing common codes, a consolldated listing of journals

used by the agencies, and a joint interagency employee

skills inventory.
f

A

The public ·information and education activities

included holding six public forums——four in regional cities
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and two ln Washington--to explain and take comment on the

joint efforts of the IRLG agencles. In addition to the

IRLG
'

descriptlve pamphlet mentioned earlier, a joint

annotated blbliography on toxic substances was published

and a health and safety currlculum resource guide was

developed for grades 7-12 and distributed to over 22,000

schools.

The research planning work of the regulatory agencies

. had impllcatlons beyond the agencles themselves. A first

« project was to compile a listing of on—going toxlc

substances research supported by the original four~

agencles-—an Inventory of some 300 projects costing about

$39 million. By extendlng this lnventory to several of the

research agencies in the (then) Department of Health

Education and Welfare, the total doubled to 600 relevant

projects valued at over $97 million. The IRLG agencies

ldentified a number of unmet needs and that challenge led

to the establlshment of another major cross-government

program in 1979. The National Toxlcology Program was

established by the Department of Health and Human Services

and the IRLG agencles became members of its Executive

Committee. (Several of those intervlewed for this research

referred to the National Toxlcology Program as the

”daughter of the IRLG.") The IRLG research planning effort

also compiled other specialized inventories of

toxicological research.
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Other areas of coordinated activity among the

agencles dealt with the conduct of economic analyses and

the measurement of regulatory benefits, a sharing of

laboratory facilities, methods, training, equipment, and

analytical capacity, and extensive regional office

cooperation among the flve agencies ln terms of information
I

exchange, internal management and training, and external

relations as well as the aforementloned éompllance and

enforcement and laboratory activities. These work group

U oriented activities were supplemented by the so-called

”counterpart groups” which involved joint meetings of_

similarly situated offlcials ln each agency, e.g. generalk

counsels,. personnel offlcers, and budget officers to name

only some.

p Dlstinctive Features

The IRLG distinguishes itself in several ways from

the usual picture of an lnteraqency coordination group.

First, the high organizational level of the interest in

this group and the continuous engagement of these chief

executlve officers makes it unique. Not only did the

agency heads understand and track the progress of the major

work groups personally, but also they were, in several

cases, sclentifically .qualifled to make technical

contributions to the work of these groups. In other words,

the work of the groups engaged the sphere of important

issues ln which the agency heads felt interested and/or
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involved. A related observation is the task-oriented

nature of the whole IRLG concept. From the memorandum of

agreement to the overseeing of the work groups, the efforts

which the various agency members exerted was to be focused

and productive in substantive areas of their expertise.

y Joint "products" and outputs were° first _prior1ty;

coordlnatlon and recommendations came second.

Another distinctive feature of the •IRLG was the

pervasive, all—encompassing nature of its coordinative

“
work. The preceding discussion shows how the coordlnative

activities cut across the length and breadth of the

agenc1es' activities-—from information gatherlng toi

regulation writing to enforcement, both in the field and in

headquarters. This was not a single purpose interagency

arrangement, but a broad—based engagement across all of the

agencies' operations.

This pervasive nature of the coordination activity

along with the change ln the agency heads at FDA and CPSC

during the Carter Adminstratlon, as well as its continued

operation into the early Reagan Administration, indicates

that the IRLG became institutionalized within the agencies.

It «was not just the personal creation of the original

agency heads and dependent on them alone for its exlstence.

Another aspect of the IRLG was its unpublicized or

"1nv1s1ble” role. While to the agency heads and the agency

members lntervlewed, it was of conslderable importance, it
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was the subject of only one Congressional hearlng. And,

while it apparently spawned the National Toxicology Program

and ·the' larger Carter Administration initiative for

regulatory reform, the Regulatory Council, it is described

by Landy and his colleagues as,
”a

relatlvely small
I
coalitlon within the larger game of ·Execut1ve branch

·
pluralistlc pol1tlcs."15 A testlmonial to this might also

be the lack of public debate over its demlse when its

charter expired.

„ Flnally, from the perspective of operations, lt was

unique in the lack of a centralized staff (save the-

adminitratlve assistant and clerk) and its jolntly

contrlbuted budget. These factors again demonstrate the

commltment of agency staffs and resources to the

conslderable list of joint projects and work outllned

above.

Conclusion

This chapter has outllned the history and operations

of the IRLG from its creation ln 1977 to its demlse in

1981. This recounting is based primarlly upon the written

record of both public and internal IRLG documents and

publications. Its purpose is to provide a backdrop for the

following chapter in which those lntervlewed reflect upon

the nature of the interagency coordination from a more

personal perspective.
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CHAPTER 5 — THE MICRO MODEL APPLIED TO THE IRLG EXPERIENCE

-Thls chapter takes the framework set out in the

model for lnterorganlzational coordinatlon outlined in

Chapter 3 and juxtaposes the details of the dynamics of

· the Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group that were

‘ expressed in the oral interviews with six of the agency

heads and six of their surrogates. The purposes are (1)

to illustrate the aspects of the model, (2) to gain

Insight into practical questions ralsed by speclfying a
U

model for these relationshlps, (3) to find directions-—

suggested at any places where there is an insufficient fit
I

between the model and the case——for further research. This

comparison between the model and the case will be done by

recalling the elements of the model and presenting the

case data illustrating those elements.

Preconditions

The Preconditions outlined in the model were

convergent/divergent activities, legitlmacy of the

mandate, a continuing relationship, no common authority,

and nature ‘of affected publics. The case precondltions

were more varigated, complex, and interwoven than these

distinct categories, but the following discussion

evidences aspects of all of them.

Virtually all of those lnterviewed described the

late 1970's as the era of chemicals——w1th a threatening

113
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new ”chemical of the month" being thrust upon the public

with regularity. John Bylngton captured the essence of

the era ewith,« ”...these Ichemicalsl were things that

nobody knew how to pronounce. They d1dn't even know where

they were--you couldn°t see them--and they also served as
V,

a great political boogeyman because they were that. I

mean how in the world-—Tr1s was a perfect example-—how in

the world could you possibly defend a chemical that

. potentially altered the genetic structure of a baby at

~ night while it's sleeping in its crlb as this substance

moved from the pajamas through the skin into the body of

this child? I mean that's Stephen King stuff, and 1t's

great for developing public hysteria!”1 Chemicals like

saccharln and polychlorinated blphenyls (PCB's) were on

their minds at FDA, according to Tom Grumbly, while Doug

Costle recalled discussing with Don Kennedy, ”We started

talking about the kinds of problems that we were really

worried about in soclety...we've got a whole new emerqlng

set of problems that are related to the legacy of the

chemlcal revolution, that are toxics related."2

— Coupled with this public perception of chemlcal

problems was both a public impatience and a percelved

confuslon on the part of the Federal agencies. Byington

describes the dilemmas graphicallyz

...one of the things that was happening
was that the various groups who, for whatever
reason, had some reason to be upset about x,
whether they were an environmental actlvlst
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group, or they were a consumer actlvlst group or
they were somebody stirring up a product
llabillty lawsuit or whatever, or a concerned
consumer who was very upset about something, or
a» labor union that felt that they had a real
problem ih some kind of a factory ...very
legitimate to highly questionable...making no
difference. The fact of the matter was that
most of these agencies had some kind of a
petition process, and CPSC sure did and the

' other guys [IRLG agenciesl in one form or
. another did. So you had the people who were

interested in the xyz situation going into each
of the different agencies through a different
door or window or under a dlfferent‘kind of —

cloak. Each of those agencies were either
"looklng at lt" or weren't, you know what I
mean. They were all looking at lt, but with

U varying degrees of lntenslty. And how much
resources? And how concerned are you? But I
mean all those kinds of issues. _

And what was happening is that you were
coming up with very, very different, and not
only politlcally embarrasslng results, but

’
A

results that were very confusing to the public.
Where, all of a sudden, Agency A was looking at
xyz and Agency B was also looking at xyz, let's
say for the moment...let's say all four of them
were looking at it with varying levels of
lntenslty. During that time frame, none of the
other four...none of the other three would have
any idea that any of the others were looking at
ggg So, all of a sudden, A is about to come out
with an announcement, after being beat up on the
Hill and in the press and everywhere else, that
xyz ls not a serious problem. And, in the
meantlme, completely unbeknownst [to Agency A1,
Agency B--they have decided that on the basis of
one test that there might be a problem. We
ought to spend some resources and see. And
let's say at Agency D or C, you got somebody in
the agency who is absolutely convinced in the
agency that this thing ls a very serious”
problem. Now...there was no way at that point
in time for any of the other agencles to know
that either the other was looking at lt, much
less had even begun to form an lnstitutlonal
opinion, much less was prepared to say something
about it. And there were periods back then
where within a 30 to 90 day timeframe, each of

. those three different agencies might announce or
have leaked or something else what their
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position was and their positions would be at the
varlance I just suggested. And the guy stands
up for A, and says xyz Is not a problem. ”We
have taken a look at It, and there's nothing
that we see that supports the problem.” In the
meantime, B says, stood up a week later, and
hardly even knew that anybody even said
anything, said, "Well, there might be a problem
here from our point of view. We're goIng to
take a look at It In greater detaIl.”

And some guy In C leaks to some Hill
staffer a memorandum from Joe to Bill that says
thIs thing Is an Incredible time bomb, and so
the HIll staffer goes to the network guy and
says, ”Look at thIs." The network guy shows up
with camera In hand at each of the other two
agencies who had said It's no problem or It
mlght be a problem, and says how do you deal
with this fact when your other agency_over here
says this sucker Is a time bomb?

...And those things that were going on all
over the place, and everybody was getting 7
killed. And so many of the people were playing “

that thing like a piano, and whole thIng was In
disarray.3 (emphasis mine)

Thus, It was not only a time of public concern and

confusion, It was a time of public Interest group

actIvIsm. That coupled wIth access to the agencies via

petition or lawsuit made the disconnected nature of

Federal activities felt at the agency head level. Costle

also experienced the convergence with other agencies,

”V1rtually the next weekend, as I remember It, after the

chlorofluorocarbon experience (where we proved that two

Federal agencies, three Federal agencles, can actually

coordlnate their actions), a lead Issue came up. I just

Innocently asked the question, 'Isn't OSHA regulating

lead? If we keep It from going Into the atmosphere, does

that mean It just goes back Into the plant and polsons the
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worker? Is there a trade—off here? Can anybody give me

the answer to that questIon?' And, of course, nobody had

thought of that question."4 Susan King remembered It as

a time of enormous uncertainty about chemicals and their

effects as well as of conslderable public concern.

While feeling this compartmentalization, the agency

heads were beginning to see and hear about the negative

consequences of the regulatory burden being placed on

Industry. Carol Foreman recalls the letters from industry

cItIng the FSQS requirement to have a sanitary floor In a

meat packlng plant, while the OSHA Inspector Is demanding

a non—skId surface for worker safety. She continued,
“we‘Z

came In at a time when the agencles had been subjected to

and were being Increasingly subjected to attacks,

effective attacks from Industry for...costIng too much

money."5 Susan King speaks of her arrival, "The bloom was

off «the rose. And the Industry was getting much more

effective In their question of, 'Wait a minute, how much A

can we do here? What are the cost/benefit analyses? Do

you people know what you are doIng?' and the heat was

being turned up very consIderably."6

Costle felt the reactions to the uncoordinated

activity as well:

You know If OSHA Is going to go Into
General Motors and going after them on one of
their paint shops, and EPA Is going to go In and
go after them for volatile organic hydrocarbons,
then, damn It, the two efforts ought to be
coordlnated. I mean the one thIng that we
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couldn't tolerate is GM coming back and saying,
'Hey, Mr. President, the right hand doesn't know
what the left hand's doing. EPA told us to do
this, but look at what those clods at OSHA just
told us to do, and they are lnconslstent.'7

Kennedy echoes his peers in summarizing the era and the

felt needs they had:

Regulation was plainly getting a bad name.
You know, lt was the middle and late '70's when
the sort of ant1—regulatory sentlment began to
build up. And poor Charlie Schultz who, ln a
sense, was a good man in the wrong place at the
wrong time, kind of had to be the point for
getting the regulators under control in the

- White House. And they were playing to an
increasingly sensitive political audience. And
so one of the reasons was that we°needed to
create a good image for regulators trying to
make regulations more · efflclent and less ;
burdensome--not having .duplicat1ve testing é

requirements, not having duplicate lnspections
for .sim1lar purpose and so forth and so on--and
we were careful to bill it extenslvely as an
efflciency promoter and a burden reducer.
Here°s a voluntary way to get regulatory
agencies to act in the interest of the
regulated. And I think we plalnly hoped we
could make a kink in the negative trajectory of
public oplnlon.8

So, not only were the resultlng agency regulatlons

crlticlzed by the affected Industries as overlapplng, the

Admlnistration——several regulatory review bodies, the

Office of Management and Budget, and others--were also

questioning the logic and rationale of regulations that

cut across agencies. Speaking from the point of view of

the smallest, newest agency least able to deal with the

scientific and regulatory support demands posed by toxic

chemicals, Susan King felt the White House pressures and

saw the IRLG connections as an aid to her dlalogue, "But
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every time we needed or wanted some attention at the White

House, It was enormously helpful to invoke the IRLG as the

requester. We, got In a bruhaha with the folks In the

White House over the ...when we first started looking at

formaldehyde...and we were able to get the IRLG, and OSHA,
{

CPSC, and, probably EPA, to respond when the White House

says, 'What In fact are you doIng?' and they start asklng

political questions. It's not the little bitty agency

ICPSCI getting knocked down by some junior staffer In the

~ White House trying to roll you over, which they could do.

They might have been able to do this; wait a minute, we've ~

got the IRLG to deal with here."9 Costle continued In a

matter—of-fact portrait of the White House realitiesz

...part of the underlying political logic
In this was my notion that if the White House
dId take us on In Isolation and kill us...And I
kept saying to myself they may be, I may be
strong enough to fend them off, but I look at
the rest of these health and safety regulators,
and they're in deep shit. And so my notion was,
are they going to take on all of us at once? I
mean, If, say, we're formulating a cancer
policy, you mean to tell me the White House Is
going to have the nerve to take on the combined
Intellectual weight of the federal health and
safety regulators and do something that doesn't
make sense, doesn't make scientific sense? No
way, Jose, we've got them! We've got them!l0

Even In this more political statement about the other

· entities In the Administration, Costle returned to the

scientific and technical nature of the task at hand and

the importance of Intellectually credible results from the

agencles.
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Thus, the public spotlight on chemicals and their

control led to regulatory and enforcement activities that

were
l

viewed by the agency heads as fragmented and

uncoordlnated. Industry, in particular, was beginning to

ralse questions about the efficlency and effectlveness of

_ what was being done. New organlzätlonal _ent1ties

including the Regulatory Analysis Review Group and others

were being established ln the Administration to review the

effects and purposes of regulations, including health and

·— safety regulatlons.

While this context speaks to several of the ·

Precondltlons of the model, e.g. convergence/dlvergence of

activities as ·evldenced by overlapplng activities, not a

one-time transaction relationship, and the substantive

nature of affected publics, three additional aspects of

the context for the IRLG bear mentlonlng. They are: the

”newness" factor, the agency heads° perception of their

mission, and the chlorofluorocarbon legacy.

All of these agencies and their statutes were

products of the early l970's. Newly arrived on the Federal

agency landscape, they were still developing and evolvlng

their mlsslons, unllke long—standlng Cabinet departments

or older service-delivery agencles. Coupled with their

lnfantlle organization status, President Carter was

elected as ”...the outsider, the consumer advocate as he

strongly viewed himself, who is going to bring outsiders
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in to make the government work for the little people who

hadn't been served by it before."1l Susan King captured

the sense of new beginnings with:

It may have been as much a function of the
fact that the agencles or the issues were
relatively new. CPSC was new. It was the
youngest of the agencies. OSHA is not an old
entity. Now FDA is, EPA was not either. So you
don't have the same vested interest or
territorial protection, certainly FSQS was also
new. All that was a function of the, you know,
the political interest in environmental health
and safety, just human health and safety in a
different way--a different sense that had
expressed itself leglslatively. So, the issues
were new. In some cases, the organizations were
new. All of the people were new. There wasn't
a professional bureaucrat or inner—and—outer
among them. Most were ·young, really all of
them. Late 30's, early 40's——late 30's to T
mid—40's, Eula may have been a couple of years
older. So, historically, there's an interesting
combination of things that were occurr1ng...We
all had limited resources both technically,
polltically, but financially; and certainly as
opposed to say the chemical industry, the drug
industry, whatever. No core of that kind of
long historical expertise or the ability to go
get 1t.12

Jere Goyan personalized the plight of the new agency head

and echoed similar comments by Eula Blnghamz

It took me" a good year to get to the point
where I felt I knew where the handles of power
were in the place. I mean it takes a long time
to get your hands around an agency that big, to
get to the point where you start to feel at
least partially comfortable. The first few
months is just hell. I mean, I spent, I would
get up in the morning about 5 o'clock, get to
the agency between 6 and 7...and get home around
8 o'clock, have a drink, mlcrowave something for
dinner, basically, do a little reading, and get
to bed and get up the next morning and do it
again. I was doing it basically seven days a
week, because I went there knowing a little
about the Bureau of Drugs--coming from a
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pharmacy background, but practically nothing
about the rest of the agency, and not nearly
enough about the Bureau of Drugs. So, I just
was spending all my time trying to do something
that I suspect ls the number one priority of
every political appointee--not to look like a
damn fool. You really want to be able to have
information at hand, so you can move forward and
look like you're doing what you should do in a
reasonable fashion.13(emphasls mine)

Agentlal Perspective

Jere Goyan's remarks offer a transltion to the

second aspect of the context of the IRLG—-the agency

head's view of their mission. Susan King put it most

simply, "Yes, we were all committed to what was, the

closest you can get to it, the blackZletter of the law. I Z

can't imagine FDA and EPA and OSHA sitting down and saylng

how can we make sure we don't interfere with the ability

of industry and market forces to work? How can we not read

our statutes or [how can wel all sit on our hands?"l4

Carol Foreman describes their activlst bent, "But so in

the early 70's with the birth of EPA and OSHA...the one

period in there where you have a group whose candldate ran

for office in strong support of this kind of regulatlon

and then went out and found people whose whole reputations

were built on active enforcement of health and safety

regulation in order to protect the publlc."l5 Eula

Blngham elaborates on their perspectives:

...how we percelved the agency's mission
that we were running. She [Carol] perceived it
as being a mission having to do with consumers.
I perceived mine as a mission protecting
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workers. That was, consumers also were, that
was the mlsslon of the Consumer Product [Safety
Commission], consumers at FDA, all kinds of
constltuents at all of the above at EPA. So,
that's how we percelved ourselves, and that's
how we percelved the mission of the agency, and
we were...perhaps that orlentatlon had a great
deal to do with us getting together——prevent1on
of disease. I mean there was this common thread
of preventlon of catastrophles, disease,
injury.l6

Doug Costle summarlzed the more structural reasons

for their bellef in the the mission of their agencles:

Yes, I thlnk the reality ls that
polltlcally we needed each other. It was also
the right thlng to do. And I don't want to say
one of those was more important than the other
because I really...but I think lt was good
because we all had a kind of cogon vlew of what M
we were about whlch was a very posltlve view of Y

the, I mean, let's face lt, lf we dldn't have an
EPA, we'd have to lnvent one. If we dldn't have
a Food and Drug Admlnlstratlon, we'd have to
lnvent one. Clearly, we would have to lnvent a
health and safety agency to monitor the work
place. I mean the way the free enterprise
system works, the free enterprise system does
not automatically create clean air, clean water,
health and food and a safe work place. In fact,

—the pressure of free competition tends to
mltlgate against those things. Otherwise, we
wouldn't have created regulatory agencles in the
first place. Only the government ls big enough
to come in and arbltrate and say, ”Look, there's
a broader social contract here.”l7 (emphasls
mine)

One way to anchor these references to the actlvlst

implementation of statutes ls to tie lt to a particular

polltlcal agenda. Carol Foreman asked this rhetorlcal

questlon durlng her lntervlew, "Could you have an IRLG lf

lt were my successor, Blll Mculllan, who came from the

Natlonal Cattlemen's Association, and were USDA to move
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meat Inspection into marketing and out of consumer

protection?"18 Similarly, Susan King in dlscussing her

successor. offered, "I don't think he ls interested in or

concerned and, maybe, doesn't even understand the statute

ln terms of the, you know, mission of the agency.

_ Probably disagrees with much of the intent of it."19

Susan King offered examples of two current

opportunities for interagency cooperation that weren't

happening to dlstlngulsh the nature of the IRLG agency

“
heads commltment:

Does NIH [National Institutes of Health]
‘

and the Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
coordinate with the Department of
Transportat1on...a big public campaign on drunk
drlving? No. Is lt clearly within the interest
of both and a major public health issue? Yes.
Do they do lt? Why? They don't feel the need
gg...

...Yes, but in an organization as large as
a given Presidential administration, the
diversity of views, the absence of information,
the narrowness of one's focus, the overwhelmlng
burden of your job, and the inadequacy of the
resources to do it, you don't often have time to
step back for a better understanding and a
broader perspective except as lt affects whether
or not you're ·going to be in that job a year
from now, so lt essentlally becomes a political ~
question, an electlve question. A tremendous
interest in education right now, you know, all
over the country. Are all the education people
in the Federal establlshment talking to each

· other? I doubt it...the way they will look at
lt ls, Oh crlminy, who's going to be the next
president? They donft say, "We°ve only got nine
months left to get anything done in terms of
public, the agenda for public education. What
can the...Department of Education do that ls
most useful? What can HHS [Department of Health
and Human Services} do that ls most useful?" and
sit down and talk about it. So, lt's this group
of people [IRLG agency heads], I think, unlquely
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shared a value system as well as a polltlcal
objective.2l (emphasis mine)

Thus,- while not denying political interests by the IRLG

members, lshe polnted to the felt need to work at the

statutory agenda faclng them collectlvely.

' Toby Clark°s analysis of the agency heads' work and

° their involvement in coordlnation activities amplifies

the importance the agency heads ascribed to·the IRLG and

speaks to the sense of similar views mentioned by Susan
1

King:

I think interagency coordination is hard.
I think coordination ls hard and...often f

resisted by those being coordinated. Well, it's
true with anything, coordlnation or anything —

· else. If· you really want to make a movement,
the agency head has to get personally involved
to do it. It can be getting a reglulationl out
of your own agency——the coordination. Sure, the
agency head has to be involved if you want to
substantlally change momentum...You want to
change the momentum, which includes a particular
change in direction, so you want to pick those
things that are most important where you have
the best chance of doing them. That would be my
choice and have somebody else worrying about the
rest of lt.22(emphas1s mine)

Clark's analysis suggests that sense of mission of the

agency heads had to do not only with reading the letter of

the statutes (as suggested by Susan King), but also with

according that reading a prlorlty that necessitated

working with the heads, of the other health and safety

regulatory agencies. Don Kennedy's perspective was: ”It°s

a piece of leadership that anybody can take and that

succeeds quickly in a climate where people are looking for
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an opportunity to praise the deliberate lmprovement of

government efficiency, looking for an opportunity to

praise 1t...It think it's kind of a slam dunk. If you get

one of these going, and it clearly does produce some good

results, the media are very anxious to write good stories

' about it. And people are very anxious to give you credit
1

for it. It's a very easy area in which to improve the

public image of government.”23 ° .

Previous Joint Activity
“

A final aspect of the pre-existing conditions

leading to the IRLG was the legacy of chlorofluorcarbons. '

As discussed in Chapter 4, a joint regulation to ban

non-essential aerosol uses of CFC's was proposed by EPA,

FDA, and CPSC in May, 1977. This proposal and an

associated international conference on CFC's provided

opportunities for the agency heads to appear together and

announce their joint work. This was a ”slam dunk” in

terms of the public reaction. Although none of the others

mentioned this aspect of the Preconditions, John Bylngton

recalls sending information to the new Carter appointeesz

And by using my lnteragency guy, I sent to
their key staff people kind of some background

* on what this whole thing [joint CFC regulationl
was all about, and my interest in continuing to
work with them and seeing that this initiative
was carried forward if they were, because I
didn't think _it was a political initiative,
political Republican or Democratic. I mean I
thought it was good government, not an
Rlepublicanl or Dtemocratlcl. And that lf they
were interested, I was interested. Well, I got
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slgnals back that they were, so I called each
one of them, talked to each one of them,
indivldually....

_ ...the only one I might not have had an
individual, meeting with was Eula, but I'm not
sure...But I did with Don and and I did with
Doug and then the press conference [for CFC'sl
came and all four of us were together for the
first time. We did the press conference together

I for the first time, and it went very well. And
the fact of the matter is, I think, we all

. became very good friends after that point in
time. And that°s when we then started moving
along not only on this, but agreed that there
were a number of other issues that we ought to ·
do...24

1
So, by vlrtue of the ongolng work wlthln their

Ü
agencles on CFC's prior to their appointments, three of

the four agency heads had a ceremonlal occasion to bei

exposed to one another. Two of them had some brief

dialogue with John Byington on the convergence of their

interests—-at least with regard to this one chemical.

And, finally they experienced the positive press and

public feedback to this modest, but specific joint

regulatory initiative. The events put in place the

precedlng year set up the opportunity to be exposed to one

another.

Preparatlons

_ The Preparatlons called for in the model for

interagency coordlnatlon deal with ldentifylng the parties

and the individual participants and their Interests as

well as establishlng a lingua franca to facllitate the

relationship.
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Agencles and Particlpants

_While the preceding discussion of mission and the

on-going ·agency work on CFC's offers some logic for the

original agencies involved in the IRLG, as discussed in

Chapter 4, the Food Safety and Quality Service(FSQS)_

Joined the IRLG in 1979. Although the official notice

amending the lnteragency agreement appeared in June, 1979,

Carol Foreman began attending the monthly pz1¤c1pa1·s

‘ meetings in January, 1979. There ls no record nor was
”

there interview commentary offered about a systematlc

search for agencies outside the original group of four.
“

There are two perspectives on the introduction of FSQS and

of Carol Foreman into the group.

_ On one hand, there are clearly examples of

regulatory overlap by FSQS, such as that with OSHA

regarding working conditions in meat packing plants.

Another, mentloned by Carol Foreman, was an encounter with

EPA over the banning of polychlorinated biphenyl-

containing (PCB) transformers from food warehouses when

EPA argued for a greater risk due to inadequate disposal

capacity. These plus the working relationship between

FSQS and FDA in which FSQS monitors and enforces

compllance with chemlcal residue levels ln meat and

poultry that are set by FDA, might well argue for an early

IRLG lnvolvement. Kennedy observed,
”I

think that it was

sort of an oversight at first that FSQS was kind of left
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out because not all their responsibilities overlapped with

this. And Carol had, you know, developed a bit of a

reputation for’being a tough hombre about cooperat1on...I

then got to know her and really liked her and decided that

A everybody else [other agency headsl ought to get to know

_ her and that it was foolish not to have an agency that

logically had an overlapplng mandate in here.”25

Tom Grumbly, who worked for both Kennedy and

Foreman, gives a more bureaucratic political perspective

“
on her agency°s absence:

Anybody who was kept out kind of felt ,

jealous. I mean Carol was. And the reason why
she was kept out the first time was that she was
at war when this thing started with Kennedy,
trying to steal all of his food regulatory
power, and so they [agency headsl said...we
don't want this to be that kind of club...I mean
we [FDA and FSQSI expended so many executive
resources in both agencies fighting with each
other about turf. Just remember this is the
President's reorganization program. Boy, what a
disaster that was because there was so much time
spent internally over months and months. There
wasn't enough time spent on, hey, what are we
supposed to be doing here? So, she was never,
she did fit in, ultimately, I think it worked
fine, but, you· know, in the same way that
anybody who jolns late in the club or in a
company never has exactly the same relationship
as the founders do.26

Regardless of the bureaucratic organizational

issues, both Jim Pierce and Eula Bingham reflected on the

lack of congruence between FSQS and all the other

agencies. vwhen né was asked about the FSQS relationship

to the regulation of chemicals and the inspection of meat

and poultry, Pierce responded, "I think you used just the
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rIght word In "Inspectors”. And I think that's the way

most of us viewed that activity as meat Inspectors, meat

and poultry Inspectors, and I guess we [surrogatesl kind

of felt a little bIt of protectionism among our group and

then, all of a sudden, we had a new player that we dIdn't,
/

In our minds, put at the level of quality of BPA, FDA,

OSHA, and CPSC...we just don't think they fltted.27 In

Eula BIngham's terms, ”...In some ways she dealt with

. toxics, but she never dealt with toxlcs quite as much as

~ the rest of us...I guess Doug and I were In the center of

the toxlcs swlrling controversies more than anybody -

else...she was not at the center of that technical

swirl."28 Costle said that FSQS dlluted the work of the

IRLG, while Carol Foreman herself characterized her agency

as, "...an agency full of veterlnarians, that did almost

nothing by regulatlon, and everything by letters of

Instruction out to the Inspectors In charge, (that} had

zero science.”29 Or, puttlng the substantive chemical

Issues In perspective, Foreman observed, "...but with the

exception of the PCB one, none of the things that we ever

talked about at IRLG were absolutely gut Issues to

ma.!30(emphasIs mine)

Thus, the early evolution of the IRLG as the Joint

venture of the four agencles occurred without the beneflt

of a systematlc collective attempt to Involve other

agencIes——to the beneflt of Its early development,
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according to some of those lntervlewed. The later

addition of FSQS changed the agenda and the character of

what the organizatlons were doing together through the

IRLG.
I

The participant selection process has been recounted

above and, as will be discussed in the recountlng of their

”1nterests,” the agency heads saw value ln their own

personal participation. For the initial four agency heads

and, also, later with Susan King, there was an early and

continulng commltment to be with one another and work

together--for these were indeed "gut" issues for them.

They also saw themselves as day·to:day decisionmakers in Z

”line” operating functions of the Federal health and

safety establishment. Thus, ln terms of the model

definition, they were a very appropriate, lf elevated,

level for involvement in interorganizational arrangements.

In fact, even as the IRLG structure grew and was

elaborated (and even wlth the turnover in agency heads),

no deputles or alternates were allowed in the monthly

prlncipals'-only meetings. An added footnote on Carol

Foreman's different kind of participation was that she

commltted a ”no-no", as Don Clay called lt, by sending her

deputy to one of the principals' meetings. Thus, as

described in Chapter 4, the princlpals stayed personally

involved from mid-1977 until the end of thef Carter

Administration ln December, 1980.
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”Interests“

The next element in the Preparatlons portion of the

model ls the expression of one's own, and the drawing out

of others' lnterests, as opposed to their "positions."

The principals shared fully a number of common

Interests due to the nature of their congruent perceptlon

of the existing Precondltlons outlined above. They had

substantive, technical concerns about the lack of data and

information about chemicals and their effects, the

inconsistencies between and among the agencies in testing

for the effects of chemicals, the fragmented way in which 7

chemical control might be conducted in lgnorance of each

others' activities, and the dlsjointed enforcement and

implementation of their respective mandates in the field.

Don Kennedy led off his interview volunteerlng his primary

Interests:

”We then quickly arrived at two or three
areas in which it was plalnly necessary to have
more lnteragency cooperation than we had. One
of them was that we were produclng horrendously
duplicatlve good laboratory practice standards
to toxicology testing...but then there was a
wonderful opportunity to create some regional
cooperation because we all had regional
apparatuses, just one set of federal distrlcts,
so you're located side-by-side, and they weren't
having much to do with each other. In fact, ln
the case of EPA and FDA, which were the biggest
national organizations, they were flghtlng some
of the time...FDA always had the view that EPA°s
regions had too much autonomy and lndependence
and that they were always flying off on their
own. And they were giving us problems by making
big regional assertions and going to the papers
in Boston, lf we're talking Region 1, and saying
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here°s this hazard--lead In tin cans--and then
we have to kind of pick up the pieces. And
we're doing it centrally and they're doing It
perlpherally. And I hoped that we could get a
little better control of that sort of thing. If
we got the agencies working well together
regionally, that there would be a little
buffering, and, at least, I hear about that
stuff before reading It In the Boston, the clips
In the Boston Globe the next day. So, that was
my motive for supporting that...”31

Costle reflected on hls discussions of the chemlcal

revolution with Kennedy (clted earlIer):

We have probably [a] very common research
agenda when you get right down to It. In other
words, there are certain klnds of data that
you°ve got to have to make regulatory pollcles,
to make regulatory declsions. And It was clear
to all of us that we were operating within a ,
limited budget and limited resources. I could *

_ see all kinds of problems trying to leverage
thenecessarypublic resources to bear on trying to
develop a better science base for regulatory
policy. In any event, both Don and I recognized
right away that the Consumer Product Safety
Commission had very little scientific staff or
capacity to underpln its decislons. And one of
the reasons Bylngton was so Interested In thls
was that we did have those resources. Kennedy
had the NIH [National Institutes of Health}
resources, but he had to leverage them within a
much broader Institutional umbrella of HEW where
he was just one among many players. EPA, on the
other hand, looked attractlve to both of them
because we were standing out there as sort of
our own show with a substantial research budget
and very slgnificant regulatory authorlty and
the glamor of being the new regulatory creation
In Washington. It was just common sense as much
as anythlng.32(emphasls mlne)

In addition to these substantlve technical

”Interests” which they jointly shared and clted In their

Interviews, they understood their own and each others°

sltuatlons from the point of view of resources to support
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their respective mandates. John Byington emphaslzed his

situation at CPSC and the need to share resources:

But _here sat this agency with a nice
budget, and a huge petition process, and an
ability to take all kinds of action, and so, all
of a sudden, it started to get petitions as it
related to chronic hazards under the
umberage(sic) of the Hazardous Substances Act.
And the agency was, and ls, lll—prepared to deal
with those kinds of subjects. I mean [if] I
testifled five times or I testified once that it
didn't make any sense at all to have CPSC in the
middle of the thing. And as I said at one
hearing, CPSC's five rats and six syringes are
not going to solve the cancer problem. We
aren°t. Now we can use our jurisdiction; we can
use our statutory authority to participate,
which is the whole concept of IRLG, but you
don't have to go back and restaff CPSC. And
especially in a time when everybody ls trying to _
look at resources, and all that type of thing. *
Why don't you give the resources to the agencies
that already have a base? We don't have any
organic chemists, so don't give us ggg, what's
he going to do or she going to do? If FDA and
EPA and OSHA and those guys have already got
scientific departments, you know,if you need
some more toxicologists, put them with the other
toxlcologists that are doing certain things, and
then let's all share the data... And the IRLG
provided that kind of mechanism because that was
the beginning of the era of declining
resources.33 (emphasis mine)

Costle perceived the resource situation at OSHA as not

much better:

You know, Eula Bingham's problem was that
she didn't have the scientific horses to turn
to. She had to pretty much do it herself and
use a handful of outside advisors...Really, she
was trying to take OSHA into a modern mission,
but with antiquated battleships. She just, she
inherited a staff that was knowledgeable in
workers' safety, not in occupatlonal, not in
toxics...so she had a massive job to reorder the
priorities, and she dldn't have the resources to
do it right. I think that was her problem, and
so to a certain extent Kennedy and I both felt a
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certain sense of obllgatlon to try to help her
with our resources or at least to the extent
that we had people who knew something about
these subjects. It was important that we be in
the game.» And I suppose you could look at lt
from a pure self interest point of view--cotton
dust [regulation] embarrassments dldn't help us
any.34

· Jim Pierce reaffirmed this situation almost word for word
‘ during his interview on the clrcumstances at OSHAÄ

In addition to these substantive technical,

resource, and scientific needs which they jointly held,

Costle earlier mentioned the political need——the "common
"

defense in terms of the Carter Adm1nistration's regulatory

policy."35 Kennedy and King's earlier commentary on the
l

oversight of regulation in the Administration meant that

they shared this perceived need for a common front.

Costle articulated an additional "interest" of his

own that related to his work on the Ash Council to

reorganize and create EPA in the late l960's. "...and wg

were perfecting our regulatory authorities to surround the

problem. That was kind of the way I looked at it. If

anything, I felt strongly about regulatlng in order to do

a complete job of looking at the whole problem, the total

body burden. If I needed the cooperation of the Consumer

Product Safety Commission, I was reasonably assured I was

going to get it because they were very much a part and

parcel of this and the guld pro guo, you know, was that we

could supply the science...terriflc, and more power to lt,

they'd do a better job."35 (emphasis mine) This need for
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a hollstlc approach to toxics control was not based first

in a need to use EPA authority or to ”trade off" to get

CPSC ‘regulatory jurisdiction, lt was dictated by the

chemical problem the seeking of a unlfled solution, an

integrated solution.

Eula Blngham reflected on Costle's·additional needs

for Insight and perspective on the scientific issues,

while at the same time describing her lnterests° in

V learning more about the Washington political scene:

„ we realized that we would be faclng some
of the same kinds of declsions. And Doug would
say to me, "Well, you know I'm going to depend „
on you and Don to give some advice because ~
people in the agency will have this point of
view or that point of view. I'd like to hear
what you think about it .because you have no
vested interest in what we do." And I knew Doug
had been on the Hill, and I knew he was much
more politically astute than I was. I was a
babe in the woods politlcally. I had absolutely
no political connections. I may have turned out
to be one of the most political ones by the time
lt was all over...he [Costle1 looked to Don and
myself to help give him technical, scientific
advice, and sometimes he would ask us very
simple questions, that perhaps he never asked
some of his other people and advice on things,
not that he just took our advice, but I believe
he felt he could trust us.36

Organizational status and location were mentioned as

the source of ”1nterests" felt by Byington and Kennedy in

both their own interviews and those with others. John

Byington made a special point in his interview of wantlng

to discuss his frustrations as chalrman in the commission

form of organization:

It's lnherent that the other commlssloners
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don't trust the chalrman or that there°s atleast a, there's an institutional frlctlonbetween other commissioners and a chairman lnany kind of a regulatory agency. And the-stronger willed the chalrman, the greater thepossibility for Institutional frlctlon. Well, Ihad my fair share of that for lots of reasons,but as it related to the IRLG, what these peoplewere deathly afraid is that I was going to "giveaway" some of our jurisdiction, or, worse yet,I that I was going to be making some kind ofcommitment with these other agency heads that· they might not like. And that I had to rememberthat, you know, the policy of the agency wasmade by the commission, not by the cha1rman...
”

...And I agree that the commission set policy; Idon't agree that we have five C0O's [chiefoperating officers]. And so I operated on thebasis that the commission was the board of„ directors and I was the chalrman, COO of thatboard of directors, and the board set policy. —If we were moving down a particular path,regulatory path, and, obviously, you d1dn't wantit all over the street because it was prematureto where you were yet, those people [IRLG agencyheadsl were in pretty decent shape because thecould keep it relatlvely closed and keep thingsmoving and see data and decide where you weregoing to go. I had a separate problem. I hadto get at least two more votes to get the five,so I'd have a majority of the five to go alongwith whatever lt was that we wanted to do. Andwe had an interpretation of the sunshine lawthat was second to none, and that's why I saidbefore that that agency confused openness withnakedness.
So, when you find out that you're in the middleof a situation where you've got that kind ofopenness, and then you're working within a groupthat doesn't know how to spell ”colleg1al1ty”.Each one had a different consituency, each onewas trying to get themselves in the the paper onbehalf of their constituency. And my argumentAconslstently was that they often times did it tothe detrlment of not only the othercommissloners, but of the overall agency. Itmade it difficult then sometimes as to how far Icould go before I had to go to the commission.37

So, John Bylngton had a unique organizational context in
which he was trying to exerclse leadership and cooperative
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support with other agencies. Costle recognlzed John as an

"enthus1ast" for the joint effort to regulate

CFC's--"...do1ng that made him feel, I think, like he was

part of the big leagues. I mean the Consumer Product

Safety Commission is a small little outpost in goverment.

It had neither staff nor a whole lot of focus at the

t1me...It was also a true commission, regulatory

commission, as opposed to the single agency head. So, I

got the Impression that Byington probably felt that this

was one area where he could be an executlve. It was a

kind of higher level collegial decisionmaking, maybe."38

Don Kennedy's situation in the Department of Health 3

and Human Services (HHS) was different, but affected his

needs and interests. In Don Clay°s words, "Kennedy was

layered down a lot. Keep in mind that the Commlssloner of

Food and Drug (Administration] was not a political

appointee, a PSA--I mean nomlnated by the President and

confirmed by the Senate. You see, the Assistant Secretary

of Health ls, but not Food and Drug; so this is a way for

Food and Drug to get exposure without being, see they are

part of HHS. This is an independent way out for them.39

(emphasls mine) Tom Grumbly was more specific in outlining

this need to engage the other agencles:

Secondly, very quickly we recognized that
since we were buried three levels down in the
HHS bureaucracy, or HEW bureaucracy at that
point, and Doug was a Cabinet officer in the
Carter Administration——had Cabinet rank--that
there were substantial advantages to doing
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business with him in terms of access to moresenior level officials outside of the Departmentof HEW than we would perhaps have ourselves on aday-to—day bureaucratic basis. That was, of·course, unspoken outside because Califano[Secretary of HEW] wouldn't have liked it. So,there was enough in the straghtforward reasonswhich Califano agreed with when Don talked tohim about it--Califano and Hale Champion——tomake it go in and of itself. I mean there were· sort of prima facle reasonableness to theargument that, you know, government ought to try' to speak as much with a common voice as lspossible on matters...40 ,

Kennedy confirmed this perspective, "I think Joe
- Califano was suspiclous of lt, but he didn't spend much

“
time thinking about it. He was just vaguely

uncomfortable. Well, it looked like an orthogonal thingü
with respect to his own authority. I mean, he's a very

authority-conscious guy. You know, it gave me a kind of
different avenue to work with."4l

Eula Bingham and Carol Foreman operated with the

permission or support of their bosses in the their

respective hierarchies, while Costle, as noted above, had
no lntervenlng layer between him and the President. These

observations were made not only by the principals about

themselves, but also offered by several of the other
agency heads.

·· A final area of shared ”interests", and perhaps one

which contributed to the on—go1ng personal involvement of

these agency heads, was their sense of isolated or

insulated decislonmaking. The IRLG gave the principals a
chance for hands—on lnvolvement in Toby Clark's view.
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John Bylngton elaborates:

It's lonely In the sense that you don’t
have the opportunity to do very much hands on.
You .only··get the declsions that nobody else Is
wIllIng to make, you only get, and you also get
them late because reasonable timeframes have all
expired by other people decidlng they are not
going to make them...They're usually much more

· macro that they are micro. And you're usually
being given little time, as I said, because much

' of the timeframe has been utllized before It
gets there. And you have a very difficult time
flnding elther people that wIll talk to you _
frankly, and take the chance that they're going
to say something that you don't like or dIdn°t
want to hear. And so trying to get any level of
divergent, legitimate opinion Is tough. And

“ because there's too many people who come In and
tell you what they think It Is that you want to
hear, regardless of the fact that you may very
well not have the reputation of shootlng the
messenger. I mean I don't think that was my A

· reputatlon, and I don't think It was the
reputation of any of the others. But that part,
I mean If you want to call It lonely, It's more
In terms of Isolation from reality than It
Is...And I think that what happened ...Is that
all four of us were Incredibly open and frank
and at ease and unassumIng...wIth each other
Indlvidually and as a group. That we were able
to get some dlfferences of opinion and some
reality Into what we were doing because we each
had different groups where we were getting ·
whatever It was that got strained up to that
level...

It allowed for compass checks. It allowed
for whatever you wanted to call It. Not only
checking your compass, but also checking exactly
where you are on the map,and making sure that
other people all agreed that that's generally In
the vIcInIty where you are and that they don't

» have Information that suggests that that Isn't
where you are or where you might want.to be.42

Costle echoes this same sense of being at the end of

the administrative process:

Well, one thing that we all had In common,
we were all having to make regulatory declsions
day to day to day. And so you can actually sit
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down with somebody who's having to do the same
job you were doing. They presided over a
different regulatory world, but basically the
component of the declslons that were being made
were very_similar. And so you had somebody you
could share, you know, let your hair down, share
your experience with them...In my case, I
remember at breakfast, these are the kinds of
discussions we'd have. I'd say, "Let me tell
you my experience this week." I had ten rules
coming in here to be signed this week, and I
realized that I hadn°t had anything to say how
the rules were formulated. It all comes to me
so late in the process. As a practical matter,
I can't get into the early stages of every
rulemaking, but I ought to know far enough in
advance of major rulemaking, so I can opt in and
influence the outcomes before it gets to me.
You know--how you ask the question, what studies
you ask to be done-—can be the whole ballgame.
You know, if you're being asked to sign
something at the end of this process...what have 7
you really done except to keep the damn...things *
moving.43

Eula Bingham felt the utility of talking, "...about

what contaminants we're going to regulate or what our

problems were and what we intended to do. We realized

that we would be faclng some of the same kinds of

decisions."44 She hearkened back to her and Don Kennedy's

scientific training rather than management anchors for her

enthuslasm. "...I suspect from the point of Kennedy and

myself, colleglality had something to do with lt. I was

used to working in a team in terms of research, and

suspect Don was in a colleglal relationship."45

So, each of the princlpals had "interests", related

to their role as chief operating officials, to reach out

beyond their own organlzations for perspective, insight,

and advice as it related to their substantive
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decislonmaking.

Lingua Franca

The final element of the Preparations element of the

model is the establlshment of a lingua franca. As

discussed in Chapter 3, the creation of a jointly

understood language whose terms have the the same

semantical meanings to all the parties is essential to the

conduct of fruitful coordination. The absence of such

mutually developed, jointly-held meanings for terms

inhiiblts the conduct of meanlngful""collaborative

choicemaking because of semantic, confusion over the;

fundamental issues at stake; agreement may be falsely
n

arrived at because participants literally don't know what

they are negotiating about.

The IRLG interorganizational relationship offers one

of the most compelling illustratlons of the importance of

and the impact of having a language of common currency

among the partlcipants. Heard over and over again during

the interviews, permeating the list of projects and

accomplishments outllned in Chapter 4, and ln center stage

in the discussion of the Preconditlons, the lingua franca

of chemical rlsks (as it was labeled by Don Kennedy)

pervades this relationship. To recapitulate:
·

Costle: This) is at a time when EPA's
agenda shifted...from conventionals Ipollutantsl
to toxlcs.46

Byington: ...the government was not doing
an effective job in regulating or deallng with
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this whole issue of potential carcinogens. In
that block is carclnogens, mutagens,
teratogens...we were not doing an effective job
as a federal government in dealing with these
supposed chronic hazards.47

Kennedy: ...the convenient lingua franca
of chemlcal risks, that without that, it would
have been hard to put together.48 ·

' These statements along wlth Eula Blngham's reference

° to being in the swirl of controversy over toxlc chemlcals

meant that the principals brought many of the same term;

to their meeting table at the beginning. Together, they

then worked through and developed shared understandings--a
l

lingua franca--drawing on their commonallty of Interests

and their contactful engagement with one another.

H

Toby Clark reflected that, ”They all had similar

concerns...I doubt lf lt would have gone on as long or ~

been as active if they weren't dealing with the same

issues. It happened to be that those issues were

chemicals. If the issues had been fighter planes, I would

have guessed, nevertheless, they might well have gotten

together. Chemicals qua chemicals, I don't think is it,
%

but there had to be a common interest--

a comon set of issues that they were deallng with.”49

Another specific example of the work on a common language

was one of the lnterviewee's recollection that Don Kennedy

would conduct minl—lectures on chemlcal testing issues and

uncertainties to ' help the others reach a common

understanding of these concepts as they relate to chemlcal

rlsk.
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The earller discussion by Plerce and Blngham about

the lack of
”f1t”

between FSQS and the IRLG highlights the

importance of ,bullding a lingua franca. Carol Foreman's

own statement about having only one chemical ”gut" issue

and the absence of scientific capabllity in FSQS no doubt
I

hampered her interest in and ability to—fu1ly engage the

other agency heads. She even observed,
”And

I wasn't

there for the Bylngton part, but I saw how the absence of

Kennedy and the coming ln of Goyan, and, perhaps, my

~ coming ln which tended at least to dlsslpate the

concentratlon on some of the key chemicals, of »

chloroflurocarbons. That was pretty much gone by then.”50

John Bylngton offered some additional lnslght into

the development of a lingua franca ln reflectlng on Susan

K1ng's earller ”hypothetical” regarding Federal agencles

with a common interest in alcohol, not coordlnatlng:

...but you had more than just the common
currency. You had a presslng problem directly
related to that common currency. Now, I'm not
suggestlng that you don't have a presslng”
problem with alcohol and drivlng, but...alcohol
ls not an unknown substance, and the effects of
alcohol are not unknown even to the
”un—chemlcally" educated. You do not have to be
a nuclear physicist to understand the basics of
what ls going to happen wlth alcohol...

„ ...Now, the MADD, Mothers Against Drunk
Driving, have begun to put the kind of pressure
and to raise the kind of, elevatlon and other
activities llke that. And when the pressure ls
great enough for the government to do something,
lf you get to that level, then there will
probably be some level of discussion or
coordlnatlon. But this thing dldn't happen Just
because chlorofluorocarbons were there.51
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By1ngton's commentary describes a common currency for

discussion between federal agencies that is not only

available. for »them to use, but thrust before them at the

national level. He also differentiates the well-understood

language of the effects of alcohol abuse from that related

[ to chemlcal effects. While part1ally‘addressed ln the

Precondltlons discussion in terms of the publ1c°s interest

in coordinatlon itself, his concept ls that the language

„ under discussion also carries public interest and concern.

U
Conception

The IRLG provides deep and rich insights into the
n

nature of the term "contact” as well as the other two

steps--determining the mechanism and activation--in the

Conception stage of the interagency coordlnation model.

Program Manager ”Contact”

As a backdrop to the concept of contactful

engagement, all of those lnterviewed conflrmed that none

of them had known one another prior to coming to

Washington except that Susan King and Carol Foreman had

met politlcally before. The early prlnclpals spoke of the

personal chemistry, the personallties that meshed well,

and the sympatlco, in [Toby Clark's terms. In Costle's

words, ”...personal chemlstry made it a pleasure to do

lt."52

Eula Bingham's recollection of their initial
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involvement enriches this perspective:

Well, there was no IRLG—-we created it.
And I think we created it, it grew out of
discussions that Doug Costle and I had, and that
I think Costle and Kennedy had. And Doug said
to me, "Gee, you really ought to get together
with Don Kennedy——he's a biologist". And so Don
and I met for lunch over in one of those

K restaurants along the river; and I remember us
talking about our backgrounds and lnterests and

' the things that we had to deal with. And it
became apparent that the three of us ought to
get together and meet. And I recall the three A
of us were planning to meet, and I believe
that--I didn't initiate the CPSC
connection——Doug initiated that connection. And
I don't really recall whether we met as a“
threesome, and then lnvited, I believe we did,
and then invited CPSC to meet with us.

I would say the group began in some ways '

because of the personalities. It was, I felt at
ease with Doug, and we communicated well, and
the same with Doug and Don. And I felt at ease
with Don, and communicated well with him. And
we saw some usefulness for the three of us
getting together. And I think it was probably
Doug that perhaps knew John Byington. And I must
say it was not EPA, OSHA, FDA, CPSC at the
beginning; that's how it became the IRLG, and we
emphasized the agencies. But at the beginning
it was Doug, Don and Eula. And Doug had known
John Bylngton since he, Doug, had been around
Washington, and suggested that John Byington
join us. So, it was very personal, ln my
estimation, at the beginning, a collegial kind
of thing...there was something that made it jell
and click. There was a chemistry, and when I
wguld think about the IRLG, I never talk, even
today, I don't think of OSHA, EPA, CPSC, etc. I
think of Costle , Kennedy, myself, either
Byington or Susan, and then Carol Tucker

* Foreman. I don't know how the other people
describe it, but for me that was the most
important part of it.53 (emphasls mine)

Susan King apparently shared fully in this

contactful engagement of one another. While she called it

a "like and respect" for one another, her peers were even
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more positive in their recollection of her arrival.

Kennedy spoke of her as "so quick and bright and sensible"

and of their, principals meetings--"It went better, I

thought...I don't think functionally we mlssed a step. I

just enjoyed them more."54 Eula Bingham also felt the
I
rapport, ”...I think though the difference Susan made was

she probably fit in even better than John did in terms of

chemistry."55
•

·

Tom Grumbly recalled her initial arrival and the

.. nature of her engagement:

She was, as I recall, initially „
skept1cal—-d1dn't know what was in this for her.
She was very political, first of all. I mean,
her first question was, "What°s in this for me?”
I mean--except maybe she wasn't so political
because she just said that. They basically just
said to her, "Well, nothing really, but we're
real nice people." And so she was skeptical at
first, but then she went to one of the meetings.
I think she also feared, like all these people,
that, ”God, somebody is after my turf," and CPSC
used to be part of FDA, and some sense that
·Kennedy was trying to——but she changed
dramatically. She went to one meeting, and you
would have thought that they gave her some kind
of conversion shot or something like that. She
became one of the big boosters of the thing. In
part, again I think, because she liked the
people who were involved in it. I mean there's
no question there was a chemistry among that
four, that group of four, that wasn't there when
Bylngton was there nor was lt there as much when

, Carol was there because one guy lßyingtonl was
an outsider, at some level, because of the
partisanshlp thing. And the other person
[Foreman] was constdered the junior partner to

° the club who fought to get in. And, yes, they
let her in because there was no compelllng
reason to keep her out. But Don and she had
developed a good working relationship, but
Foreman was a real feisty person, I mean super
feisty person. More than felsty, lt was like,
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"Hey, wait, this ls a club, come on, don°t pound
the table.”56

Grumbly's position as a surrogate at both FDA and FSQS

gave hlm several perspectives to observe the pr1ncipals'

relationships. He too saw the enhanced engagement of

I Susan King, and also the lack of a similar involvement by

· Carol Foreman suggested earller in the discussion of

Partlclpants. . _

Some further Insight into the nature of the

”contact" between the prlnclpals comes from Eula B1ngham's
Ü

comment on the trust that developed between them. ”There

was a lot of trust. For me, there was total trust with 1

those people.‘57 Susan King echoed this feeling with,
”I

don°t have a science background. I don't have a product

safety background, and, you know, was more that glad to

have some people that I could trust and be comfortable

with in terms of the principals at the IRLG.”58

Kennedy explalned their commitment to one another in

not allowing alternates and not missing meetings,
”We

all

agreed to give schedullng priority to those meetings, and

so people would move other things and delay trips and

stuff llke that. I mean we really sort of make a promlse

to Jeach other that we were going to put that first.”59

(emphasls mine) Commentlng both on Carol Foreman's

lnvolvement and the others' commitment, Don Clay observed,

"...Foreman was never part of the group, never really, lt

wasn't nearly as good. She didn°t come regularly. The
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others were pretty rellgious about it. They would just

come.”60

Another lnsight into their personal engagement comes

from their explanatlon of the value of the individual

lnteraction and availability to one another. Bylngton

described a typical scenarlo:
‘

_

And we would talk about what was happenlng
on [Congressional] oversight, and what they were W
after me on. And, you know, I'm going up there,
and I'm going to get killed on acetametaphyn

. [for example], and lf anybody's got anything on
acetametaphyn, God, I'd sure like to have lt

~ before next Wednesday because I'm going up to
get killed! And I don't have it, and I've asked
Colin or whatever it ls to be checking with
your people, but, God, lf you've got a
something-—let me know. Each of us would go
back and find out, make sure of that, that the
guys who had asked the right questions. I mean
this just wasn't something that somebody put on
their desk someplace that they'll get to next
month or whatever, two weeks after poor
Bylngton's testimony or after Doug has
testlfied. And I'll go back and find out if
we've got anything. Do we have any data or do
we have any correspondence or do we have any
requests? What have we got in this place?
Well, I'll call back, him or his person, and
say, ”I've checked everyplace, and we don't have
a thing. No, we have never received a
petitlon...”6l

Costle used a similar example,
”I

needed to get a line on

a researcher at Cornell. I called Don or I called Eula up

and« said, 'Do you know this bird?' This is the kind of

problem I've got, who have you got over there who can help

me understand this one a little better. Have you ever had

any experience with this person?"62 Goyan as well engaged

the others on issues, "It was a wonderful opportunity to
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see the other princlpals, all of them I liked; and It made

It a lot easier to pIck up the phone and talk wIth them.

I think that ßshould not be underplayed as one of the

advantages--1s the opportunity that the breakfast

together, the chance to get to know each other on a less

formal basis where we dIdn't have a bunch‘of people around

us trying to tell us, 'Don°t listen to him, he's from

CPSC,' or whatever. It made It possible to then pick up

the phone and talk to them In way that you couldn't have

~ done otherwIse.”63

A final Insight Into the unusual degree of contact ~

among the IRLG prlnclpals comes from the personal effort

put Into breakfast for their -meetIngs. While not all

meetings were In the morning, the vast majorlty were.

Their private meetings together were accompanied by meals

that they prepared themselves for each other. This

excerpt from the John Byington Interview lends some

Insight:

Byingtonz Everyone of us cooked.
Kovalickz And you cooked too?
Byington: Absolutely.
Kovallck: I mean you dIdn't have your

secretary bring In rolls. You prepared
something.

— Byington: No, no, no, I fixed It.
Breakfast. I came In an hour early, and I
happen to be a very good cook.

Kovalickz I see, a showoff.
Byingtonz That's what It got to be. I „

mean each guy was outdolng the other person, and
we were going to prove to Costle that just
because he had a kitchen, dIdn't mean that we
couldn't serve one hell of a breakfast.

Kovalickz I see.
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Bylngton: And we had really very nice
breakfasts. I mean eggs and toast and bacon
and/or rolls and juice and milk and coffee and
fruit, the whole thing. And each one of us
fixed the breakfast.

Kovalick: I know lt seems like a little
thing, but, but on the other hand, it's kind of
interesting.

Byington: Well, lt does because, I mean I( hadn't thought of lt that way, but from the
psychological point of view, you know, you_are

' puttlng something into lt yourself for these
other people. And they're then sharing the
meal, and all that type of thlng, that you _
prepared. And then the next month, you're over
at their house sharing his or her meal. And we
did that. I mean we did it at least, there were
at least two or three times around where we“
cooked and then the IRLG meetings began to take
on larger proportion and, but when lt started
out, it started out on the same basis, that of

“

the original concept which was no new
bureaucracy, no new, none of that stuff. All we
wanted was a meeting once a month for the heads
of the four agencles to be able to sit down
together, break bread, and talk openly and
lnformally about anything, with the major
subject on the table that coordinated effort to
deal with chronic hazards.64

In a similar vein, Eula Bingham cooked breakfast

using an electric skillet (which she still has) in the

only available space she had--on the vanlty in the

bathroom adjolnlng her office.
”I

used to come home
A

almost every weekend [to Cincinnati]. And when I was

going to do the IRLG...I would bring a pound of Kahn's

bacon from Cincinnati and eggs from Cincinnati,

seriously."65 Later arrivals among the prlnclpals

particlpated as well. Susan King recalls,
”It

got pretty

elaborate for a while...homemade jams.”66 Jere Goyan also

remembered, "And, as matter of fact, the FDA to0k the
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first prize as having the best breakfast. The reason

being that Sara Kay Addison, who Is secretary for the FDA

Commissioner downtown...Is an individual, who is not only

the fastest typist I have ever seen In my life, but she Is

a gourmet cook who loves to cook, and so she would make

these Incredible breakfasts. I'll never forget them. I

mean they were wonderful, and everybody would say why

don't we just have It at down at FDA all the tIme?”67

Tom Grumbly summarized well the Import of the eating

together, and the level of engagement that resulted from

It. "But it was really kind of a studied attempt to

Introduce a level of Informality Into the equation and a

level of courtesy Into the equation among people who

dIdn't know each other. And I'm not sure whether anybody

thought about that, but I think It was a great device that

ought to be used more."68

Hechanism for Coordination

The next aspect of the Conception phase of the model

nis selecting a way In which the agencies can engage one

another. In the IRLG, the principal mechanism for

coordination was the actual agency head meeting each month

and the associated meetings of the surrogates. This Is

not to v discount the importance of the

work groups and counterpart groups that were ultimately

assembled, but these were the subsidiary entItIes_In

overall structure that developed. The prlncipals made an
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afflrmative decision to keep meeting by themselves, and

then to meet with and use the surrogates to see to the

operation of „the coordination efforts that they wanted.

Thus, as described in Chapter 4, the principals met alone

over breakfast--once a month——and were joined by the
j

surrogates afterward. The surrogates then met two weeks

later, by themselves, in between these larger meetings.

Don Clay remembers this private meeting arrangement

of the agency heads posing some implementation problems in

„ the beginning:

They would meet with themselves and then
they would come out. And we [surrogates] would
have a quick meeting and then go on and pretty
soon they would say, "Where's thus-and-so?"
Everybody would say, "What thus—and—so?" They
would say, "Well, we decided." And we would say,
"Yea, but you didn't tell anybody that you

. dec1ded." They were so used to having people
around that when they made a decision, do it.
So, the surrogates recognlzed this as a
problem...they would ask for something, and
there was nobody there to do it. So, the
surrogates said, "Look, suppose we had--we're
all trusted people——suppose we had one of us
just sit quietly in the corner and write down
any action items?" And the answer was, "No."
They didn't want to do it that way. What they
wanted to do was to, they would have somebody
who was the designated debriefer for the day and
that person was supposed to tell us what
happened in the meeting. This was at this
level. Once they had organized the structure,

, the bureaucracy took over, and there was a lot
going on at different levels.69

So, the prlncipals—on1y meeting lasted for up to an

hour prior to the joint session with the surrogates. The

following descriptions capture the essence of those

meetings:
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Blnghamz And It was not formal. We never had an
agenda, and went around the room, and we'd each
tell...each of us had a number of questions.
Have you heard anything about so and so? Well,
we're going to do this. And I don't know, It
was an unspoken, people would keep their ear to
the ground. And, of course, Doug had--because
of his position that he held-—had a real ear for
the White House. And Don had a real ear for
what was going on over In HHS. And I had my
sources In HHS or HEW...and Doug was certalnly
the best connected of anybody In the IRLG at any
tlme. I mean Susan was pretty well connected
politlcally, and Carol was, but Doug certalnly
had the best connections. He had very good
White House connections, and he had very good
Hlll connectlon. And he would, you know, play
golf with Tip O'Nell, and so those connections
were very important, and I think we got a lot
from him In that. But he was never aloof with
that sort of thIng. I mean he never broke
confidences, but he shared his Impressions of T
what the tenor was about Issues...70

‘

Bylngtonz We talked about the problem, If I had
gotten some new petltlons on x or y, or we had a
bunch of press Inqulrles, or I was getting
Inqulrles from the Hill or whatever.71 ·

Kennedy: Very often we would talk about what's
happenlng to regulatory policy In the White
House. We would talk about whether some broad
Initiative was succeedlng. What about
Interagency cooperation In the regions? Is that
really going well? Where are the problems?
What are your people telling you? What are my
people telllng, me? If there's a glltch, like
the GLP [Good Laboratory Practice] regulatlons,
that would tend to be brought up on those
occaslons.72

Thus, It was the joint meeting with thesurrogatesand

their meetings by themselves that were the driving

engine for the IRLG. As a biologist, Don Kennedy Is

credited wlth creating the label ”surrogate". Two were

appolnted from each agency-—generally chosen from the

ranks of special assistants to the agency heads, but
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endowed wlth a special mandate. Only Tom Grumbly after

his move to FSQS and Toby Clark, later in his term as

surrogate, actually occupled llne manager positions in

their respective agencies. Costle observed,
”We

just said,

'Look, we got to have some alter—egos here. We're all

smart enough public administrators to know that lt is fine
5

to come together once a month and have breakfast, issue

orders, but somebody has go to see that lt gets carried

_ out. That this damn thinq Just doesn't break down as it

„ gets a couple of layers below us. And, so we really need

to deslgnate llaison people to work together as our staff. A

And they should be very senior people, they should report

directly to us, and it should_be absolutely clear that

they speak for us; they carry the clout. An so they are

in fact surrogates. They're not special, they may be

special assistants, but they are surrogates, and so we

wanted that to be conveyed.”73

Don Kennedy saw the surrogate role similarly,

"...that there was only one face. And that person was

directly accountable to his or her chief and that they

were supposed to represent us fully and informally in

those meetings. And that the surrogates were supposed to

develop the same kind of positive chemistry that their

bosses had. 'Special assistant' just didn't carry that

lmplicatlon."74 Jim Pierce reflected on the closeness of

the principal-surrogate relationship:
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My authority in OSHA was absolutely never
questloned. Now, I also have to tell you that a
couple of times I made some decisions that Eula
did not agree with. However, she never——and I'm
sure- this’ would be true in the other agencles
too-—she never contradlcted me or overruled me
in any meeting. Even though afterwards, whe
would say,

”I
disagreed with that statement you

made,” or something like that, but always backed
' you 100 percent.75 _

‘
Susan King saw the surrogates representing not only

the agency head's interests, but the whole agency's

interests. John Byington recalls that his surrogate

Ä would, ”...try and give me the macro picture of what was

going on, and why he thought our guys ICPSCI were upset. M

But, by my having that macro picture, I was a hell of a

lot more prepared not only to listen to what they [CPSC

managersl had to say, but to try to ask some questions as

it related to what was going on elsewhere. And to try to

come up with some kind of decision that our people could

live with, that I could sell at the commission, and that

would work within the IRLG."76

Toby Clark summarizes the role of the surrogate even

more broadly, "Thls was an individual whom the agency

head had sufflcient confidence in that this person could

act ln the agency head's behalf, but outside of the

standard chain-of—command. And the person was supposed to

act in the agency head's behalf vis-a—vls the IRLG and

coordination, which might not always be in the agency

heads' lnterests in terms of their own agency.77 (emphasis

mine) He continued with the example of slowing EPA's
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schedule for lssuance of a regulation ln order to

coordlnate its content wlth the other agencles.

‘So, the central mechanlsm for interagency

cooperation in the IRLG was made up of this two-part

monthly meeting with the prlnclpals and the surrogates
{
discussing and acting on issues and passlng that

f
information back to the working groups. The continued

personal lnvolvement of the agency heads°on a monthly

_ basis accords this example of cooperation a unique

_‘ character.

In addition, as described in Chapter 4, a supporting l

network of eight work groups and counterpart groups

operated across the agencies at the staff level to develop

ideas for ~jolnt agency lnitlatlves and to lmplement the

decislons of the prlncipals and surrogates.

Actlvatlng the Mechanlsm

·Start-up of the coordlnatlng mechanism was one of the

final elements of the Conceptlon stage of the model. Whlle

the preceding sections describe the evolution of the IRLG

coordlnatlng mechanisms, they don't reflect the agency

head efforts to energize the individual work group members

in “their respective agencles. For example, Colin Church

recalled,
”At

that meeting where they agreed upon the

inltiatlves that they would work on together [elght issue

areas], they also instructed the staff to prepare letters

to their lndlvldual field operations ln which they were
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lnstructed to meet wlth their counterparts [from other

agencles] in the regions, and to submit within 30 days a

work plan llstlng those cooperatlve efforts which seemed

appropriate to the field staffs.”78

I Don Clay capsullzed the level of lnvolvement that

‘_ existed at the work group level and by the managers in the

agencles:

CPSC was one of the more enthusiastic
U

members at the staff level because we dldn‘t
have much staff. If you look at any one time
that, we had more chairmanshlps [of IRLG work

" groups]. The idea was there were elght groups,
and there should be two chalrman lead from each
[agency], but CPSC would end up with maybe four.

We dldn't have resources, but we had people who
5

were commltted and were put in leadership, so we
had _a dlsproportianate amount of the leadership
role. OSHA had the least. You come up with the
concept of OSHA belng a head of OSHA wlth two
special assistants in a black hole. And it‘
hasn't changed since then. It was very
difficult to get OSHA to partlcipate on things.
Eula was very commltted, but the rest, she
wasn't able to sell her bureaucracy. Bylngton
was committed and sold his bureaucracy...

...there was more of a--in FDA-—”I'll do
lt because you order me to do it" rather than
because we believe in lt. I think there were
people at EPA who belleved...but I think there
were a large number of people who belleved lt
was a good idea, and a large number of people at
CPSC that believed. OSHA was just, you
reluctantly grabbed somebody and dragged
somebody there who said they didn't have time or
resources. But they wanted help too.79

Eula Blngham's perspective on OSHA was, ”Well, there

was a lot of skeptlcism early. They thought this was just

a club getting together, I suppose, for breakfast...some

dlrectorates were really, had very little reason to be

involved. But the head of health standards became very
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interested in the IRLG, saw the usefulness of it,

particlpated fully, really became heavily involved

so...you know,' it depended on the dlrectorate. The

regional administrators, I think, found it useful and

became fairly involved.”80 So, OSHA appeared to not have

_, the broader cross organlzational engagement of EPA and

CPSC.

In FDA, Tom Grumbly characterized the attitude of

the senior career managers as, "First of all, they were

" cynical to start with...I mean, everybody has got so much

to do on their plate. Here are these guys [IRLG ‘

principalsl, and you all know they're going to be here for

a maximum of four years and a minimum of 18 months; they

have a half—1ife of about a year basically. Sure, they

want to do all these things, and that's wonderful, but why

should I do anything for them. Yes, I'll go to the

meetings, but what's in it for me besides more phone calls

I have to make, and more people to talk to? And I really

think it foundered-—to the extent that it did--on that

fundamental kind of misreading of what it took to get

commitment to carry things out from the senior career

people...”81

Thus, the activation of this mechanism had mixed

results in the agencies below the level of the surrogates.

Several of those interviewed confirmed the significant

engagement by working level staff on the work groups; they
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had occaslons to make useful professional/scientific

connections across agency lines as well as the opportunity

to werk on an important prlorlty of the agency head. The

middle and upper manager attltudes varled, perhaps for the

A reasons outllned by Tom Grumbly.

. A final aspect of the model —for interagency

cooperation ln the Conceptlon stage was a concern for a

timeframe of the arrangement. While the spec1£1cat1o5 of

‘ an overall timeframe dld not explicitly come up in
thel

Ü
interviews, there was certainly an air of urgency about

° the issues facing the agency heads and their needs to be
M

better coordinated. Toby Clark facetiously alluded to a

concern about project completion in recounting the

principals fond remembrance of their first lunch, "One of

our embarrassments a year later was that all we could talk

about was our lunch...in terms of accomplishments. What

have I done? Well, I had lunch."82 The only other

explicit focus on the overall timeframe was the official

lnteragency agreement codlfylng the IRLG; lt set a four

year tlmeframe, which was colncldent with the end of the

Administration.

Operation

The operatlonal dimension of the IRLG principal and

surrogate lmeetlngs offers examples of the kind of

contactful collaboration or integrative bargalning

suggested in the model. The previous descriptions of the
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Preparation and Conceptlon stages-—especially with regard

to the establishment of contact among the particlpants—-of

the IRLG relationship suggest the separatlon of the people

from the issues and the focus on interests (not positions)

as suggested by the Fisher and Ury reglmen.

Principled Negotiation

The sense of interdependence is apparent in many of

their earlier statements of interest and by their

continued advocacy for integrative problem solvlng or

brldglng (as opposed to distribute barqalnlng.) Here are

two further examples. Kennedy recalls, ”0ne of the hard:

things for me to make our people do was to sit down, God
w

damn it, with the EPA, and write one set of GLP's [Good

Laboratory Practices]. And .they would come back in and

say, 'They're unreasonable,' and, you know, the thing

would break down. And then Doug and I would talk on the

telephone, and each of us would talk to our people and

say, °Look, we want you to go in there and come out with

one set of regulations. And if you can't, we're going to

find some people who can.' And finally they dld.”83

Slmilarly, Costle spoke of the necesslty of his

lnvolvement to see progress:

It's [the outcome of normal lnteragency
agreementsl called parse and mutual adjustment.
You adjust everything back to the status quo. I
think the real enemy ls the status quo. The
interagency agreements are designed to solve
specific problems because they need solvlng.
But we have learned from hard experience that
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the problems don't get solved unless there's
enough clout behind the deslre to solve them,
and some persistence In follow through...We did
not hesltate to knock heads. I mean I got a
call from-Kennedy one day about something. and
It turned out It was EPA screwed up; It was not
cooperating, playing bureaucratic games, and I
just rlpped the shit out of those people.
Slmilarly, when we had a problem Kennedy would

» do the same thing to his people. But It was a
matter of sending a signal that we meant

" business and that, we dIdn't want thls to have
to back to us again. If It did, somebody's head
was going to roll, that there was no good reason
that this shouldn't get resolved.84(emphasIs '

mine)
u

ThIs kind of strong support for joint solutions through

hard work and being consclous of the other party's *

Interests (I.e. solving "the problem", not defending a I

position) clearly mlrrors the principles of Integrative

bargaining. These principles are manifest in Toby Clark's

perspective on the surrogate's role of acting on behalf of

the IRLG agencIes° Interests, not EPA's Interest, and In

John ByIngton's comment on the utility of surrogates and

making a decision that was best for the agency and the

IRLG.

Additional evidence of the collegial nature of their

engagement comes from their responses to questions about

the effect of their dlfferlng appolntive status on the

nature of their Interaction or their decIsIons. Don Clay

referred to the fact that Costle was really "first among

equa1s" In terms of‘hIs Cabinet access, wIth the others at

lower levels In their organizations. The responses from

the prlncipals, save Carol Foreman, were unlformly
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consistent on thIs Issue. They met, dealt with one

another, and made decisions collegially. To wIt:

M Kennedy: No, It dIdn't [strike me at the
meetings that Costle was first among equals].
Doug's very sensItIve. He really has a knack.
I mean he plalnly was the highest level person
In those meetings. He plalnly could have leaned

I all over people, and he really seemed to believe
that this was a group of people among whom

· reason and logic should be permitted to have
full precedence, and that nobody should be
allowed to lead because they had rank. .I think
Doug Is a "small d" democrat of the highest °

order by Instinct. He was very sensitive about
the issue, whether It was Instinct or
calculated, I don't know, but he never dominated

.- the meetlngs.85
Goyan: I never had any Inferlor feelings

vIs·a-vIs Doug. In fact, I llked Doug a lot. I
thought he was quite good...As I say, I never
had any feeling that he's better than I am or
anything of that nature. In fact, I must say,
If anything, I kind of felt the other way. I
felt I had a better group of scientists overall
on balance than anybody else did, so I felt that

. I was the one that was In the position to
give.86

Pierce: He was, of course, a
quasi-Cabinet member, but that dIdn't make any
difference at all. It was interesting In this
group that there was no pecklng order.87

Carol Foreman was the exception to this collegial

perspective and, as discussed earlier, was seen

differently by others. She recalled:

He was secretary of the department. It
was true, and I think It's part of my

I Irrltation. I mean Doug certalnly thought of
hlmself, that's an interesting thlng, Doug
thought of hlmself that way [first among
equalsl, and I think perhaps It was true that
the others did too...my Impression was that as
long as Don ·Kennedy was In the room, you had
four strong personallties that It was a fairly
equal arrangement. Certalnly, I dIdn't feel a
full particlpant. They had two years of lead on
me, and I was coming In trying to catch on to
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what was happen1ng.88

She is the only particlpant who used the concept of power

in her , discussion of the princlpals and their

relatlonships. She also found the prlncipals—only

meetings long and unfocused, while seeing the real
U,

business getting done at the meeting with the surrogates.

While it ls true from a cognitive perspective that the

IRLG agenda of projects was addressed at the meeting with

a the surrogates, many of the agency heads' interests were

~ attended to in the pr1nc1pals' meet1ngs——accord1ng to the

others. Thus, Carol Foreman was the only agency head

conscious of Costle's use of his higher appointive status,

and none of the others percelved any negative effect on

the nature of their interaction.

Another aspect of the Fisher and Ury reglmen for

prlnclpled negotiatlon that is reflected in the IRLG was

the uniform description of the decisionmaking process at

the princlpals—surrogates meetings. They all described

their declslonmaklng as consensus—based, but not in the

sense of "splltting-the—dlfference” or compromlsing.

Kennedy°s earlier commentary on Costle in meetings noted

that reason and logic were the main criteria for

declslons. Costle too belleved that was the way declslons

were made, " I thlnk we just plain flat agreed. I think

we made a consensus...Yeah, lt just made sense. I mean

that was the only criteria on the table. Dld it make
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sense?"89

Further InsIght Into this open dellberatlve

declslonmaking comes from Toby Clark:

They all talked. I mean Don was very
eloquent, but none of them was shy. All of them
were articulate, and, It would vary a bit from
Issue to Issue. Again, I don't remember when
John Bylngton was there, but Susan-was not shy

.. certalnly. Nobody sat back. They really
Interacted very well together...

...It was consensus...They would usually,
If there was an objection or something, It would «
be to a small part of It. And so they would
say, "Well, why don't we try recognIzIng...", It

‘ was a normal consensus approach...If three of

U them wanted something, and the other questloned
It, usually the fourth person would say, "Well,
that's flne, but here are my concerns," and so y
we would do It recognIzIng those concerns.90

Tom Grumbly saw a sImIlar regard for the views of others

In their declsionsz
°

Consensus. It was consensus decislonmaking.
They sometimes would not make decislons llke all
of these groups do. You'd go away frustrated,
feeling that, you know, why don't these people
decide something. They'd decide "not to
decide", they'd decide to bring It back again,
they'd decide It needed more work. I mean
standard senior level executive decisionmaklng

° In the government with the difference that these
people dld all treat each other as equals. And
I would give Costle an enormous amount of credit
for never once lettlng the fact that he was
hlgher-ranked than these other people and dld
have something of a personal relationship with
the President. I mean he could actually go and
see the President unllke current Administrators.”
He never let that Intrude.9l

Thus, the choicemaking that went on comports with the

spirit of the term ”wIse agreement" suggested by FIsher

and Ury In that falrness and community Interests were

deflnltely were the hallmark. Yet, each prIncIpal was
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vocal and appreclated for expressing his/her views as the

declslon was reached.

Support Duallty of Model

The final aspect of the model for interagency
”
cooperation ls the continued maintenance of both the

w
substantlve and process character of the lnteractlon.

There is evidence ln the IRLG example that both were

attended to. However, as the prlnclpals changed, there

_z were some changes ln the IRLG.

On the substantlve issues, the first princlpals and _

Susan King clearly gave thelr energy to the content of.

their work. Bingham and Bylngton met regularly and

contlnuously with thelr surrogates to consider and react

to IRLG issues. Toby Clark said his job was to, ”...get

things he lCostle1 was interested ln on the agenda. And

lt was my responsibility to be knowledgeable about what he

was interested ln and where hls lnterests were.92 Kennedy

recalls the prlnclpals—only meetings, "We would develop an

agenda. We each had a staff person that was devoted to

IRLG matters, and they would get together and sort of

develop an agenda for us. We would do some telephonlng

about that and had our own ideas of issues and would tell

our staff people what those were and sometimes tell one

another. So that‘ it was in substantial part our own

creation, but we had staff people whom we really trusted

working on lt, and they would give us a llst of things for
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each meet1ng.”93 (emphasis mine)

With the passage of time, Susan King, Carol Foreman,

and Jere Goyan were less personally engaged with the

overall agenda and direction of the substance of the IRLG.

Susan remembers the joint principal-surrogate meetings:

Well, the commlttees [the- IRLG work
. groups] would report. I mean there was always

something to be said for whatever was going on
ln each of those areas. I don't remember how
they [agendasl were set. I didn't set them. ·
I'm sure Colin would set them, and there was a
briefing package as I recall it. At that point,

° there were a fair number of Federal Register

Ü notices and things that were, CPSC and EPA did a
joint rulemaking on asbestos and so there would
be drafting of those materials so that people g
had full copies before lt went into formal
interagency channels, while it was still at the
discussion stage, working drafts, things like
that, if I remember correctly...

‘

But in terms of an agenda that had gotten
started two or three years earlier, any specific
expertise I brought to it, I d1dn't, you know,
was by no means the driver. I would think Don
and Doug were. Don partlcularly because of his
background.94

- As described earlier, Carol Foreman's engagement of

the technical issues was minimal from the beginning. While

tehnically aware of the issues, Jere Goyan described his

preparation for IRLG as a response to a question on

whether his surrogate would see him between meetings:

A Very seldom, but he would usually, I would
get briefed before we went. I mean he would
send in a brlefing paper. I met with him at
least a couple of times, but it was not a high
prlorlty thing with FDA. There were just too
many other high priority issues that one was

Ü , dealing with and your feeling was that I could,
that the IRLG was a reasonable idea, and
something that we should be supportlve of and
try and develop over time, but something that
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was going to a long time because of differences
of opinion about areas...

...Well, I don't know what stopped it
IIRLGI. I don't know what started lt. I don't
know the history of it because I just didn't. I
got there, and the streetcar was going down the
street, and I stepped on it...It was kind of
defined in as one of those things that the FDA
was a part of this, and that the commissioner‘
went.95 _

”
So, the initial principals did personally attend to

the content of the substantlve work. Desplte her lack of

technical background, Susan King appeared to still

_ particlpate and be accepting of the substantive agenda

that had evolved. She seemed to maintain a level of

enthuslasm that was recognized by the earller comments of

those interviewed when discussing the participants. Carol

Foreman's lesser interest in the substantive, "gut" issues

was self—declared. While technically interested in the

subject matter, Jere Goyan was not a stakeholder in or an

initiator of the broad agenda for the IRLG.

These differing aspects of their engagement of the

technical issues in two cases are mirrored in the

differing nature of their contact with the original

prlnclpals. A The respect, excitement, and engagement of

Susan King by the original three principals comes through

very clearly in the interviews. Similarly, the lack of

contactful collaboration with Carol Foreman was dlscussed

by the others as‘ well as in her own interview. While

there is limited interview data, Jere Goyan comprehended

and was interested in the technical agenda and enjoyed the
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company of the other principals; yet, the IRLG was not a

focus for his energies, and so he did not exercise

leadership In ·maIntaInIng its substantlve and process

continulty. While he remembers the consensual nature of

the declsions, he dId not push the process of project

_, execution In the manner of Kennedy, Costlé, and Blngham.Summary · _
In several ways, the efforts of the IRLG princlpals

W

‘ are congruent with the nature of prlncipled negotlations

and the continued support of the duallty--substance and

process--of the coordinatlon model. The first prlncipals

u

felt and demonstrated a sense of Interdependence and

behaved In ways that supported firm flexibility In the

subsidiary Interagency work group deliberatlons. There

was a cognizance of the need for wise agreements that

integrated the Interests of the other agencles. They were

blind to the dlfferences ln. their appolntive and

organizational status In terms of reaching declsions, yet

supplemented each others' strengths and compensated for

weaknesses routlnely and unsparlngly. Later-arriving

agency heads changed the nature of their contact with the

earlier principals and held several differing views as to

the purpose and relevance of the IRLG to their Interests.

The resultlng collaborative relationship dlffered as a

result. The charter expired before the true Impacts of

these new agency heads and their Involvement could be
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seen.
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CHAPTER 6 -— OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter views the model for lnteragency

cooperation together with the rich detail of the IRLG case

study and makes some observations regarding the character

of such cooperation among Federal agencies at the national

_ level. It also draws some conclusions about the practical

considerations involved in attempting interagency
F

coordlnation. Finally, it highlights opportunities for

further research that would more fully explore this area.

li
Overview

The purpose of this research was to suggest a model
H

for lnteragency cooperation that extended beyond existing

work-—1argely based in principles of exchange——and apply

it to a case study of such cooperation among Federal

health and safety regulatory agencies. The proposed model

relles heavily on two sets of literature-—that of

negotiation theory and humanistic psychology as it

relates to authentic management. The model is clearly

grounded in a context of the conduct of the public's

business. It recognizes the significance of the function

performed by the Federal public administrator as an agent

forgthe public interest. 4
What was found was that from the perspective of

chief executive officers of Federal agencies, effective

coordination resulted from the creation of a ”cultura1

enclave” among these indlviduals. Such an enclave
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resulted from a combination of their contactful engagement

coupled with their senses of personal vitality, agency

misslon, and substantive commltment to the issues before

them. Their ”agential perspective" was one of active

commitment and leadership in carrying out their

programs--both individually and jointly¢—wlth the public

interest uppermost in their minds. Their cultural enclave

allowed them to work as a collective ad—hoc group and be

r mutually supportive of each other°s needs and lnterests as

~ well as providing a forum to create and maintain their

collective group interest in this extra-organizatlonal e

association——the IRLG.
A

This research uniquely shows how the princlpals

supported radical and far-reaching changes in the norms

within their respective agencies. These new norms and

patterns of behavior moved beyond traditional mechanistic

views of interagency cooperation based on exchange,

distributive bargainlng, and political trade-offs; they

facilitated widespread involvement of agency employees

with those of other agencies in the development and

implementation of numerous joint projects lnvolving

infermatlon sharing, guidelines, regulations, and

enforcement to name only some. These joint projects were

both empowered by the pr1nc1pals' collaborative engagement

and represented a broad base of substantive lnteragency
A

involvement among the technical staffs of the agencles.
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Observations

_Three aspects of the interagency coordination

conducted’ through the IRLG are especially noteworthy.

First, while considered in the model as preconditions

{ needing to be assessed, the IRLG was created at a moment

. in time when several public and- organizational

circumstances were distinctive. The combination of

overwhelming public interest and media focus on chemlcal

‘
incidents coupled with relatively new agencies coplng with

U
even newer mandates presented these recently appointed

chief executives with an environment conducive to
”

cooperation. In addition, the growing business and White

House concerns with the Federal regulatory burden

accompanylng these more public concerns also mark the

specially charged nature of the situation. As ls always

true when examinlng a case study, these distinctive

aspects have to be kept in mind when exploring the broader

pattern of relationships that emerges from the case.

A second observatlon arlsing from the richness of

the interview data is the showcase it provides for the

concepts
ofl

contactful collaboratlon among agency heads

and‘ how this contrasts with the typical persona of the

Washington political appointee engaged in political

deal—mak1ng and bureaucratic politics. The stark contrast

noted by the IRLG prlncipals and surrogates, and by

Carol Foreman herself, as to the "different” nature of her
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engagement of the group ggg of their feelings about its

functioning, attest to this. Beyond their words about

being sympatlcp, having good personal chemlstry, and

developing frlendships, it was possible to see the

distlnction between their early relationship and the less

engaged, less supportlve nature of the cultural enclave

after Foreman's arrlval. In addition, Susan K1ng's full

acceptance and engagement by the agency heads offered

evidence that it was neither technical unfamiliarity with

the issues nor solely "newness" to the group itself that

made the difference in Carol Foreman°s case. Rather, lt

was her persona which represented a more bureaucratlc i

politics approach to relationships.

While Carol Foreman found the principals' meetings

lnstructive and worthwhile, she was also impatient with

their sometimes unfocused conversation. Her framework for
E

engaging the others was grounded in the bureaucratic

foundation stones of proper jurlsdiction, program control,

and budget size. So, while she was friends with the group

of prlnclpals, the interviews showed how jarring and alien

her presence was to them. This contrast lllustrates the

signlficance of the collaboration they had inltially

achieved.

A final observation about the interview data was the

lnsight that it gave as to the dlstlnctive character of

these political chief executives and their relationship to
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their own bureaucracles. First, by virtue of their

technical training and/or Intellectual awareness, they

were ejointly members of a policy subsystems community

around the issues of toxic chemlcals. Their shared

knowledge and joint learning about these issues gave them
1

a special connectedness that went beyond the boundaries of

their specific agencies. Second, juxtaposed to the

traditional view of the new political appointee "captured"

by his/her organization, the IRLG agency heads formed an

~ executive support group which allowed them to act in and

through their own agencies in ways not otherwise available

to them. .
·

Typically, the new political chief executive is

isolated. Lacking program lunderstanding, emotional

support, and a perspective from outside the organizational

world of their own agency, political executives are often

characterized as being at the mercy of their own

bureaucracies. In this case, the principals gained
V

Insight, program understanding, and mutual support from

each other. This allowed them to be active and decisive

in their vision and direction. Specifically, both Costle

and„Kennedy recalled, after consultation with one another,

dlrecting their staffs yto work out or negotiate their

differences to a mutually satisfactory concluslon or they

would find staff who could. Slmilarly, Byington

recollected getting a better perspective on his agency's
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issues and what his staff was telling him (as well as

directing new work) as a result of his interactlon with

the other prihcipals. Such events as these lllustrate

their ability to reach beyond their own agency frameworks

I to a broader support and information resource. Thus, the

. IRLG cultural enclave provided them with unique

capabllltles over those of traditional political

appointees.
W

‘ Of equal significance (for lnteragency as opposed to

W
lnterpersonal cooperation) to the empowerment of the

prlncipals by their contactful collaboratlon are the
W

organlzational processes which they drew on and managed.

The network of work groups and counterpart groups which

contributed to and implemented the decisions of the

principals stand as a unique attribute of broad—based

lnteragency cooperation. What can be accompllshed among

agencles (and what was unique about the IRLG) is the set

of collaborative projects, joint studies, and other

substantive activities that represent the collective work

of staff from several agencles. These efforts were made

possible in the IRLG by the direct connection of

traditional administrative mechanlsms to a uniquely

contactful central coordination process at the hlghest

levels of the agencies.

Practical Conslderatlons

Reflection on the model ln the context of the IRLG
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case permlts the assertlon of several operatlonal

principles and tactics for successful interagency

cooperation. These conclusions are offered from the

vlewpolnt of the manager who seeks to implement such

interorganizational arrangements on behalf of his
yl

organization. ° _

Move Beyond Exchange · _

While the research tradition in the field and common
I

views of human nature may suggest the exchange perspective
L

as a basis for interagency coordination, it ls a flawed

foundation on which to base and attempt to maintaln such T

cooperation. The broader view of interdependence ggg the

. awareness of such interdependence are suggested both by

the negotiatlon literature and Doug Costle's comment

relatlng to EPA's and OSHA's both regulatlng General

Motors inconslstently. Interagency coordination must be

conceptualized in terms of an "interest”-based concept of

principled negotiation. Discussions of issues in which

Don Kennedy's rule of reason and logic prevails, allow

the mutual agreement on outcomes that just "make sense",

ln Doug Costle's words. Again, it is important to note

that this logic or sense—making is not a simple calculus

of the costs and benefits of these ggllg lnterests.

Inherent in it is'the public administrator's responsible

exercise of discretion given his/her vision and leadership

in seeking the public interest.
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Princlpled negotiation also requires the separation

of the people from the Issues. It necessitates deallng

separately and. fully with the affective and cognItIve

dimenslons of Interests. Only by decreasing the separation

and distance that lies between individuals can the more

mechanlstic aspects of traditional bargaIning—type

negotiatlons be overcome. Friendship or personal

attraction are not necessary, but genuine contact wlth the

other participants Is. "CollegialIty” Is the term used by

Eula Blngham to indicate openness, sensitlvlty of others'

views, and respect for the objectives of others, while not

necessarily connotlng personal attractlon. E

What's Worth Coordinating Is Worth Doing Well

If a given situation has the legitimacy and

importance to the decisionmaker to warrant an interagency _

coordinatlve effort, Its execution should be done with

thoroughness. Toby Clark pointed out that many Issues and

problems come to the attention of the agency head, and

because time Is very scarce, the chief executive has to be

careful to choose Issues to work on that are "vectors,"

I.e. that deal with the direction and pace at whIch he/she

wants an agency to move. Perfecting the agency's

regulatory authority through coordinated activity with

other agencles, as Doug Costle percelved It, Is an example

of such a vector. In that case, the time and effort Is

justified for the manager. If coordlnatlon Is not a major
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vector for the agency head, as it was not for Jere Goyan,

then its success is hampered by lack of engagement of the

princlpal. Such work is then best left to lower level

officials with an appropriately narrowed scope of

activities, 1.e. those within their control. Thus, while
A

lnteragency cooperation can easily be a "slam dunk," as
U

Don Kennedy put lt, lt must warrant the tlme spent

coaching the team.
•

·

Assuming this legitimacy and importance of the

„ coordlnative effort to the manager, lt must also be framed

as an on—going relationship. The conduct of a single

transaction, unless the stakes are very high, does not

necessitate the kind of preparation, both substantively

and in a process sense, that is suggested by this

research. That does not mean that such a transaction

might not profit from using the practical tactlcs of

principled negotiation, but the broader based effort to

develop true contactful collaboration seems unnecessary.

Whether or not one can achieve the type of total

trust described by Eula Bingham as existing between the

four agency heads, considerable effort must be made to

ldeptlfy and contactfully engage the other prospective

parties to the cooperative endeavor. While the success of

exploratory lunches and. self—prepared breakfasts ln the

IRLG case is obvious in developing and maintaining

contact, other devices may be appropriate as well. For
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example, especially when cooperation is being mandated,

time spent in a more organized retreat or training

environment among the principal participants, or even a

broader group, may help to speed the process of connectlng

the affective ggg cognltive dlmenslons of the process.

Regardless of the forum, time will have to be devoted to

learning about and appreclating the other people involved

in the coordinative effort. Toby Clark's summatlon of

these preparatory principles was, "Be careful [ln the

sense of selecting important issues] about who you go have

breakfast wlth.”l

A final aspect of commenc1ng*a coordlnation effort i

among agencles ls to launch the effort with assurance and

the expectation of positive results. Specific subject

areas for the IRLG work groups and the direction to

develop actionable items first, followed by issues needing
v

longer range or statutory remedles, gave this lnteragency

effort a sense of urgency, product orientation, and, at

the same time, a long term view. These tactics are

reminiscent of Seidman's assertion that lnteragency

coordlnatlon efforts with specific charters work better,

and those without policy conflicts work best. This ls not

to argue that lnteragency pollcy coordlnatlon wlll not

work, only that the coordination mechanism needs to bring

those non—negotlable items back to the management sponsors

for a determinatlon as to whether they do lndeed fall
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wlthin the charter of the group.

Another aspect of execution is the choice of

mechanism and partlclpants through which to implement the

coordination. The IRLG benefited from the prlncipals'

unusual, continued, substantlve involvement with

surrogates taken from staff (versus line) jobs.

Coordlnatlon should be possible using only staff with

management oversight. However, the burden on the staff

to be both informed and empowered by their respective

agency managers does not conslderably lessen the need for

management engagement of the substantive and process

aspects of the cooperation. In fact, it may be desirable i

to reduce the scope of the cooperative charter to fit the

sphere of control of the line offlcials (and/or their

emlssaries) involved rather than risk the lack of

contlnuous involvement by the most senior officials. In
·

other words, not every interagency cooperative venture

must be conducted under the direct supervision of the

agency head. They can be scaled in scope to flt the

appropriate decision officials in the various agencies.

A final aspect of execution also relates to the

degree of mobilizatlon of the respective agency resources

to serve the central coordinatlve process. Due to the

numerous areas of potential joint interest in the IRLG, a

massive inltlal commitment of organlzatlonal resources

across agencles was made to work groups and counterpart
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groups. The result was a large, staff—deve1oped agenda of

potential joint work in which the principals maintained an

active‘ ’interest. "S1zing” the commitment of

organizational administrative processes to match the

degree of ambition of the pr1nclpals' agenda for
V

cooperation is an important aspect of good execution of

the cooperativeventure.Establish

a Lingua Franca I

l

l
One of the preparatory activities that was

U
facilitated among the principals in the IRLG by the

contactful nature of their engagement and their
1

substantive appreciation of the issues was the time and

effort needed to develop a lingua franca around chemical

risks. Many of relevant terms were common to the original

four principals, so they had a ready made starting place

for building a shared meaning for that vocabulary. Eula

Bingham's recollection of her and Doug Costle being at the

center of the toxic chemical swirl, and the description of

the counsel the principals gave each other about the

scientific ‘aspects of chemicals, suggest that, while they

had a head start on a lingua franca in the form of these

common terms, shared meanlngs had to be developed for

them. In contrast, Carol Foreman°s example of having only

one "gut" chemical issue and the others' description of °

the ”lack of fit" between FSQS and the other agencies

indicate a lack of a sufficient basis for developing a
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common language for discusslng problems and concerns.

QIn other interagency contexts such as human

services, multiple terms (e.g. client, patient,

beneficiary, and trainee) may refer to the same

Q individual. Coordinating agencies will tttgt have to spend

_ time ldentifying common terms and tgtg devote time to

creating a shared meanlng for them. The creation of a

lingua franca ls founded in contactful engagement of the

participants. It requires the creation of new terms or
”

the reconceptualization of existing common language so _

that shared meanlngs are available to those involved in Q

the interagency coordination process. Perhaps the largest

and most- frequently committed 'mistake in interagency

cooperation and related administrative processes is the

presumptlon that terms held in common have the same

meaning to all the parties.

In addition to taking time to create a lingua franca

within a small group, if the coordinative effort will

involve large numbers of people from the agencies, they

too will have to share an understanding of and become

stakeholders in these mutually constructed meanings.

Nurture Day-to-Day Operations

The final observation relates to continued

follow—through
on.

on-going interagency coordination

regardless of the specific degree of personal lnvolvement

by the origlnator of the venture. As a further application
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of the adage that "management gets what lt lnspects, not

what lt expects," the originators of the interagency

coordinatlon effort must attend to both its substantlve

and process nature. In the IRLG case, the principals each

tracked the progress of two work groups and in several

cases made specific technical contributions. A more

management-level approach would be to galn agreement about

substantive projects of interest with the coordinating

officials (assuming no personal lnvolvement by the

g orlginator) and getting regular progress reports according

to mutually agreed-upon tlmeframes. Results could be

evaluated both by what the ln-house agency staff reports i

ggg by dlscusslng the progress with the peers in the other

agencles. One ls reminded of Costle and Kennedy's two

examples of checking with one another about reported

intranslgence on behalf of the other agency. Carol

Foreman had a similar example.

Time will also have to be devoted to the nurturing

of the emlssarles who are acting on behalf of the

originator, especially if the latter is serving in an

oversight only role. A constant checklng of views,

reallgnment of direction, and reinforcement of the

congruence between the emissary's perspective and that of

the originator will be needed. That also may involve

constant visible endorsement of the emlssary's activities

before the home agency employees to assure appropriate
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support and, if necessary, other employee participation.

Decislons also need to be made to stop projects or whole

lnteragency relationships--one hopes, when they have been

productive and are complete. Only by grasping the original

purpose or objectives of the coordinatlve effort can the

_ origlnators effectlvely make a decision od completlon.

The process side of the interagency relationship

also needs constant probing both lnternally and with other

peers to check that the proceedings reflect the kind of
“

firm flexlbllity characterlstlc of integrative bargaining,

not the political trading—off typical of dlstributive "

negotiation. The admonitlon to "treat others as lf their

reputations were at stake" needs to be continually tested

to see if the affective dimension of the proceedings ls

being attended to. Breakdowns in the contactful nature of

the cooperation or the introduction of new participants

will require a focused effort on the part of the

originators, or the participants, to develop a new rapport

among themselves and with the new participants.

Further Research

While it ls possible to draw some conclusions from

existing literature and practice and their relationship to

this case study, there, is an imprecise flt between the

model of contactful collaboration and the IRLG case. The

inexact flt is mainly due to the lack of data to full

lllustrate all aspects of the model. This indlcates
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several areas of further research needed for improving

understanding of the micro level of interagency

coordlnatlon. _

First, research is needed that will create a fuller

understanding, with further examples of (l) how a lingua

franca is developed, and (2) the usefulness of having such

a common linguistic basis for fruitful interagency

cooperation. Cases in which different lexical meanlngs

are used for the problems at issue need to be explored to

understand how a common language develops and the impact

that success in that effort (or lack thereof) has on

interagency cooperation.
Y i

Second, research ls needed on the impact of other

sets of preconditions. In this case, agency cooperation

was voluntary, agency missions were newly developed and

the convergent issues were fresh, and the agencies

themselves were newly created. Research is needed on

interagency cooperation in which agencies are mandated by

the legislature to coordinate, where they have

long-standing convergent or divergent issues that have

been unattended, and where they are both older in

organlzational age and/or the age of their mission. These

different sets of precondltions are perhaps more typical

of existing problems and would allow testing or

investigation of some of the practical tactics suggested

in the model. In addition, further research into the
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actlvlst agentlal perspective as an essential context or

catalyst for such interagency cooperation would be useful.

-F1nally, research is needed to detail more fully and

describe other possible institutionallzatlon techniques as

well as implementation mechanisms to carry on interagency
1
coordination. One of the weaknesses of the IRLG

l
clted by several of those lnterviewed was a lack of

lnvolvement and commltment by senior managers in several

A of the agencles desplte the fact that the prlnclpals,

« surrogates, and the working staffs were stakeholders.

Techniques for instltutionallzing the lnteragency —

coordlnation at all of the appropriate levels requires
9

further investigation. The IRLG case discusses the

support given by agency heads through memoranda,

endorsement of the surrogates' roles, and direct

involvement in monitoring work group progress. Tom

Grumbly suggested that the principles of negotiation

need to be practlced between the political appolntee and

the career managers to increase their stakeholdlng ln such

enterprises. To facilitate future interagency

cooperation lnvolving political appointees, more research

ls , needed to develop concepts and techniques for

lnstitutlonallzation.

In addition, while this research highllghted the

committee/joint work group technique as the operatlonal

mechanism, there may be other mechanisms or techniques
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that allow contactful engagement for coordlnation of

substantlve issues without using the personnel—lntenslve

mechanlsm» of
’

frequent, single location, work group

meetings. An example might be greater use of up—front

V lnterpersonal training or group facllltatlon comblned

_ wlth higher tech communication devices lnvolvlng video

conferenclng or computer lnteractlon.

Summary

N The following appeared ln an article entltled, ”Why

Reagan ls Flnally Wlnnlng ln Foreign Pollcy," ln the Y

Washington Post dated March 27, 1988:

_There ls another fundamental, lf less
dramatic, reason for Reagan's foreign—pollcy
success ln the twllight of his presldency. It ls
that the administration has finally achieved a
coherent natlonal—security policy process after
seven years of exhaustlng internal feudlng and
dlvlslon.

The new atmosphere is reflected in the dally
meetings of the three principal players ln the
national-security process. Every weekday morning
when they are all in town, Secretary of State
George P. Shultz, Defense Secretary Frank

y Carlucci and national security advlser Lt. Gen.
Colin Powell gather together in Powell's
flrst·floor White House office at 7 a.m. to
discuss the national-security affairs of the day.

A ,Whlte House offlcial refers to these
sessions simply as ”worklng meetings among three
professlonals." Aldes and notetakers are barred,‘
but one of the partlclpants recently described
the meetings as ”exerclses in practical
problem-solvlng. We start the day by faclng the
problems.”....

...A _gllmpse of the new spirit of
cooperatlon was provided recently by Carluccl,
who casually observed in a public speech that he
had submitted a Pentagon analysis of the military
costs of the Atlantic alliance to the State

Department for lts vlews.
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"I almost fell out of my cha1r," said a
former administration official who was In the
audience. "That would have never happened In the
old days. Cap and George hid things from each
other. They dIdn't trust each other, and they
just dIdn't get along."

Underlying the new cooperative attitude
change Is a basic change In the natIonal—securIty
process. For most of the past seven years, the

I NSC system was a machine that dIdn't work.
National Security Decision Directives dIdn't’
produce clear declslonsg Interagency groups
d1dn°t provide Interagency consensus. NSC
meetings dIdn't resolve key issues. ·Instead„
these bureaucratic Institutions added to"

paralysis....
„ ...These days the Reagan natIonal—securIty

process has less the look of a coalitlon
~ government. The prInc1pal players are able to

disagree without being disagreeable and are
willing to resolve disputes In an orderly ·
Interagency process ....

...The personalities and professionalism of
the last-year team have helped. Shultz, Carlucci
and Howard Baker are, In all probabIlIty, playing
their final roles In government——and doIng It
with an historical perspective. They want to
leave a good record, for their country, their
president and themselves.2 (emphasis mine)

Together with this research, this citation Illustrates

the complex work of modern government and the necesslty for

joint organlzational ventures and cooperatlve policy

development among Federal agencies. It Is hoped that this

research contributes to the understanding of the concept

that large scale, formalized models of Interorganizational

cooperation Ignore the essentialness of the generic human

processes that drIve I such cooperation. When these

processes are Invoked by agency princlpals who have an

agential perspective--a sense of leadership and vision
4

which addresses and balances all of the Interests of the
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public--success of their cooperative ventuzes is virtually

assured.
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FOOTNOTES

1 Transcript of interview with Edwin H. Clark II,
Conservation Foundation, Washington, D.C., 21 December
1987, p. 14.

’

2 Lou Cannon, "Why Reagan Is Finally Winning in Foreign
Po11cy," Washington Post, 27 March 1988, sec. C, pp. 1 and
4.
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APPENDIX A -— METHODOLOGY

This appendix Is an autobiographical account of my

Involvement with the IRLG prior to the conduct of this

research, a description of my efforts to set up these

Interviews, and a reflection on my feelings toward the

_» persons IntervIewed—-both before and after the encounters.

It also describes the format of the interview dialogue

that I held with each person. The purpose of this

appendix Is to allow the reader Insight Into the cognItIve

" and affective dimensions of my Interests In the IRLG prior

to this research as well as my attitudes and biases s

towards those persons Interviewed. I hope such Insight

will allow the reader to make informed judgments about my

concluslons and observatlons regarding Interagency

cooperation.

Pre-Research Involvement

I became aware of the IRLG In October, 1978 when I

became the Director, Program Integration DIvIsIon In the

Office of Toxic Substances at EPA. My work In this newly

created organization was to work with other parts of the

EPA In relating their programs on toxic chemicals control

to Athe new Office of Toxic Substances and to connect the

future work of that new office in gatherlng Information on

and regulating chemicals to other parts of EPA. In

_ addition, my dIvIsIon was responsible for Implementing one

section of the Toxic Substances Control Act related to

l
206 p
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joint work with other aqencles. This section directed EPA

to refer the regulation of chemlcal risks to other

agencles when those rlsks could be better controlled using

the other agencies' regulatory authorities. So, my

day—to—day work evolved into information gathering,
7

coordinatlon lwith, and attempts to integrate chemical
f

regulatory initlatives across EPA. At that tlme, Toby

Clark (one of the surrogates interviewed) wäs the Deputy

Assistant Administrator for Pesticides and Toxic

Ü Substances—-one organizational level above my boss, Dr.

Marilyn Bracken. She was involved as a back—up surrogate _

to Toby Clark in the IRLG.
”

In June, 1979 I was asked by Marilyn or Toby to

chair the Regulatory Development Work Group of the IRLG.

This was one of the eight primary subject areas

highllghted in Chapter 4. I was very pleased with this

opportunity because of the natural fit with my other

interagency and lntraagency work on tracking activities on

chemicals. I was proud to be asked to take the post

because lt was important work in the view of my bosses and

apparently to Administrator Costle. It made logical and

professional sense to me then (and still does) that

Federal agencies should be discussing their plans to

investigate and regulate chemicals jointly. It appealed

to my sense of order and efflciency. Also, because it was

so closely related to my work, lt wasacomfortable
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extension of what my staff and I were doing--rather than

an add—on assignment.

As —cha1rman, I involved one of my staff deeply in

the administration of the work group and in its principal

product—·production of the Regulatory Reporter. This was

w the semi-annual publication summarizing the activities of

the 20+ individual chemical work groups; it served to

explain to the public and industry what was happening

across all five agencies in research, analysis, proposed

“
and final regulation for each chemlcal. This kind of

communication seemed very worthwhile to me as evidence f

that the Federal government had its collective "act'

together in terms of being informed about what each agency

was doing and offering opportunities for joint action.

Interview Subjects—Part I

From my IRLG experience I knew that the surrogates

and especially the principals were the crucial drlving

force in making the organization work. In June, 1986 I

wrote to the five of the six principals--Bingham,

Byington, Costle, Foreman, King, and Kennedy--and followed

up with telephone calls to see lf they would agree to be

interviewed. Through their secretaries, all agreed to be

lnterviewed except Susan King and Don Kennedy. King had

recently changed jobs——a promotion--1n spring, 1986 and

had moved from upstate New York to New York City. Her

secretary said she might be available in about six
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months. I found this disappointing, but understandable; in

addition, I had a long—standing acqualntanceship with

Colin Church—¢pne of the surrogates intervlewed--and with

Dr. Bracken, both of whom knew her. I felt that these

people could provide an entre to her at the appropriate

ftlme. -
·

Don Kennedy's response was that he, as presldent of

Stanford University, was very busy in the summer of 1986

_ and would be taking the fall quarter off to plan for the

., Stanford centennial celebratlon. So, his answer (through

his secretary) was "no." This was of more concern to me -

as I had no special contacts to try to lntercede for me at
1

that time.

In June, 1986 I was feeling confident enough about

five of the prlnclpals' interviews to want to proceed with

the research. I was frustrated by my apparent inabllity to

get the Don Kennedy interview, which I felt was crucial to

portraying the early days of the IRLG.

In terms of the surrogates, I was personally

acqualnted with Colin Church and at least a professional

colleague of Toby C1ark's. Don Clay was a former boss in

the4Off1ce of Toxic Substances at EPA, so I felt access to

him would be no problem. I had attended several surro-

‘ gate meetings with Tom Grumbly and thought he would

probably be receptlve to being lnterviewed. _

By summer, 1986 it was clear that the time
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to do this research was not going to be available, so I

put all my plans for interviews on hold.

Interview Subjects-—Part II

In the fall, 1987 I received a paid sabbatical from

EPA to do writing and research on interagency cooperation;

- it began December 1 and was to end May 15, 1988; I knew

that I would be able to devote my und1v1ded,attention to

this project and was eager to arrange for the interviews.

In late November, 1987 I began to telephone the principals
N

to see if they were still willing to particlpate.

Although Doug Costle had moved to Vermont, his secretaryv

said he was willing to be interviewed, as did John

By1ngton's secretary. In fact, she speculated that he

would need all or more of the one hour to one hour and

- one—half that I requested for the interview. When Eula

. Bingham and I had talked in the summer of 1986, she had

said that the IRLG principals had "something special"

going on among them. So, her secretary reaffirmed her

willingness. Her travel schedule required exchanging a

number of calls to arrange an exact date for the interview

in Cincinnati, but I always felt that these exchanges,

while protracted, were in the spirit of accomodation.

These three principals being confirmed, I turned my

attention to the others. Because of her travel schedule,

I reached Susan King personally only after a number of

calls to her office. In one of my messages, I left word
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that Marilyn Bracken was familiar with this research--in

hopes_that her name would help to legitimize the effort in

Susan k1ng's eyes.

When I spoke with her, she was concerned that she

I would have little to contrlbute or remember very much, but

. I persuaded her that this project was not a history of the

IRLG and that it was her subjectlve Impressions and the

affective dimenslons that interested me the most. ·She

° suggested a telephone interview, but I said that her time

Ü
spent would be the same in a personal interview and that I

had a budget to travel to her office. She agreed to be i

interviewed over sandwiches in her New York office.

Carol Foreman returned my call personally, and I was

able to explain the project to her. During the call, she

offered that she jolned the IRLG only after
l

”harrassment——they needed to let us in." She said she had

to convince the others that a program [FSQS1 with so much

money needed to be part of the IRLG. I felt that this was

quite a different perspective on the IRLG than I had

expected-—it seemed more like bureaucratic warfare than

cooperation.
”

My call to Don Kennedy's secretary to renew my

request was returned by his special assistant to whom I

was able to explain the project and the sabbatlcal. I

felt the EPA sabbatical gave more legltimacy to the

request as did the fact that I would be willlng to travel
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to Palo Alto to conduct the interview. After a month of

trading calls and uncertainty due to his travel schedule,

his Assistant »agreed to an hour Interview In January. I

was pleased and exclted about this commitment because I

felt It would complete the picture of the prIncIpals'

Arelatlonship.
‘

_

During this time, I realized that Kennedy left the

IRLG during 1979 and that I needed an additional FDA

perspective. I discovered that Jere Goyan was

~ Commissionerl for the bulk of the time after Kennedy left. W

I called his secretary In San Francisco and suggested an I

Interview to coinclde with my trip to see Kennedy; she

agreed on the spot. Eula BIngham's secretary then agreed

to a date just after the Kennedy—Goyan Interviews, so I

felt I had a neat, economical way to conduct these

out-of-town Interviews.

While working on schedullng the princIpals'

interviews, I contacted the surrogates--Church, Clay,

Clark, and Grumbly. They were all willing to be

Intervlewed. Convenlently, Grumbly had moved to Washington

to head a non—profIt organization. In addition, the

organization--Clean Sites Inc.--dealt with the issues of

cleaning up abandoned waste sites under Superfund, the

program I am now involved In at EPA. So, It was easy for

me to be open and friendly with Tom Grumbly because of our

currently shared professional Interests, even though we
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did not know each other well. I realized the need for a

surrogate from OSHA and obtained Jim Pierce's Los Angeles

number from a fbrmer OSHA colleague. He was willing to be

interviewed, but would be away when I was in California.

So, I decided on this one telephone interview in the

_ interest of conserving travel funds and because.he was a

surrogate and not a principal.
·

Feelings about Interviews

M With the exception of my early interviews with Colin

Church and Don Clay, I kept notes as to my feelings before Q

going into the interviews with each person. This concept‘

of bracketlng my perspective arose after these first two

encounters, but I do have some reflections on them as

well.

Colin Church

I have been having lunch with Colin about every two

months for the last two years along with several other

members of the former Regulatory Development Work Group.

These occasions were a chance for all of us to keep up on

personal as well as agency developments. I know Colin to

be Still committed to the concepts of Joint CPSC—EPA work,

and I assumed he would be interested and eager to discuss

the IRLG. Our interview was my first and I found lt to be

more of a chat between friends than a more formal

interview. I was concerned about spendlng too much time
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on history and accomplishments of the IRLG rather than the

lnterrelationships that I felt made it go. His interview

was easy to conduct and allowed me to try out an order in

which to ask questions, when the conversation waned (see

later discussion of interview format). Afterwards, I felt
{

he had been very open, but precise, in his responses, and
l

that I really needed to talk to the agency heads to truly

understand their interpersonal dynamic.
‘

·

”
Don Clay

Ü
As I had worked with, and then for, Don for a time

in the Office of Toxic Substances, I knew him as a Ü

colleague and supervisor. Therefore, I was comfortable

chatting with him about the IRLG. I was unsure of his

degree of enthusiasm for it before I saw him. Knowing his

sometimes oblique style, I was not sure that I would get

direct responses to a number of my questions. It turned

out ~he was a supporter of the IRLG concept, and despite

his stream of consciousness approach to recollecting his

work as a surrogate, I got several good lnsights into the

relationships among the principals. As my second

interview, however, I continued to be worrled about

getting specific insight into the nature of the ”contact”

between the prlncipals. ·

Doug Costle
.

My feelings going into this interview combined eager
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anticipation and some apprehension. I was excited about

the first principal interview. Because he was a former

Administrator pf EPA, with whom I dealt largely at a

distance, I felt some nervousness. I antlclpated his

giving me a good overview of the IRLG concept because I

perceived him as a major organizer. I also had on my mind

two quotations. One was from Don Clay referring to him as

"flrst among equals.” The other was one of his own

statements in Congressional testimony where he said the

IRLG was really all the employees of all the agencies

working together. I was curious to explore both of these

perspectives. .
* i

He -was most gracious and friendly in this first

out-of-town interview; he made me feel like a colleague,

not a former employee. He was animated and made as much

time available as I needed to respond to my questions; I

felt the interview was candid and reflective of his

personal views of the IRLG experience. On my trip home, I

was on a "high” in terms of feeling that I had some really

good data for this research.

Edwin H. (Toby) Clark

I remembered Toby as a quiet, introverted, and

contemplative person, not my stereotype of a manager-—even

though he was a ”boss" at EPA. I thought of him as an

lntellectual and was unsure of the merit he would

attribute to my research, but he seemed open and available
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for the interview. Because he was a surrogate, I expected

him to be positive about the IRLG, yet I also expected

candor due to his thoughtful nature. Also, because he was

not mentioned by Costle during his interview, I wondered

I about his level of engagement with him as a surrogate.

. Toby was lndeed thoughtful in his answers, and I had

the feeling that he genulnely thought that this

subject--interagency cooperation-—was worth pondering.' He

was reflectlve——to the point of my feeling that some of

the pauses ln the interview were long andi awkward.

Afterwards, I had two things on my mind. One was the first

parking ticket I had ever received for arriving 10 minutes

after an expired meter. I also felt that his comments were

helpful in fllling in some of the lnterpersonal

relationships--especially regarding Carol Foreman.

Tom Grumbly

I was feeling open, positive, and expectant

regarding my interview with Tom. He was friendly on the

telephone, and due to the above mentioned convergence of

our current work interests, I thought we had some built—in

rapport even though I did not remember him well from the

IRLG. I was especially expectlng to get lnslghts from him

on his two different IRLG prlnclpals——Kennedy and Foreman.

In addition, he had volunteered on the telephone to

intercede with Don Kennedy's office if I had trouble

getting an interview. So, I looked upon this as much as a
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conversatlon as an interview.

_We talked over tea and coffee in hls office, and his

animatlon and interest were evldent. He did have specific

views on the Kennedy-Foreman differences, their

„ relationship, and the needed mechanlsms for lnteragency

. coordlnatlon based on his past experience as an OMB budget

examlner. The interview and the subsequent discussion of

Superfund were very positive, and I felt that he gave me

very personal and thoughtful reflectlons on the IRLG.

Susan King g

Although I had been concerned about getting this

interview, after I had spoken to her personally about lt,

I felt a much more comfortable anticlpation. It was as if

I had "won" in the competition to get her to agree to be

involved. Because Colin Church and Marilyn Bracken spoke

well of her and also because of the very positive view

expressed by Doug Costle and Tom Grumbly on her

intellectual and personal commitment to the IRLG, I looked

forward to drawlng out her reflections about the IRLG.

This was my second out—of—town interview and the second

with a principal; I was feeling more positive and

competent about my ability to talk wlth a former agency

head.
V

The setting -0n 5th Avenue in New York, as well as

her secretary's conslderation to make tea while I walted

for her, made me feel welcome, and that this was an
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important occasion. Susan King was equally charmlng and

open _about the project. ”In fact, she querled me on my

views about whylcertain aspects of the IRLG worked as well

as lnqulred about "life” as a senior civil servant in the

Reagan Administration. She was intellectually curious

.. about the research and candid in her reflections on the

IRLG relationshlps. She also inquired about_Don Clay and

Colin Church. Having this conversat1on—l1ke interview

C over sandwlches lncreased the level of contact. Although
U

she was labeled as a more political and less

technically—tralned agency head, partisan politics d1dn't 2

come through in the interview nor did her lack of

technical training seem to hamper her appreciation of the

chemlcal regulatory dllemmas of the time.

Carol Tucker Foreman

Because she seemed very personable on the telephone

when I explained the subject of my research, I was.

positive and expectant about this interview. I had heard

several 1ntervlewees' comments about her difficult or

brlttle personallty, so I was especially curious about her

manner ln handling the interview. I was aware that her

two-person firm did political consulting and lobbying, so

I was expectlng mere commentary on the partlsan political

aspects of the IRLG. As my third principal interview, I

was feeling falrly confldent about my style of

conversation.
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We talked just after she returned from the Hill.

She ate a brown bag lunch, while I had hot tea. I arrived

in her office.before she returned, and her secretary had

me wait in her office, as there was no waiting room. She

was direct and frank about her efforts to get into the
[

IRLG as well as the benefits she realtzed from sitting

together with other political officials and sharing

experiences. She was open and elaborated on comments

V without much prompting. I felt that I had garnered good

U data that contrasted the latter days of five prlncipals

with the earlier days with just four——even with Susan i

Klng's substitutlon at CPSC.

Jere Goyan
V

This was the first of a trio of out—of—town

interviews conducted over a two—day period. I was excited

to be going to San Francisco (where Goyan ls the Dean of

the School of Pharmacy, University of San Francisco), and

pleased at the proximlty of this interview to the one the

next day in Palo Alto with Don Kennedy. I was curious and

open about Jere Goyan-—havlng never met him. Two of the

previous lntervlewees had said that the IRLG was not the

same after Kennedy°s departure, so I was not expecting the

level of creativlty and enthusiasm from this principal. I

was feeling confident about my interview format.

Jere Goyan was congenial and friendly, and used the

occasion to help recollect what were enjoyable personal
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encounters, but not high priority agency matters. He ls

still friends with Don Kennedy. My expectation about his

lesserl level of energy for and interest in the IRLG

experience was confirmed.

· Donald Kennedy Q
‘ The next day my interview was marked by antlclpation

and excltement. As several of the intervlewees referred

to him as a "spark” for the IRLG, and given the respect
I

expressed by Doug Costle for him, I was looking forward to
U

this interview. I was apprehensive about the degree of

openness surrounding lt given the dlfflculty I had in 2

gaining his agreement to do it, getting through his

secretary, and finally his special assistant, to reach

him, and the necesslty to get a visitor's parking pass to

even be able to park "close" to the president of

Stanford's office. Although this pass was a nice gesture,

I viewed it as reinforcing the importance of his office

and the privllege I was being accorded in this interview.

With my previous four principal interviews complete,

however, I looked forward with some confidence to getting

some fruitful data. I arrived at his office early for a

10
‘a.m

appointment and was told that his Faculty Senate

meeting was running over.‘ His receptionist said that they

had tried to reach me at my hotel that morning to inform

me, but I had left early to have breakfast on campus. The

receptionist was very solicitous, and I used the time to
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adjust my very "tight" reservation that afternoon to

Cincinnati.

He arrived about 20 minutes late, and we had coffee

and tea in his office while he reflected on the IRLG

I experience. Although he was responsive to my questions,

_ elaboratlon d1dn't come easily--perhaps due to his rather

stiff style. He was the only principal who checked his

watch after about 40 minutes (apologizing about a

o subsequent meeting), which I took as a cue to flnish my
”

questions. Although his style was not hurrled, I left

feeling somewhat unsuccessful in that I dldn't sense the é

degree of rapport with him that I had had with the other

principals. This is despite the fact that a number of his

comments proved very useful in appreciating the

interrelationships among the principals. This was the

shortest of all of my interviews.

Eula Bingham

This was the third interview in this trip. Because

of her statement some months ago about "somethlng special"

going on among the principals in the IRLG, I was expectant

and‘ positive about the insight she might bring to the

relationships. Because of the more "official” nature of

the Kennedy interview the day before, I was hoping for a

more collegial one this day. Her volunteering to pick me

up at my hotel and to take me to her office (due to the

parking complexities at the University of Cincinnati),
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gave me a sense of hospitality and openness as well.

·My expectatlons were met. We talked over tea and

coffee. in a conference room undisturbed by interruptions.

She listened thoughtfully to my questions, and her

V responses were both responsive and reflective. As she

_ said, she had thought a lot about the IRLé——even since she

had left Washington. I felt that my interview technique

was reinforced and effective with such a willing and open

person.

James O. Pierce H
This interview was conducted at a prearranged time'

from my EPA office. I felt neutral to positive about it

given the enthusiasm I had experienced with Eula Bingham,

his former boss. Also, he made positive remarks about the

IRLG on the telephone when I talked to him about arranging

the interview.

Despite some technical difficulties in getting a

telephone through which to record the interview, it went

very well. He was very enthusiastic about the IRLG and

said he still had his certificate of chairmanshlp (of one

of the rotating six—month, rotating periodsl on his office

wall. His interview emphasized the success of the

National Toxicology Program (mentioned in this research as

a ”daughter” of the IRLG effort), so I was a little

uncertain if my questions focused him sufficiently on the

IRLG relationships. He seemed very open and frank in his
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views, however.

John Byington J

My last interview was with the remaining principal.

I antlcipated that he would be forthcomlng in this
r

' interview because of the enthusiasm his secretary

·
suggested as well as the references to his being an

q actlvist (vis-a-vis the IRLG) in other interviews. Colin

A Church had said that he would be a vocal supporter. I was

U especially curious about his status as the only Republican

in the original IRLG group, and what he might have to say Tabout that.
His interview was the longest of all I had. We

spent over two and one—half hours together in a

conversation over coffee and tea and, later, over Cokes.

His enthuslasm was apparent because he felt he had so much

to do with setting the stage for the IRLG through the

joint work on chlorofluorocarbons begun in the Ford

Administration. He was forthcomlng and volunteered

perspectives willlngly; he had strong feelings about the·

necessity of interagency cooperation and the IRLG as an

exemplar. His style was friendly, open, and contagious in

its enthusiasm.

Interview Content .

I used the outline in Table 3 as a guide for

conductlng the interviews. While I did not slavishly
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follow the order of the questions, I wanted to draw the

interviewees out on their view of the purpose of the IRLG,

the environment around them, the relatlonships among the

principals, the nature of their meetings alone and with

V the surrogates, how decisions were made, any changes that

. occurred with the departure of Kennedy and the arrival of

Foreman, and thoughts on the posslbility of this kind of

forum again. I also solicited reactions to industry

i criticism of the IRLG contained in Congressional testlmony

Ü
from the American Industrial Health Council.l In most of

the interviews, I also cited a quotation from the Landy
7

et al. book as to the IRLG being a "relatively small

coalition within the larger game of Executive branch

pluralistic politics."2 This was discussed in the context

of other coordlnatlve bodies such as the Council of Wage

and Price Stability and the Office of Science and

Technology Policy to name some mentioned by those authors.

I wanted to draw the interviewees out on their views of

the scope of the IRLG.

Table 4 is a copy of a one-page hand out that I

gave to each interviewee (and mailed in advance to Jim

Pieice) to jog his/her memory on signlficant dates

associated with the IRLG as well as the major activity

areas. I usually handed this out about one—half of the way

through the interview, when we discussed the departure of

Don Kennedy and the arrival of Carol Foreman.
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TABLE 3

IRLG INTERVIEW TOPICS

PrIor to'each interview, I discussed my interest In
expandlng the concept of Interagency coordlnatlon by
recognlzing the micro-micro level of Interaction and
recognizlng the negotiation llterature and the principles
of humanlstlc psychology. I stated that I was not writing‘
a history of the IRLG. I also obtalned the IntervIewee's

_ consent to record the Interview. _

l. What was the purpose of the IRLG?
‘

„

2. What was going on in the Administration or the broader
· political economy at the time the IRLG was set up (l977)?

“‘
3. Did you know any of the other principals prior to the
formation of the IRLG? How?

4. How did the meetings get set up? Why monthly? Why
breakfast? -

5. What
uwas

the physical setting? How long did the
meetings last? What was the purpose of the private
sessions vs. those with the surrogates? Were alternates
allowed? Why?

6. How dId the group operate? How did It make decisions?
Majorlty, consensus, minorlty veto? Was there a
difference In decislons on the budget vs. other matters?
Was there a chalrman? How was he/she selected? Was the
chalrman usually the leader of the group? If not, who
was? Was there an agenda? Who created It?

7. How did the group function with the original four
members? Wlth the new agency appolntees? With the flfth
agency member? What were the differences? What happened
when Don Kennedy left?

8. What Is your reactlon to the American Industrial
Health Council critique of the IRLG, taken from
Congressional testimony?

9. What Is your reaction to the Landy et al. citatlon
regarding the IRLQ, l.e. "...relatIve1y small coalltlon
within the larger game of Executive branch pluralistlc
polltics?"

10. Is this type of forum possible again? How?
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TABLE 4

INFORMATION HANDOUT TO IRLG INTERVIEWEES .

’
IRLG CHRONOLOGY _

May 1977 International Conference on CFC's
August 1977 Press conference announcing IRLG
September 1977 Interagency agreement ln Federal .

Register; 4 agencies in ”voluntary
cooperatlon”

· January 1978 Draft work plans in the Federal Register
June 1978 John Byington leaves“
January 1979 FSQS joins IRLG agencies
—--————, 1979 Public forums held in Regions 6 and 10

and Washington °

July 1979 Don Kennedy leaves
September 1981 Interagency agreement explres

ACTIVITY AREAS

Compliance and enforcement
Education and communications
Information exchange
Regulatory development
Research planning
Risk assessment
Testing guldellnes
Regional activities
Epldemlology
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FOOTNOTES

1 U.S. Congress, House, Committee on the Judiciary,
Statement and Discussion: Importance of Sound Scientific
Basis for Health Related Regulator! Declslons. Hearings
before the ·Subcomm1ttee on Administrative Law and
Government Relations on H.R. 746. 97th Cong., lst sess.,
30 April 1981, pp.441—5l8.

”
2 Marc K. Landy, Marc J. Roberts, and Stephen R. Thomas,

.. Asklng the Wrong Questions: Environmental Protection
During the Carter Administration, (New York, Oxford Press,
Forthcomlng.) _
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